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VOL. XIX.

HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, JUNE
Consumption Surely Cured.

Manufactories, Mills, Shops, Etc.

HOLLAND CITY SEWS

Hot weather has come

28, 1890.
to stay.

NO. 22

High School

pLKMAN^J./Wagon^aud^Carrtagt.
Manufac-

Commencement. prospered as well as could be expected,

To the Editor— Please inform your
At Drenthe they will observe Indereaders that I have a positive remedy
pendence day.
turer of Ox Yokes . River street
The Eleventh Annual Commence
PUBLISHEDEVERY SATURDAY AT
for the above named disease. By its
ment of the High School of the city of
JJOLLAND OTTY BREWEBY^LBe/f.Proprie- timely use thousandsof hopelesscases
J. Buaquet, one of Zeelands’s earliest
have been permanentlyclued. I shall settlers, is seriouslyill.
Holland was held Friday evening, at
Mtpla^ udCToSh sS>eU*W#,y
be glad to send two bottlesof my remthe
First Reformed Church. The
& NAGELKERK, TTUNTLEY. A., PracticalMachlntstMiU and edy free to any of your readers who The oil painting of Dr. Phelps can be
1 1
Engine Repairs a specialty. Shot on Sev- have consumption if they will send me seen in the 'show window of Brusse’s members of the Senior Class, who gradPUBLISHERS.
enth street, near River.
uated this year with full honors, were
their express and post office address. clothing store.
all present; and so were their friends.
Respectfully,
R ats
known TTUNTLEY, JAB., Architect Builder and ConII tractor. Office in New Mill and Factory on T. A. SLOCUM, M. C.. 161 Pearl St., L. Van Putten, of the Workman The spacious auditorium of the First
on application.
River street.
Manufacturing Co., left for New York,
New York.
Ref. church was filled with au appreciWednesday, on business.
17EY8T0NBPLANING MILL. J. R Kleyn,
IV Proprietor,Architectaud Builder,dealer in
ative
audieuce. The decorations were
Health.
Lumber, Lath, Shingles,aud Brick. Sixth street
The strawberry season is drawing to
appiopriateand tasty. Above the
How often do we hear of people break- a close. On the whole it has been a
PHOENIX PLANING MHjL. B. L. Scott, Pro
platform, on a blue back ground, was
inf? down in health through overwork, satisfactoryone to fruit raisers.
,umber'
Bhlil8l«s and
OrganiMd under the gmeral hanking law.
either mental or physical,we would adsuspended the motto of the class,
The Macatawa Park Company has
rPAKKEN & DE SPEEDER, Manufacturersof vise all such to commence treatment tiled its new articles of association with “Principle Makes No Compromise.”
Paid up Capital. 37,000. 1 Carriasee,Wagons,Cutters. Sleighs. Sole with Golden Seal Bitters, the great
The music was furnished by Goodowners of IXL Patent Wagon. Special attention blood puritier, liver, kidney and the secretary of state. The capital
to Horseshoeing and Repairing. River street
rich’s Orchestra, a local organization
stomach
remedy
and
life giving princi- stock is placed at $ 15,600.
'T1*
J
ple, it will enrich, refresh and invigorC. VKR SCHUKE. CMhier.
composed of Messrs. A. Goodrich, F.
Merchant Tailors.
List of letters advertised at the Holate both mind aud body. For Sale by
Carr, C. L. Waring, Will Thomas, and
land,
Mich.
P.
O.
for
the
week
ending
j^RUSSE BROK, Merchant Tailors.
H.
7
June 27: Miss Hanna Baukamp, E. W. Hopkins. It is but fair to say, that
Business.
Berges. J. G. Van Putten, P. M. to many the attainmentsthis orchestra
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Why

lay awake nearly all night with
troublesomecough when you can
yAN DER VEERE, WILLIAvl, First Ward get a remedy that will cure and afc the
V Meat Market. Choice meats always on same time give you rest and sleep.
hand. Eighth stm t, near Fish.
Try it for Coughs, Cold, Consumption,
tickling of throat, pain in chest, and
Photographer.
all kindred diseases and you will never
I A FAYETTE, J., Photographer.The beat use any other. It is Dr. Pete’s 3o cent
JU work aud the lowest prie s. Gallery, 2ud Cough Cure. For sale by H. Walsh'.
dealers In all
kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats, River street. that

U

able ratea. Collectionspromptly attended to and remitted on day of payment.
Interestpaid on time deposits,

1,

RefreshingSleep.

Meat Markets.
r\E KRAKER & DR KOSTER,

Exchange aold on all principal cities (n
Europe. Domestic Exchangesold at reason*

Bllla of

Boaineaa hours from 8 a. m. to 4 p.

,„

WALSH.

Transact a Commercial
Banking

The

carry with him the approbation of all
that have been enabled to judge of the
efficiency of the

work performed by

him, and by those under his charge.

mil

bri

March

under the circumstances,and ?rof.
Humphrey, in retiringfrom the superintendency,at his own request, will

after

6m.

First State Bank,
HOLLAND. MICHIGAN.

door eas'. of the City Hotel.

Organized under the Michigan Banking Laws.

The pulpit of the First Ref. church has reached were unknown until their
Sunday forenoon and ears were regaled with the musical
afternoon by Rev. C. Van Der Veen, strains their combined efforts sent
D. D., of Olivet.
forth. The piano accompanist was
A new suburban village named “I* Miss Reka Boone, who never wearies
vanrest,” four and one half miles this in well-doing and whose valuable serside of Grand Rapids on the C, & W.
M. R’y is to be platted,aud sold in vices as a pianist are always rendered
will l>e occupied

lots.

The Quarter Centennial.
The week

just closed was

the event, and the efforts to

worthy of

make

it

so

were crowned with success.
It

was Hope

College’s first quarter-

centennial.And this fa<5t was realized
apd emphasized— and properly so— by
all those who heljied to make the institution what

it is,

and who

for that institption are

Our

by and but
what they are.

fair little city, while never boast-

ful in her achievements,but modest as
the proverblalism of her nomenclature
dictates,shared in this

common

rela-

tion as benefactor and beneficiary.She
attired herself in her best robes, sus-

pended the daily routine of her vocaand with a unanimity of good
will and cheer flung the latchstring of
with a cheerfulness which make them
her welcome and hospitality to the
doubly appreciated.
tions,

“Wait for the Wagon” ami buy your The Ottawa Beach extension is to be
breezes.
I u
publishing the programme, we
house plants of Souter & Son; no dies formally turned over to the company
ISAAC CAPPON. President,
The alumni of Hope College, its
I/- REMEH8, H., PbyMcianaud Burgeon. Real- on them; plants healthy and cheap.
will omit any particular references as
J, W. BEARD8LEE. Vice President.
IV deuce on Twelfth street, cor. er of Maruot. We have a very line lot of cut Uowers by the contractors to-day. The work
friends
and supporters, flocked to tills
on the contract was finished Thursday to the merits of the several speakers
ISAAC MARSILJE, Cashier. Office at the drug store of H. Kremers (iiii«>o that we are selling cheap. Orders for
Mecca of pioneer devotion, by the score
night.
hours from 11 a. m. to 13 m., and from 5 to Op m.
and their selections. We hardly think
designs or baskets, will receive our
and the hundred. It was a gala week,
Transacts a general backing business. Also
Our young friend J. G. Huizinga, of it proper to do so. These young ladies
has a sa rings department,in which depositsof YT ABBS. J . A.. Physician and Burgeon. Office qest attention. Don’t forget us during
ascents or more are received. Interestpaid on ITA at Walsh’s drug shire. Residence, corner Commencement
10-2w
the graduating medical class at the and gentlemen,in reaching the goal of for all, long to be remembered in the
all time and savings deposits. Saving’s depart- of Eighth aud Fish streets, in the house formerly
State University, remembered the their school years, have each of them annals of our local festivities.
occupied by L Hpriotsema. Office Hours : 9 to
ment alsoopeu every Saturday evening.
News with a beautiful card announ10 a m., and 3 to 5 p. m.
Bucken’s Arnica Salve.
Inasmuch as it is contemplated to
had their contentionsand difficulties
directors
The
Best
Salve
in
the
world
for cing that fact.
perpetuate
the recollections of the
Saloons,
to overcome.In these, as well as witli
L Cappon.
J. W. Garvelink
Cuts, Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt
event
by
a
suitable publicationemIn the line of amusements the RobJ. W. Beardslee,G. W. Mokma.
1IROWN, P., dealer in liquors and cigars of all Rheum, Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped inson show has been quite an attrac- all similar exercises, there were degrees
bodying
the
leading
incidents,we have
13 kinds. Eighth street near River.
Hands, Chilblains,Corns, and all Skin
Paul Steketee. G. J . Diekema,
of merit, yet, back of tills was the contion this week, and upon their return
abandoned
the idea of a systematic
Eruptions, and positively cures Piles,
G. J.
L Marsllje.
OEEBY, MICHAEL, dealeriu Wines, Liquors.
to Holland the management relies con- viction that as a whole, the class of ’90
|
J. C. Post.
aud Cigars. Saloon lu First Ward, three or no pay required. It is guaranteed fidently upon a good patronage.
array of what occurred each day and
reflected creditably upon our Public
doors east of City Hall.
to give perfect satisfaction,or money
will note only an outline of its most
refunded. Price 25 cents per box. For
Subscribe for Grand Rapids’ best Schools. It numbered eleven, which is prominent features.
Watches anil Jewelry,
sale by Yates & Kane, Holland & II. paper, The Doily Democrat; it contains no mean figure, consideringthe addi13 REYMAN, OTTO. Watchmaker.Jeweler, aud De Kruif, Zeeland.
The baccalaureatesermon of Rev.
all the news, arrives in Holland at 9:30 tional facilities offered in this city by
13 dealerin fancy goods. Comer of Market
Attorneys and Justices.
a.m. Sent by mail at 50 cents a month. the Grammar School departmentof Dr. Mai-deviile,Sunday evening, was a
and Eighth streets.
Notice!
Postmasterwill receive subscriptions.
Hope College. All of* which goes to fitting opening, both as regards the
rklEKESI A, G. J., Attorney at Law. Collections ^TEVENSON, C. A., successor to H. WykI wish to notify the citizens of Holhuf'seu,
Jeweler
and
OpticUu,
Eighth
street
1/ promptly attendedto. Office,Van der
Freight
and
passengers
are
increasing
prove that there is room for both; that culture of the speaker and the subject
opposite Walsh’s drug store.
land that I am at all times ready to
Veen’s block. Eighth street.
clean cesspools at 75 cents a barrel.* If with the steamer Bradshaw— the men- both are appreciated; that as an edu- matter of the address. The closing reMiscellaneous,
FAIRBANKS. I.. Justiceof the Peace, Notary
my services are required, drop me a tion of which is about the most effectual
marks to the senior class, if directed to
Public aud Peaalon Claim Agent, River St,
way of nailing the rumor of a contem- cational centre Holland stands out
W. W. Nobel.
YI70LTMAN,
A.. Manufacturerof Fine Ha postal
ear Tenth.
auy
oilier graduating class of young
plated withdrawal.
pre-eminently;and that its citizens
Tf vana Cigars, and dealer iu Cigars, ToBox 436.
Physicians.

Week.

:

'

ly

Kollen,

O

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

_

O

_

r

bacco, Pipes, etc.

card.

fully appreciate the advantages offered gentlemen,would have been duly apThe postmaster desiresto give notice
preciated.What their effect will be
them.
to the public, that on Friday, July 4,
Van
upon this class will yet have to be
the i>ost office will Iw open from 7 to 12
The exercisesof the evening were in
Now o'clock
demonstratedby them, individually,in
iu the forenoon,and remain
charge of the retiring Superintendent,
closed the balance of the day.
the manner in which they may desire
Prof. J. W. Humphrey, and the entire
L3
There will be a grand celebration on programme was carried out without a to make the amende honorable for
tlieii reprehensible and rebellious conAs I am obliged to vacate the build- the Faurtli lit Macatawa Park. The
Barbers.
IZEPPEL, T., dealer in lumber, lath, shingles, ing now occupied by me, I wish to let steamers Mabel Bradshaw. Macatawa hitch. The au lienee was more than duct.
IY salt, land and calcined plaster. Corner
my many customers know that I shall and Lizzie Walsh will make regular liberal in sending in their floral testiQAU MO ARTEL. W., TonsoritlParloi e, Eighth Eighth and Cedar street.
And while treating upon this feature
13 and Cedar etreets. Hair dressingpromptly
remove temporaryto the Schrader trips between the city and the Pa|k.— monials to the several members of the
attended to.
store, two doors east of Kiekintveld’s Fire works in the evening.
class as they retiredfrom the rostrum, of the occasion we might as well here
cTty
confectionary, until the store of Prins
Clothing.
aud the applause that followed the dispose of this unsuccessful attempt at
& Rooks will be completed. Aud as " ^TluTtergest shipments of strawberries ever made iu one day from St. Jo- rendering of the class song was especi- foiling the festivities of the week, by
PRODUCE. ETC.
\rOR8T. W., Tailor. Renovating and repairing
wish to reduce my stock, I will for th
stating,that in spite of all the efforU
V ciothinga specialtycheap and good. River
{Correctedevery Friday by B BtekeUe.)
next 30 days sell goods regardless o seph and Benton Harbor wefe made ally merited.
street
Monday of last week when 16.000 orates
that vs ere put forth to justify or magniWHOLESALE.
BETAIL.
J. Wise.
The members of the graduatingcl
were sent out from the former and 10,..... $1.00 to $1.50 Beans ..... $1.25 to $2.00
Holland, Mich., June 26, *90. 2
fy the attitude of these few senion,
Commission Merchant.
game .............iOc Batter .............. lie
tXK) from the latter.
of ’90 are: Latin course— Nellie D.
Eggs ................. 12c Eggs
iSc
upon the streets or by designed reports
T| BACH, W. H-, Commission Merchant, and Honey .............. 10c Hem
Huntley, BeatriceL. KImptou. EnLadies Attention!
......"/iS?
This issue of the News is somewhat
13 dealerin Grain, Flonr and Produce. Highest Onions ............... Onions .....
the press outside, their position to...............
The stock of Summer Hats and typical of the local situation during glish course— Henrietta Van Den Berg,
market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick Potatoes .............35c Potatoes.............40c
day
is as forcical in the eye of the
•tore, corner Eighth and Fish streets.
Trimmings, which I have still on hand, the week, the garter-centennialor Jennie De Vries, John A. Elenbaas,
public
as it is deplorable to themselves.
will be sold positively at lower prices Hope College having made its inroads
CRAIN. FEED. ETC.
Antony Van Ry, Gerrit Steketee, May
Drags and Me dclnes.
than
anywhere
else.
Ujion
the
time
and
attention
of
a
large
Their
pretended cause for grievance,
(Correctedevery Friday by W. H. Beach
Mrs. M. Bbrtsch. portion of our citizens,includingthe ria S. Damson, Louie Etta Markhaiik in fact, is too silly for mention, and
/1ENTRAL DRUG STORE, H. Kreme-i, M. D-,
DETAIL.
Alice M. Purdy, Nella Pfanstiehl. /
\J Proprietor.
Holland, Mich., June 26. 1890.
Buckwheat........500'Buckwheat ..........60c
personnel of the News.
were it not for a sentiment of charity
Bran,
100 tbs ...... 05c, Bran, N 100 tbs ..... 70c
—
The following was the programmeof
rkOESBUBG. J. 0., Dealer iu Drug* and Modi- Barley. V owt ...... 70;Barley,V 100 lbs.. $0.90
which
survives that of contempt, the
On
July
3rd
and
4th,
tickets
will
be
Notice.
XJ cines, Paints and Oila, Brushes,Toilet Med.cloverVbn..8.'.75 CloverBeed,V I.U..W 50
the exercises of the evening:
Articlesand Perfumea,Imported Havana, Key Mam Clover “ bn. Ahao Coro Meal V 100tbs.$0.85
matter would not even have received
The annual meeting of the Stock- sold at Holland, to all points on the
Weet, and DomeatieCigars.
ProoMiloo*!— G •oflrlchi Oreb«itra.
Corn Meal, V tou.$16.00!Coru,shelled ........ 43o holders of the West Michigan Furni- C. & W. M. R y, at one fare tor the
the passing notice it now hardly could
Com, shelled ..... ..40c Hour ............. $5.00
luvoc-.tloc-Rer.Cbaa. Siott. D. D.
round
trip
or
half
fare.
Tickets
good
OCHOUTEN. F J., M. D., proprietorof First Corn, new, ear ....... 4 cjF. Cornm’l V lOOlbsgi .40 ture Co , of Holland, for the purpose
T. io— ‘•Tie LUt.nt Chime*.’' Nella PfuuitUbl, escape. Very properly therefore the
to
return
not
later
then
July
5th,
1890
O Ward Drug Store. PrescriptionsoarefuUy Flour ..............$4.60Feed;Vcwt........ $0.90 of electingofficersand transacting
compounded day or night. Eighth street
Jetnie De Vrier Henrietta Van Den Berg.
council of the institution,by reason of
F. Comm’l ft I00tb»$l .60 Hsv ...........$8 to $11
such other business as may be brought This will enable all logo “somewhere'*
Feed, V tou.. ....*17.00Middlings ^ luO lbs. .7(c
Bullderi-Halutatory.
G**rrlt Steketee.
their failure to recede from their reTITALSH, HEBER, Druggist and Pharmacist; Hey ............... *7 00:Oats. new ... ....... 88c before it, will be held at the office of and have a glorious Fourth.
YY a full stock of goods appertain!^to the Middlings V 100 tbs.. 700 bye ..................50c the compauy on Tuesday evening,, An excursion train of three coaches TriflcB—Nella Pt-uitlebl.
fusal to perform their duty iu connecHecitatioc— TL# Legend of Bragetu." Louie
bnalnest.
Oats ................. :»c Pearl Barley $ lOOlbs M July 8th, 1890, at 8 o’clock p. m.
Rye .................. iia Timothy seed ...... |1.75
from Grand Rapids conveyed hundreds Etta Markham.
tion with the annual commencementof
Geo. P. Hummer, Sec’y.
VAXES A KANE, druggists and bookaeUers Pearl Barley ..... #3 25 Coro ear .............45e
of visitors and guests to Ottawa Beach
Verbs— Marla 8. Deuuon,
the institution, has refrained from
X Stock always fresh and complete,cor Eighth Timothy leed ...... #1.50
Holland, Mich., June 26, 1890. 2w
Saturday evening, to attend the grand
Woman -Yesterday,To-day and Tomorrow. issuing to them the diploma to which
and River streets.
Wheat ............... b«c
opening. It was the first train that Heor(<tta Van Den Barg.
they would otherwise have been enDry Goods and Groceries.
Next week the News will ap- was run over the new extension, and
Select! on-Orchtetra.
titled.
was followed by two other trains the Wonder at Nothlng-Jennie De Vriea
nERTSCH, D., dealer In Dry Goode, Fancy
pear on Thursday evening, Friday be Jlfijrt^norning.
The Republic— Its PrQgreaa and Destiny. AnJD Goode and FamishingGoods. Eighth street
The rhetoricalexercisesof the Graming Independence Day. Those detony Van by.
mar School Dep’t,at the college chapel,
The new proprietorof the Shady Side
pOOT A KRAMER, dealer in Dry Goode. NoIDoitatioc-ThePi lot’s Story Alice M. Fur*
F. 8i A. M.
tious, Groceries, Flonr, Feed, etc., Eighth
siring “special notices” will please Hotel, Mr. P. Walsh, appears in this
on Monday afternoon, under the lead
dy.
street next to Bank.
A xtefralar Communicationof Unity Lodge,
issue of the News with a card announhelect!on -Orchestra.
of Prof. II. Boers, were of the same
No. 191, F. A A. M., will be held at MasonioHall hand them iu early.
cing the opening of his place for the
pi RANDALL, S. R .dealer In Depart mentGoods
m«
Mich., at 7 o'clock on Wednesday evenPast. Present and l nture-Nellle D. HunUey. popular character as usual, the hall in
\j and proprietor ot Holland City Bazaar, Holland,
season.jqln addition to a series of free
ing*, Jan; ift. March 5. April 2. 30, May SB
Declamation—Little Foxea. Rob’t. Burdette.
Elgbtb itreet.
VICINITY.
July 2, 30, August 27, Sept. 24, Oct. 92. Nov.
which they are held never being able
concerts during the summer he will
John A. Elenbaas.
Dec. 24. St. John's days Jane 24 and Decemhave some special attractions for the
TYE JONGH C. dealer In Dry Goods, Groceries, ber
O. Brkyman, W. M.
Varaithes— ValedfoV ry. Beatrice L.Kimpton. to contain more than half of thoee deHaU and Capa. Boots and Shoes,eto.,Tenth A. Hcntley, Sec’y.
Fourth. ' See his advertisementin anWheat looks fine.
Class Song- .’
siring to attend. The interior of the
street opp
Union School building.
other column.
Presentation t Diploma's— 8apt. J. W. Hum- chapel, during the year, has been greatGood
corn-weather.
K.
O.
T.
M,
TYB VRIES, D., dealerIn General Merchandise,
and Pr-dnoe. Fresh Eggs and Dairy BatCapt. W. McLoughiin,chief engi- phrey. '
ly improved, settees taking the place
Crescent Tent, No. 60. meets In K. O. T. M.
ter always on hand. River street, cor. Ninth. ________
______
The hay crop will be immense, the neer of the G. R., C. & 8. L. R’y is oc- Daet— Selection.Marls 8. Damson, Nell!? D.
Hall at 8:00 p ___
m., on_
Monday night next. All
of
chairs, and permanentseats having
Huntley, l
rvrvvvTVV
tw.
invlUd * to” attend! largest gatheredin years.
cupied in figuring the costs of construcbeen
added to the gallery.The decoGrand Religious Fantasia— Bo in ion. Goodtion for the purpose of putting the job
particularsgiven on application.
Landlord Avery of “The Ottawa,”
rich’sOrchestra
rations
were a testimonialto good
flnaat stock ot Crockery in theolty.oor. Eighth
under contract. He says the road will
Chab. D. Wisi.Commafukr.
served 860 meals last Sunday.
sad River streets.
Benediction— Rev. William Jennings.
John J. Cappon, B. K.
be commenced early in the fall. The
taste and judgment. On a blue backVAN DER HAAR, H . general dealer In floe
In presenting the diplomas Sup't ground, with 16 stars representing the
Saturday night hops, with music proposedline is one of easy grades, and
V Groceries,etc. Oysters in soaon. Eighth Chamberlain's Eye a nd Skin byThe
CormaBy’s Orchestra,promises to the cost of construction and operation Humphrey announced also that at the number of the class, was the American
street.
beapi
be a prominent feature of the Ottawa will be comparativelylight.
beginning of the school year Adrian eagle escutchonedon the flag, entwined
Ointment
\TAN PUTTEN, Q. A RONS. General Dealer* in
Beach
resort again this year.
V Dry Goods. Groceries,Crooxery, Hats and A certain cure for Chronic Sore Eyes,
The
St. Johns Day party, last Tues- College had authorized him to award a around the letter “A,” while the class
Caps, Flonr, Provisions,etc. River stieet.
Tetter, Salt Rheum, Scald Head, Old
Zeeland will celebratethe Fourth:] day evening, was a ^ccess/socially special diploma to the scholar that had motto “Reward Crowns' Labor,” was
YXTIUF, j dealer In Notions and Fancy Goods, Chronic Sores, Fever Sores, Eczema, President ofihe day, Hon. C. Van Loo; I and financially,in suite of the very
Tv Also Hair Work. Eighth street oppoeita Itch, Prairie Scratches, Sore Nipples marshal, RfBrusse; orator, Rev. J.Jwarm weather. Goodrich’sOrchestra attained the highest standing iu his or suspended beneath a globe, as if to
City Hall.
and Piles. It is cooling and sootning. Riemersma; chaplain, Rev. J. Kremew of eight pieces furnished an excellent her studies during the year, which di- addi “the world over.” Two of the
Hundreds of cases have been cured by
Furniture.
programme of music, nearly all new, ploma will entitle the holder to a four class were sons of members of the first
J. Wise, the dry goods dealer, will and gave general satisfaction. After
it after all other treatment had failed.
years’ course in that institution,free graduatingclass of the college, twenty13B0UWER, JA8 A., Dealer in FFurniture. 25 and 50 cent
shortly move his stock to the store of the first half of the programme all parboxes for sale b
_______________
Mr,
13 Carpets, Wall Paper, eto. Meyer, Brouwer
of charge, being equivalent to a money five years ago.
HEBER WALSH. Holland Mich. Mr. Schrader, the building he now oc- took of a banouet at the masonic hall.
A Go’s old atsnd,River St.
cupies being sold to other parties.See As they are always noted to furnish considerationof sixty dollars. This
The following was the order of exerVERB BEK. W„ dealer in Furniture, Wall Good Cheer Soap will save you lots notice.
nice suppers, thii one was no excep- honorable distinction fell upen Miss cises:
Paper, Picture Frames, HouseholdDecoraof hard work; for sale at Henry D.
tions aud Novelties . Eighth street**
Nellie D. Huntley,amid a demonstraThe local representativesof the tion.
Prsyer—
14 18t.
daily papers of Grand Rapids, Detroit
tion of hearty approval on the part of
Overture-Pell Mell. FerasaL EnpsalianOr.....
Flour 1111#.
Dr.
Baker,
secretary
of
the
State
and Chicago,here acquited themselves
ebesttathe audience.
of health, will be in Holland,
WALSH DE BOO A CO., Mannfactnrerscf Cheaper than the cheapest. The only creditably in reportingthe festivities board
Wednesday, July 2, to meet the local
And thus closes another school yeaf^ Welrome-Romewas not built In a day. Wm.
TT Roller Flour, proprietorsof Standard Roll- reliable. The Masury liquid paints are of the week.
J. Van Kersen.
er Mills. Daily capacity,900 barrels.
committee
and
arrange
fer
a
Sanitary
the besU manufactured. FoY sale only
of the Public Schools ot the city of HolThe New South— Arthur Van Daren.
Scores of visitors,that were here Convention. The meeting will be held
by Dr. Wm. Van
14tf.
land. On the whole it has not been Terpsichore in the Flat Creek Quarter*. Wo.
Hardware.
dining the week, availed themselvesof at the Mayor’s office, 7:80 p. m., and
M. Dehn.
the opportunity of visitingour resort# the attendanceof all the members of one of the piost successful.The dread
V ANTF.R8 BROS., dealers In generalhardware.
Ladies I
and were highly elated with the loca- the committee is urged: Revs. J. T. of contagion by reason of grip and Chorus- "Now tramp o’er Moss and Van.*
JY Steam and gas fittings a specially. No. 62
Bishop.
If you want a good fitting dress, come tion. Several made arrangements for Bergen, H. E. -Dosker and E. Bos,
Eighth street.
diphtheria, which prevailed during the
Bay BiUy-A. C. V. B. Gilmore. \
and give me a call. I have iust opened a renewed visit during the summer.
Prof.
G.
J.
Kollen,
the
Sup’t
of
the
VAR DER YEEN, E., dealer in stoves,hardwinter, was a severe drawback upon
The Russian Chiistmas-Pearl
C. Godfrey.
Public Schools, editors I. Verwey and
V ware, cutlery,eto. Tin and sheet Iron ware. a Dress Making and Fitting departJames Jackson and Frank Downer, W. Benjaminse,Drs. J. A. Mabbs and the regular attendance of scholars. The Inventor'sWife-Maria H. Huttings.
ment. on the corner of River and
Coiner River and Eighth streets.
Duet— “On Roay WU>(s.M Abk Mtteee H.
Twelfth streets. Good work guaran- who were convicted for burglarizingH. Kremes, Messrs. P. H. McBride, The friction occasionedhere and there
• Hotels.
teed.
Harriet Hanson and Pearl C. Godfrey.
the store of Ranters Bro’s several G. J. Diekema, F. O. Nye, R. N. Haby the change of superintendentlast
The Unknown Speaker-JohoL. De Jong.
3H(ENIX HOTEL, C. H. Jacobus, proprietor, Soliciting your patronage, I remain, weeks since, have been sentenced by bermann. Geo. P. Hummer, G. W.
Das Wolkchen-Mand B. Rogers.
- Respectfully, yours,
Judge Arnold, the former to.four years Mokma, I. Cappon, W. H. Beach, C. J. year also had its deteriorating effects.
• Ou Eighth street, near 0. A W. M. depot,
-efaraltbed sad renovated throughout.Kates,
Edith Goodrick. at Jackson and the latter to four years DeRoo, with the mayor as chairman of Nevertheless, after du? allowancefor Meriky’s Conversin-Klaa*J. Dykeoa.
•1.80 a day.
Holland,Mich., May 7, 1890. [1-m at
the committee.
these drawbacks, the schools have
Continued on fourth page.

T)08T. J.

C.. Attorney and Connaellor at Law.
Office: Poat’a Block, corner Eighth and
Elver streets.

i

__

TJEST, MRS.

Holland, Mich., June

20,

1890.

R. B., has a very fine Hue of
13 Fancy Goods and materialsfor fancy work.
Dr.
Putten is selling Masury’s
Ladies, call. Ninth street, between Market aud
liquid paints in all colors at cost.
Bakeries.
Cedar streets.
is the time to buy.
i^rry BAKERY, j. Pesalnk&Bro., Proprlet-rs, I'VE KEYZER, C., Newspaperand Periodical
Fresh Bread au ! Bakers' Goods, ConfectionSubscriptionAgency. Leave order for auy
Notice!
ry.etc., Eighth street
publicationIn U. 8. or Canada with him at P. 0.
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Ionia.

gone <m % strike. The immedlste cause
waa the resignationof Trainmaater

fw,
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EASTERN OCCURRENCES.

ELECTRIC

mooring at League Islaud.Philadelphia,
grounded on the spit of land at that
point where the Schuylkill empties into
the Delaware,just west of the navy,
yard. She was pulled back into deep

SILVER BILL REPORTED.
Hon-CoReamne;of the Homo

water. The damage is not known.
Edward G. Loping, who figured as
Judge in the celebrated ie?ugee Anthony
Burns case, in Boston in 1854. which resulted in Burns beinj returned to

In the Senate

Amendments.
In the Senate on the aith Init., the conference report on the appropriation bill ,wa* presented and agreed to. The Senate then proceeded to the consideration of the poitoffloe ap-

slavery, died at his

homo

in Winthrop,

KWANS. TOE SENATE

THE

At Bine Lick Springs, Mo., five of G. is a stoppage of
I ONLY OhC
WAY TO PREVENT
W. Easley's children. Katie, Annie, Zula,
Sharp Utters have been exchanged
0UTBREAK.
Beatrice and Don. aged reapecllvely17,
between Master Workman Powderlyand
11, 8, 4 and 2 years, were poisoned by
eating bologna sausage, the children President Gompers, of the Ameriean 1 Tak# Th•,,, 0a,,, Awaj and They will
ate only a lunch consiating of the sau- Federation of Labor. The correspond.8®tU* Dowa pr‘ce,lb,y’but Otherwise
sage and craekera and soon after all were ence grew out of an invitationfrom th* LiT•, “<l ProP*rtJr of *«ttUre Are
taken violentlyill and their conditionis the former to tbe latter to attend ,n
the meeting at Cooper Union,
Lnme Deer Agency (Mont) dispatch:
serions.
lork, and state the Oise of the Federa- —The threatenedoutbreak amonir the
tion. This Mr. Gompers construed as a Cheyennes is for the present arrested,
SOUTHERN INCIDENTS.
challenge to debate the 'differencesbe- I But should the Choyonues break tnelr
Ben Hosbebo, aged 35, a clothing tween the two organizations,and insinn- 1 promises node to Colonel Curtis and
merchant of Denison, Tex., committed
^deriy was Major Upshaw In open council last
n 0i.r pMkad m#*t' n,*bt an(I >0 caukht at their old tricks,
suicide by taking morphine. The cause
f
from all the .roops |n Fort Keough
is unknown. Hosberg will be remembered as one of the principils in tue eouMU MnriU^l^«4i e<lf“A ,n and Custer combined cannot prevent
^°'nder
G°m* bloodShcd.The stockmen are terribly
Hosberg and Sherwood sensation about Dera
a year ago, in which Hosberg received the meeting^in fhe eveninT
,D e*rne8fand *wear they will shoot
several shots while in Mrs. Sherwood’s derly w..
r’'"7 '"f I"1 '’!i° ls detoctel, kll",,|'
___
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THE NATIONAL GAME.
SiandlnK of the Clubs In the Leading Or-

%

ffnnlsaUont of the Country.
L. pc. Players’.W. L.
1C .680 Boston ...... 34 18
13 .6*3 Chicago ..... 26
21 .530 Phllad'phla.27 23
Chicago...85 !B
*'
.521 Brooklyn.... 28 20

National.W.
Cincinnati..3 i
Brooklyn... 31
PhU’ddphiaSl

"

S
£
SE1New

.442

£
f.

r
I

.051
.ffu
.Mil
Jil8

«

gSwv
»
New York.. "2
.33 29

1

¥> c.

*ssr..sSsfrtT.-"

York...

£ 25
V25

•?10
.500

iSSiffir1.::,1';SL:£

£

Denver

Columbus... 25 *5

s
......

25

MO Sioux City.. 25

>» .543
21
22 .532

Kansas City.22 20 .523

I,

%

%

l

SSSSi::::5

IIL-Iowa.W. L, ft. InterstateW. L. fc.
» 13 .606 Burlington.. 32 13 .711
Monmouth .26 14 .630 Evansville..29 13 .600
Ottawa.
. ..... 3
. 15 .625 PoOfiA ...... Ifl 19 itfi
W .615 Terre Hauler 22 [m
Quincy ...... 19 22 .463
Indianapolis8 33 .282
Dubuque...

.

_

m

1

ILLINOIS

1

New-

Entire Traffle of the Northern Division
of the Road Suspended.

A Chicago dispatch aaya: The

Illi-

nois Central Railroad is oomplately tied

np. Long

10 ,em

Engineer John Tomlinson of

a

mail train was killed near Oakland, Fla.,

wreck caused by a cow getting on

in a

the track.

A Texarkana, Ark.,

Ratcliffe, the

pher, covers fifteen pages of legal cap,
up manv of the mysteriesthut
of speculators.
sunounded the robbery. She says that
Mrs. Stuart Robson, the wife of the the men in jail, Detective Williams, Napoleon McDxniel, and John Browley,
comedian, died suddenly at Cohasset
with her husband, committed the robbery;
Harbor.
that McDaniel went through the express
A Philadelphia and Reading ex- car, wb le the others stood guard; that
press train was wrecked near Tuckerton Ratcliffe did the shootingthat disabled
the express messenger; and that McDanStation, Pa. The engineer, Lewis Heliel shot Ratcliffethrough mistake.
ler, was killed, and the fireman, George
A passenger and freight train colHeller, was fatally injured. Several
grading of wheat

is

fixed in the interest and clears

lided

_

Collectionsof In’ernal Revenue.

The
the

collections of internal revenue for

first eleven

months

of tbe fiscal year,

ending June 30, 1890, were $130,022,004,’
being- $10,594,034greater than the collections for the corresponding period of the
last fiscal year. The receipts were as
follows: On spirit#, $75,510,209, an increase of $1,798,588; on fermented liquors,
$23,160,718, an increase of $1,792,099; on
oleomargarine, $7.58,447, a decrease of
$97,207; miscellaneous, $141,750,an increase of $04,604. The receipts for May,
1990, were $877,671 gieaterthan lor May,

ii

mem-

Brr.Ariman»a
rp

WESTERN HAPPENINGS.

While thousands of people were at Fairview Park, a rain and sand storm sprang

np.

As many as could, sought a sholler
in the depot which is being erected by
the Electric Street Road. It was blown
down and a dozen people injured, the fol-

lowing fatally: Noah Fisher, colored;
Mrs. Jennie Miller, Mrs. John Clark,
Mrs. Magee, Nellie Carr, colored. Reports from the suburbs show that manv
bnildinrs wera unroofed and muct
damage done to orchards,etc.
A mob at Leavenworth, Kan., roughly
bandied a counle of witnessesin a liqnor
trial.

1 to

th.t

Late

by

Senate.

continued for a minute. The committee having resumed Us session, Mr. Bland.
(Mo.) xnovod that the committee rite
-his purpose bring to have some action

taken on the silver bill. The vote by tellers resulted 94 to, 105, Bo the eommlttee refused to-

^

of.
lnd!»u appropriation bill bring resumed,appropriatiOBSof
*12,200 for the Creek Indians,MM.eO) for the PottawattcmleIndians,aud *27,000 for the Meiican
mtawattornisIndianswore strickenfrom the-

bill. I he committee then rose, tbe bill waa
passed, aud the House adjourned.|

Amm

disposingof some routine business the

Senate, on tho 19th last., resumed consideration!
of the legislative, executive and Judicial appro-

The Kanias ChautauquaAssembly, in
session at Ottawa, Kan., subscribed
$3,000 to fight the "original-package”
dealers,

a:

•

R,aa<K

.
. ,
11 ViP°v*id
.

\

IhS iSabifani1.

1

^

no in

flv

Me

C»lg end Thomaalniek were kUled, end! Kibben, late porchuingagent of tbe

^

^?.Vdpr„‘L8;Jr'T™rA..>i’hj!!:.Fr‘nk
I Ulli0" I’acill‘'’
>»« Merged by the
ly injured. Low water wai^he cauiTof f.°JI,'P^(i.WA(k!t“U“?
?x0,',KJ0.b'r (r*ndu
lent purchaslfig during hla administrathe explosion.-ffiVi:"
tion. Tbe matter has been hi ought np
•

,
^

TJ-

^

tIw

of

i8

now

lQ the East/

™

!i«.1“hTbrG,.,^1.r*.tVr“M
established a quarantine sgainst all ar-

"a8bington-

from Spanish and African ports on
the Mediterranean.
rivals

d8~‘

Bank Examiner Sturgess took charge
of tho bank, and closed and locked th<
doors of tho concern. Mr. Sturgess and
some of tho bank officialswere seen by

fresh and newsy.

NATIONAL CAPITAL.

retire-

th*

at

o'clock,

7

adjourned.

The Senate spent the 20th Inst on tbe legislative. executiveand judicial

bill,

wh*h

was final-

ly

.y^fo^ourrtLK

i
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FOOD FOR LAUGHTER.

&

.83

30

0

^'Wtoiur

"^o

Cattle ...........................
1.25
Ho°8 .............................
4.00

whSt^no.’2

itodV. ! 1 ".'.v.'.'.v.'.;

OA?J-Mi0xodMw;.VeVn
:

Poke-Now

: : :

.

0

TOLEDO.

;

0
0

wen

•“’*
6.00

4.50 ,

4«4J Sfi:«

:

f>

S

;S

^

Mess ................ 13.75 014.25
BT.
v
Cattle.
.......
4.23 0 5.05
Hoo*. ............................
s.fio 4 no
Wheat-No. 2 Red..... ........... 87!6I
Corn— No. 2 ...........
.32
.83
Cats— No, 2 .......................
.20
Rye — No, 2......

LOUIS.

........

0
0

iNDiANAPOLib.

,40

3.03
ton; J. C. Lawrence, Waterville, Washington. CATTX^-Shipnina...............
K< driversof Public Looeys— Charles M. Ogden,
S:Si
leiitle. Wash. ; W. H. Bush, Olympia, Wash.;
F. M. Dallam, Waterville, Wash.

,40)* I
4.75

g

INDUSTRIAL NOTES.
Robert Griffith, of

Chicago, hai latevKi'::::::;:::::::: ‘S S’Ji
been elected President of tbe Netional Corn— No. 2 ^................ ..... .ifftygi .agix
’30^*
Plumbers’ Association at tbe Denver 2t^0aflMUed ...........

the place, were destroyed by fire. No es- 1 A TH0DSAN1> conductors, switebjnen, convention.
timate can yet bo made of the losses and aD^ brakemen in the Chicago freightTwelve hundbid carpentersat Denyards of the lUinoia Centre!Railroad have ver have gone on a strike ont of sym-

the

& ^

•

in the United States Court and attachHill, Neb., oixteen buildings, ments issued for all of McKIbben’sprop-

and also to move an adjournment.Mr. Mills
managed to sandwich in a motion to lay the motion to reconsideron tho table. The motion toadjourn was lost-yeas, 119; nays, ID. Tba
front doors of the Institution:
vote recurringon Mr. Mills' motion to table tho
"l 1,avo ta 'en V>™n\on of this bank motion to reconsider,1: was agreed to— yeas,
121 ; nays, 114. Mr. Springer moved the ap*'
proval oi the journal an amended, (lending
& Sturgess,
“Bank Examiner.” which, on motion of Mr. McKinley, tbe Honse,

iTI'T
iT",811 ^ ^ 1>a'Yk ‘'f1
found th® following notico on tho bis

.1

disposed of and passed with several amendments. In the House tho Sneakerannounced
the pending question to bo orderingthe previoua
rumor, of the propoeed
7.^1',
questionon the motion ma<lu by Mr. Mills of
TH1J
ment of Austin Corbin from tho Presi- affairs.
Texas, to approve the journal of Wednesdayaa
The cause of the failure Is said to b< amended by tho resolutionof Thursday. Mr.
Secretatt
has told a Re- dency of the Philadelphia and
Mills motion was carried, the vote being 126
Railroad have been
tho part the hank took in furnishing Tsai, l£i nays. Before tbe vote was announced
publican Senator, so a clerk of that SenMr. Mc-KinJjychanged from the negative to •
President Fonseca has signed
for \Vllllam8
Co., to complete
the affirmative, and after announcement
ator says, that he would resign from the
tho tort Sheridan contract,
President Charles P. Packer arrivedal moved a reconsideration. Mr. Mills moved
Treasury Department in the event of a new constitutionof
table tbe motion
reconsider,
The other day $62j,000 in gold
the bank Just In time to see the banli •“d
free-coinage bill passing both houses of
tabled, yeas, 131; naya.
v' , e fluertionthen recurredon approving
Congress and being signed bv the Presi- ordered to he shipped to Europe by
examiner shutting up the place. Mr. the
Journal of Wednesday's proceedings atdent. He would regard it as so strong an
firms. This makes $2,125,000I packcr r°Pa,red I^st-hasteto the Corn- amended and the journal as amended was agreed
act of disapproval of his financial policy shipped since June 13.
mcreial National bank and had a talb to by a vote of 132 to 130. Tbe clerk then proceeded to read thu journal of Thursday's prothat he would be obliged to res:gn. He
President Henry Eames. Mr. ceedings,
Friday, the 20th inst., the followand it was approved. The House
added, however, that he did not think
Packer declared that the action of th< agreed to the conference report of the antiMr. Harrison would sign a free-coinage ing persons were hanged: Josish Potts bank examinerwas a great surprise
trust bill. After sundry executivecommunicawere laid before the House a recesswaa.
and Elizabeth, his wife, at Elko, Nev., him and that
bank was sound tions
taken until 8 o'clock for tho considerationof
for the murder of .Miles Fawcett, in Janthat
able to pay uj pension bills. Ate o'clock tbe House met touary, 1888; Peter E. Davis, at Belleville, in full. Mr. Packer laid tho troubli consider pensionbills,but Mr. Kuloe at OMfr
demanded a quorum. No quorum bolug presIn an hour spent by the Senate in ex- Ontario, for the murder of his para- at tho feet of tho men ho had beet ent, the House, at 8. -07, ndjourued
mour's husband; and Fritz Dubois,
litigating with him over the work at Fori
ecutive Fession two nominees of PresiIs tho Senate on tbe 23d inst., after some rouQuebec, for kill ng his wife, mothertin- Sheridan,|ln which the bank was heavident Hairison, appointedmore than a law, and two children,in February, 1890. ly Interestedas a big loser. These men, tine business had been dispose 1 of, consideration of the agriculturalcollegeaid bill was reyear ngo, were rejected. They were John
It is stated at Ottawa, Ontario, that Mr. Packer declared,had been willsB. Eaves, Collector of InternalRevenue the Canadian Government would proceed boring around and putting In a word sumed, and Mr. Morrill offered a substitutefor
the various amendments uendlnu on Saturday
for the Fifth Districtof North Carolina,
to remove the export duty from saw logs !*fire an,l there to iqjuro tho credit ol as to the division of the fund between colored
and
Harvey Shoch, Postmasterat n„
tho bank, and they had succeeded, foi and white schools of a Mate. Mr. Morrill's
amendment was adopted. Some for ms I amendSelinsburg,
The followingnominaSt,,e,,"te
bm
the bunk examinerhero was Instruct
ments were made to tho bill and it was then
tions weie confirmed:
by Comptroller Lacey at Washington tc passed. The conferencereport on tho dependT. B. Hunt, Now York. Consul at Guelph, Ont. ;
1 a\ mas n r Duran, of the Mexican close the bank and look Into Its affairs, ent-pension bill was tiken up and Mr. Berry
m . L. HcMUlen, Supervisor of Customs, New
a speech against it. Tho practicaleffect
Central Railway, is in jail in the City
“There need be no particular uneasl- mode
Orleans ; Eugene Marshall, United btateo Atof It would bo, ho said, to put 90 per cent of thatorney.Northern District of Texas; W. F. Fu- Mexico charged with being $19,000 short Bess felt about this failure,” said Cashlei Union soldiers on the ix-usi/n roll. It was
ray Mambal for Montana; A. I). Conway, As- iu his accounts. Mr. Dunn has held a I Meyer of the CommercialNational, “but really a service-pensionbill. Mr. Gorman opsociate Justice Supreme Court of Wyoming; L.
posed the conference report. Mr. Da vis. chairB. Bartlett,Probate Judge, Grand County, high place in tbe business and social the trouble will bo that tho public will man of the committeeon pensions, replied to
world, and his arrest ha) caused a great not look upon It as a mere flurry and the argumentsof Mr. Deny and Mr. Gorman.
Utah ; W. H. Pettit, Surveyor General of Idaho ;
J. C. Delaney of Pennsylvania,
Receiver of sensation.
not affectingbusiness generally.I be- Mr. Ingalls advocatedtbe conference report.
Tills was an obligationjust as sacred as thatPublic Moneys at Oklahoma ; W. It. Hnvt, of
CONVENTION has been signed be- lieve depositorswill be paid In full.”
under which the soldier was paid. For himself
Wisconsin, Commissioner for Alaska; N. It.
Tho bank was organized by Charlei he was In favor of tho removal of tho limitation
Court
Clerk °r Uu District tween the Postmaster Gemral of Canada
in the act granting arrears of pinsions.He did
Jr'haJ"0. not care whether it coBtei00,0.)u.00) or $1,090,000,The President has sent to the Senate and th. Postmaster Gsttera.oU.pau for
00). Finally tho discussion closedand the vo tothe establishment of direct patcel-postbank on Twenty-second street, where wns taken. Tho conference report was agreed
tbe followingnominations:
service between Canada and Japan.
ho did
small banking business. to— yeas, 34; nays, 18. A conference was orTo be United States Consuls-WilltamNeuthe fortlfioatloubill, and
Mr. Packer Is
whoso wealth dered
ell. of Washington,at Managua; Edward D.
Mrssrs. Dawes. Plumb and Gorman were
REPORTS.
Ropes, Jr., of Massachusetts, at Zanzibar.ReIs estimated at from 875,000 to $100,000. apiRiiuted confcrrees
tho part of
ceivers of Public Mmeys— Charles 11. Ogden,
Ho Is the heavieststockholder, and It Ii the Senate. After a short executive sessiontho
Seattle,Wash.; Win. h. Rush, at Olympia,
CHICAGO.
Benate adjourned.In the House tho Speaker
said, holds a majority of tho stock.
Wash. ; Frank M. Dallam, WatervMe. Wash. ;
Cattle— Prime ..................9 4.75 n 5.23
announcedthe appointmentof Messrs. Brewer,
John W. Clark, Indejwndencc, Cal. Registers
Fair to Good ...........4.00 (<5 4.75
The bonk examiner’s report made May 1 Butterworth, and Payers as couferrees on the
of l and Olfices— John C. I-awrunce,Waterville,
Common ................
3.0J <$ 100
bill The House then went intolast shows tho capitalstock to be $200,- fortification
Wash. ; George G. Mills, Olympia, Wash. Rob- Hour— Shipping Grades ..........3.50 0 4.00
committee of tbe whole on Districtof Co000, with a surplus of $21,000 and undiert C. Rogers, of California,CommissionerIn Sukep ............................
3.00 @ 5.50
lombia business. The oouferreeson the genersl:
and for tbe District o! Alaska,to resideat Hltka.
Wheat-No.2 Rod ................gsurt .86(5 vided profits of $18,000, $11,000 of which Pension appropriation bill failed to agree. The
Peralu P. Palmer, Agent for the Indians of the
was to como out of estimated expensea House insisted upon its disagreementto thoCheyenneRiver, touth Dakota.
Pats— No. 2 .......................
28
29
The stockholders who were on the “In- benate amendments and then adjourned.
.464
James A. Miner, of Michigan, to be Associate Rtk— No. 2 ........................
.ij
.13
side" recently pulled out and sold theii
Justice of the Hupreme Court of the Territory BrmsBr-Cboice Creamery. *,
Cheese— lull Cream, flats ....... (/fv,® .09
stock at par.
of Utah; Thomas E. Milcbrlst,of Illinois, to be
11
.12
Attorney of the United States for the Northern Eoos-Fresh ......................
Potatoes—Choice new, per Irl. 2.50 & 3.00
District of Illinois; Mrs. Louisa N. Corning, to
Newsy Paragraphs.
Pom -Mess ...................... 12.50 ©13.00
Some men manage to get out of
be iKistmaster at Palmyra,N. Y. ; Simpson J.
MILWAUKEE.
Sherman Hussey, of Lima, Ohio, wai dilemma by drinking both horns.
Chester,to be postmaster at Fairfield, Iowa.
Wheat-No.2 Spring..:....::...
.84
crushed to death yesterdaywhile loadThe following Congressional nominaThe escaped Siberian prisoner recaping logs.
Oats-No. 2 White ................
.SO*
tions have been made:
tured while taking a bath was not an
Rte-No.1 ........................
46l*@ 47
Joseph B. Polk,
well-knowc anarchist.
47
•
Sixth Illinois,Rep., R. a Hitt;* Twentieth Barley-No. 2 ....................
actor, is sick at Maggie Mitchell’sLonf
Illinois, Dein.,Wm H. Morris; Fourteenth Ohio,
PoBK-Mess ...................... 12.75 013.00
A Nevada forest is said to bo so vast
DETROIT.
Branch cottage.
Dem., James W. Owens;* Tenth Pennsylvania,
and Impenetrablethat many traveler*!
3.03 @4.50
Dem., D. P. Magee; Second Vermont. Hep., W. Cattle ...........................
The President’swife and party arc at have been lost in mere contemplation of
W. Grout,-*First Missouri,Detn.,W. H. Hatch;* HO°. .............................
3.00 0 4.25
Sheep ............................
3.00 0 5.00
Twenty-sixth Pennsylvania, W. L. boott.*
Cape'May, ensconced in the cottage that It
Wheat-No.2 Red ................91
.92
was given them.
Corn— No. 2 Yellow ..............85U0 ,36U
•Kanominated,
There Is really no tangible objection!
Oats-No. 2 White ...............32
33*
Josiah Pattb and his wife
to violentlyplaid trousers except that
At their convention at Little Rook the

.V^aoT^SudL'
dispatch

all

.d.ice, from D.home, »re
m“1' 1118
Dahomians made an attack upon the
A long discussionensued, parti-'ipated in by the
forces under Egbas and captured a
CLOSED ITS DOORS.
leaderson either side of tbe House. The Speaker. in renderinghis decision, overruled the point
thousand prisoners. Eghas, however,
of order to submit the question to ihe House. Mr.
rallied his army and took the offensive, Tho Park National Bank, of Chicago, Sus- Cannon moved to table Mr. Mills’resolution.
pend* Rnniness.
attacking the Dahomians and routing
On a vote by tellers the motion to table was
them with great slangfiter.
Chicago dispatch: The Park National lost— yeas, 118; nays, 123. Tho question then
recurred on Mr. Mills’ resolution and it was
One new case of cholera and one ad- bank' corner of Washington and Dean agreed to-yeas. 121 ; nays,. 117. Mr. McKinley
ditional death are reported at Puebla de '5°™ 8treets* ,ias dosed Its doors. Whet was then recognized to move a reconsideration

.

.nd

including the entire business portion

H

was incorrect, under the rules of the House, and
was made withoutauthority under the rules,
and resolving that the Journal be correctedby
wblle ‘lcfend",|! strikingtherefrom thlseutry. Mr. Cannon (Ill.>
raised a point of order against the resolution.

bo h‘‘ld responsible for the lives of

the

June 20, inclusive, shows that 7,114,-

_

Disastrous Fire at Blue Hill, Neb.

Jn^aJili-e.X^ly M

?th^u2ctoLHen 1’roo®eMtott* consideration-

„

Fenollat.

cases at

078 l ales of the crop of 1889-90 have
come in sight.

and passed a resolution providing that a committee he appointedto
capture eaeh "original-p •cksge” dealer,
tar and feather him, aud ship him back
to Missouri, labeled,"An original package from Kansas for Missouri."
Norotna fd for Co- errs*.
The unveiling of the Hendricks monuThe followingCongressional nomina- ment at Indianapolis will be witnessed
tions have been made:
by Governor Dave Hill, of New York;
Le",, E Pay«on ;• Sev- Renstor Cal Brice, of Ohi6 and New
enth IlltnolLRep Thomas J. Henderson ;* Tenth
Iowa, Rep., J. p. Polliver;< Nintteeu h Pennsyl- York; Governor Jim Campbell,of the Democrats of Arkansas nominated a State
vania D«n., Frank E. Beffzhoover; Third lilt- Buckeye State; and the County Demioket, headed by James F. Eagle for
ocracy of Chicago.
Governor.
Ex-Secreiury of War George W.
•Renominated.
Return*) from tbe Sixth Congressional
McCrary died at the residenceof his sonDistrict of Kentucky, where an election
Three CblUr n Drowned.
in-law, Dr. W. C. Boeteler, at St. Joseph,
was held to select Mr. Carlisle’s successor,
The three children of John Knjawa,
Mo., aged 55 yea- s. He had been ill for
indicatethe He tion of the Democratic
living at Medford, Minu., seven miles
a long while, and had been confined to
north of Owatonna, were drowned in bis bed for a month. 1 eing taken down canduia e, Dtckeisuu. A very light vote
was polled.
Straight River.
shortlyafter hi* arrival in St. Joseph to
The Senate hss confirmedtbe followviait bis daughter, Mrs. Boeteler. His
Fatal B»ller Explosion.
complaintwas a tumor of the stomach. ing nom;na(ions:
Br th. blowloe up «f a boil.,
Registersof Land OIDces-WaldoM. Potters,
Fargo, N. D. ; G. G. MIIU, Olympia, Washing,
•team engine at Colcbe.t.r,Out.. Georg. Ax Om.ha
c. H.

At Bine

itr iJ
fereuoe report on tho anti-trust bill waa
presented and agreed to. Both houses recedefrom their respectiveamendment* and the bill

po*aer-

(

AUBURN

•lectricity.--

was not expected that-

nriatlon bill, but without action the bill waa
a d aside. A message from the Presidentin reU.lou to reciprocitywhs rea/1 and laid on tbe
A Buda Pesth cable says: The
V 1,10 Indians aro t0 he kept here and able. After eulogieson the deceased Now York
Representatives,lUessrH. Nutting aud Wilbur
hers of the delegations have witnessed
Pr0P«^V of the white settlersre- the
renate a-ljourne.1.'Ihi Journal of tho
spccf.od and their lives secured, the House having been road. Mr. Mills (Tei.) obmeats with smokeless powder, government must give the Cheyennes jfetod to its apj roval on the ground that theThe Hungarian committee voted $1,250,- enough to eat or they will go off their clerk hod no, rea/1 It in fulL Tlu> fcpoaker

r<~

business failures innounced and Georgia railroadat alera station,
New York are: Pizer & Harris, dry Ala. Several persons were injured and a
goods, clothing and furniture; James | nnr9e and chi,d were kil,ed*
The New Orleans Cotton Exchange
O'Flaherty,laces, cloiks end suits. No
preferences were ^iven.
cotton statement, embracing tbe fortytwo weeks of the season from September

lines of freight trains are

to carry out the sentence of execution by

etc.

on the East Tennessee,Virginia Bag... There has .ho been Mother

Among the

standing motionless on the tracks, the
psssenger station at Randolph stjoet
A CYCLONcstruckthe village of Pleasbeing filled with empty and motionless
anton, twenty miles rorth of Kearnev,
psssenger ears. The employes of the road
Neb., and damaged every building in the
ire on strike. It is a strike which differs
from all previous strikes in many place, rendering about 150 people homeways. It is not a strike reiolved less. A lady, the proprietress of the only
npon and ordered by any organization, hotel in the place, was seriou-dy hurt. E.
but it is the result of spontaneous indi- E. Howendabber, a druggist of Bervidual feeling and action. Each and trand, wai struck on the head with a
•very striker has a direct personal inter- piece of flying timber, and is iu a
•eet and feeling in the matter. Not one
criticalcondition. Telegraphic comcan be found, as in ordinary strikes, who munication has been cut off, and
expressesany hesitancy or dubionsness particulars cannot be obtained.Sweetm to the wisdom of the action taken. It water, a littletown about six miles west
^.peneiud dislike to a single official of Ravenna, was struck by a cyclone
(Division Sunerintendent E. G. Russell), about the same time. A large rollerbtsed, it is claimed, on amply sufficient mill, erected at a cost of $25,000,w.is
grounds, a thorough dissatisfaction
with completely wrecked, as was the residence
his official conduct, and incidentallyan of Mrs. James Groff and two stores of
equally strong respect and liking for two the village. A man named Thomas and
old and tried officers,whose resignations his son were injured, but to what extent
have been compelled, that has brought on is not known.
this sadden and spontaneous action,
Tub seventh renewal of the American
which has assumed the proDortions of a
gigantic tie-up. First the freight con- Derby look place at Washington Park,
ductors struck, next day the yard switch- Chicago, for stakes worth $17,010,of
men followed salt, and the road is as which Uncle Bob, the first horse, secured
$10,510; Santiago,the second horse,
$1,000. Ben Kingsbury was third, the
race being run in the presence of tnou-Congo iree State.
sauds of. people, embracing the leading
society lights and their fashionableguous
KEMMLERMUSTD1E AT
from nil the leading cities of the republic, as well as the humble and the lowly
The Las’. Obstacle to the Electrical Execution who can afford to witness a race but once
a year.
Removed by New York Court'.
A Saratoga, N. Y., dispatch says:
An Indianapolis,Ind., dispatch says:

Kemmler must die at Auburn. His case
was argued in the Court of Appeals by
Burke Cockr&n for Kemmler and by Attorney- General Charles F. Tabor for
warden Durston. The motion was dismissed without the’ court leaving the
room, and Warden Durston was ordered

encamped »

husband, has been convicted of murder Jordan of New York made 215 points; f^fy^aggeratod.
in the second degree, and sentenced to Utschig of San Francisco,359. and Jacoby , t he Indians are well supplied with
ten years in the penitentiary.
of San Francisco,392. At the Weser field r,Pril,*,|eldrifles. whl<^ they are supCitizens of Montgomery, Ala., are targot Zimmermann male 58 rings. Posed 10 uso *n lh0 hunt, but, as a matsorely displeased at the careless work of Schrooder,53; Jacoby, 50; and Busse of tcr tact, all the game 011 the reservaNow York, 38. The’ prizes uro biscuit t,on wou,d not fumlsh the tribe with
the census enumerators.
boxes, vases,
meat enough for 0 no day's rations.

at

The

It

dispatch says: 000 to supply the army with smokeless reservationand get fresh beef, and sufflestod that tho clerk bad only
omitted to read such portions as It is cuswounded train robber, died
whlb doing this they are sure to bo de- tomary not to rood, but he directed tbe full
leaving a wife and three children. In
Benjamin Newgass, of London, Eng- tected by the stockmen, who, In turn, reading of the journal. The clerk proceeding,
reaa the portionof the Journal which disclosed
his dying moments ho said that it was land, has presentedthe propositionto the 'y111 h™ upon the Indians and a general the referenceof the silver bill to the Committoo late for him to talk, but that his wife Louisiana Legislature of paying $1.250.. w’11 h° tho Inevitable outcome. tee on Coinage, Weights and Measures. During the reading Messis. Mills and McKinley rewould make a statement for him. She is
tained in successful suits.
moimd standing,anxious to claim recognition.
The latter was successful and he1 moved that
gence for one of her class. She made
the journal bo approved. Upon this be dea detailed statement of the whole
inanded the prevfbus question. The previous
sell homestead on Main street in New affair as far as she knew, and
Reiorts from the cholera-infectedat any moment If the Indian Depart question was voted down. Mr. Mills offereda
reciting tba’ the order of reference
this she will testify to in court. The districts of Spain state that the disease ment falls to take any notice of the resolution
York.
made by the Speaker referringthe silver bfll to
statement, ss taken down by a stenogra- is subsiding,though there are some new ur8ent appeals of Agent Upshaw It must the CommitteeonCoina^e.Weights end Measures
New York millers declare that the

other persons were severelybruised.

CENTRAL STRIKE.

that

word or

^^SIfi!011 ^
^
lwWle

The

men

t.-:'

tariff bill and said

thrh

Ia

in a few feet of the line leading
from the Mahonipg to the Hill f arm
Hue, but after that is reached the men
will have to drive through seventy-five
feet of coal to reach their imprisoned
comrades. Bert Wormley has just come
out of the mine. He said that for some
time the men at work in the Mahoning
mine had not beard a sound. Id the
meantime the suspense ia awful. People are crowding to the danger-line
ropes, peering anxiously at the manway.
The New York State Press Association
will urge the passage of a libel law in
New York similar to the statute in Minnesota, with an amendment prohibiting
attorneys from sharing in moneys ob-

Proceedings of the Senate and Honse of
Representatives— Important Measures
Discussedand Acted On-Glst of the
Business.
I»tho Bcnate,on tbs 18th Inst, Mr. Morrill
from the Finance Committee, reported book tbe

At

to

that tbe House non -concur In each and all of
the Senate amendments to the silver bill and
leanest a conference on the same. Mr. Bland,
of Missouri, moved that the House concur in
the Senate amendments.With these motions
pendln®the debate began, Mr. Conger taking
the initiative.The speechesattracted very
littleattentionand at times there were scarcely
more than one-tenth of tbe members in tbelr
seats and few of those present listenedto the
remarksoffered. The House adjourned at 5 :5Q

WHAT

^Po^
‘'tb,

FOREIGN

that oommittee. It simply recommended

NATIONAL LAW-MAKERS AND
THEY ABE DOING.

tro“

Aue salary oi uie mini iter to Turkey
A Dunbar (Pa.) dispatch says: The
at $10,000 per year, tbepreient rate beinK $7,500
per year. The amendments appropriatinga su- imprisoned miners have been beard fropi.
fflclentsum to enable the President to carry Into
The men at the head of the drift through
effect the rfoommendathns of the International
hreast of Miss Bowers, causing instant
boys or Indians
precipitatea
American conference discussed at considerable which the rescuing party is working its death.
A BREMEN cable says: The American campaign of blood. Major Carroll,
length. The generalexpressionof sentiment was way sent word down to keep quiet.
In favor of the proposition,irrespective
of porty
A freicuit and passenger train on the I rize- winners in the shooting contest whc .
mile
lines. The amendments were adopted without Every one did so and in a minute “pick,
opposition and the bill passed. The bill to carry pick for a dozen times came the signal Southern railroadcollided at Erlanger, are: Raddoff (gold crown), Martin Ficken bel°'! h^ro wlth lhreo tro°P3 of calvary,
into effectlthe recommendations
of tbe maritime from the inside. The men went to work Ky. No one was injured.
(imperial ?lobe), Zimmermann, the cham- nnlr^cs
conference to prevent collisions at sea was also with renewed vigor.
imprisoned
!ldl?u8' a,ld
hfl
Mrs. Lizzie Akekman, on trial at pionof North America; Bchroeder (two 0 • g ?
PMscd, and the Senate at 5 :45 adjourned,in
cannot
he
reached
for
several
prizes). All of the foregoing are
acK ,0wl?dg08Ith® Cheyenneshave Killed
the Honse, Mr. Conger, of Iowa, Chairman of
Memphis,
Tenn.,
for
the
murder
of
her
the Coinage Committee,presented the report of hoars yet. The rescuing parly is withYorkers.At the Bremen field tarcet nWny.catt e’
the ^P01,1* aru
i

AND HOUSE.

t,7’ ex6cuttve,and Judicial appropriation bill. An amendment was agreed to increasing ibe salary of twenty-slx committeec erks from »1,M)J to *1,800 and the salary ot
Cf^s to Senatorsfrom *1,505 to *1,800. The Senate disnosod of seventy pages of tbe bill and adroom.
journed.In tbe House, on motion of Mr. PavSan Antonio,Texas. Mrs*. Jnlis
*on (111.), a bill was passed to confirm tho titletocertaincemetery land In Bault Bto. Marie, Mich.
Bowers and her 17-year-olddaughter visThe House went into committee of the whole.
ited the house of Mrs. John Walker, with
the Monongaheladivision of the trary. Ever since Ferguson’s body was Mr. Allen (Mich.) In the chair,on the Indian
appropriation bill The committeewas In sesthe neighborlyintention of whipping Pennsylvania Railroad has been settled found riddled with bullets a month ago sion but a few niomenls when It rose Informber. They entered the house and began at Pittsburg,the men accepting a
'n^cs from the agency the feeling ally to allow the House to receive a message,
the attack, but Mra. Walker succeeded in
has been Intense, 'and It needed but a from the Senate. As Secretary McCook announcedthe passage of tho silver bill,with snngaining possession of a loaded shotgun
single Ill-advised
action dry amendments, the Democraticside of theand sent a load of buckshot into tbe
too part
either 'the cow House broke out in loud applause, which waa

slight
advance.
„ ----

Mass.

__

'

buildin^*°

Mrs. E. G. Hudson, a notorious conHOLLAND CITT. inOHIOAN.
fidence woman, committed inicidewith
laudanum at New York.
Jay Gould has been fined $100 at
FLASHES.
New York, for failing to answer a snmmoni to serve as a jnror.
katsst txleokaphio news from
The grand division of the Order of
ALL PARTS OP THE WORLD.
Railway Telegraphers abeld its annual
aeasion at New York.
Folltttsl OoMlp. Railroad Rambllnc«,^rThe dynamitecruiser Vesuvius,fifteen
*°nal Mention. Con flag-ration «, Accident!, minutes after casting loose from her
Crimes and Criminal!, Minor Occurrenees and Events.

W*

Berry and his assistant, Irwin E. Pnahie.

lilK-No.

2
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CAmn-Goodtorrime..^0:.
Hroo-MedlumandHeavy .....
Wheat- No. 1 Hard ...........
Cork- No. 2..

seeeveeesaeeeeeeM

hanged at Elko, Nev., for the murder, they keep one constantlywondering
Jan. 1, 1888, of Miles Fawcett
-whose move it is.
Two burglars robbed tfie store of W.
The owner of that carload of eggrH. Barnum, of Beloit, Wis., Wodnesdaj that went through a bridge in Pennsylnight of $100 worth of silk. They were vania the other day Is now trying to
captured.
mako tho railroadshell out
The Meyers murder case at Iowa City
Bagley— Have you recoveredfrom
Iowa, terminated abruptly yesterday, your recent sickness, Bailey? Bailey
Joseph Alberts,the defendant, plead- No, not fully. Bagley— Why, you look
ing guilty to murder in the second do as well aaever. Bailey-Yes,but I owo
groe.
tbe doctor $13 yet
George Ward, a~ Milwaukee A St
A public office is a public trust witbi
Paul engineer residing at Racine, Wis..
but little trust. A cash system doing
was knocked from a freight-carand good business beats tbe wind promises
killed while passing under a bridge a<
all hollow.
Rockton,III.
An up-town policeman went to church
The troop ship Tyie has left England
for Halifax, N. S., with ifrafts for the last Sunday. When tho collector came
West Riding Regiment and tho Royal along with the -plate tho policeman
Engineers. She has also two large Im* coolly exhibited his bad£o and the col-

—

proved toroedo boats.

lector passed on.

Two gives were cha ting in London
Annie Felton Reynolds,the first
woman dentist to graduate in Massa- Market “I think ’m frightfully
chusetts,has received the degree of D. economical,” said one. “There wasn’t a.
D. S. from tho Boston Dental college. day last week that I (lidn’t haunt the
She also received the first prize for sen* bargain counters plckim up things that
will come handy.”
ior honors.

m
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DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
HOUSEHOLD AND

AGRICULTURAL TOPICS DISCUSSED.

A

cultiutioowill be deaeaded for the re-inftorced by grass or some other sucformer than for the litter U> produce culent food, such as good corn silage.
the same amount of fruit. In fact less
THE HOUSEHOLD.
work wil be demanded. The best trees

of the best sorts shrfnldtben be selected
Danffera of feed Fish.
for a young orchard,- because it is a clear
Ice spoils the freshness, firmness and
saving in the end. The second great
flavor of fish by rendering it, prior to
secret is to plant them upon the right
putrefaction,insipid, soft and flabby.
Budf*t of U»eful InformaUon BslatiBf
soil Then oultivationand proper plant Experience goes to show that the gravest
to the Farm, Orohard, Stable. Parlor and

food follow

logically.

*

Taking the average kinds of

Kitchen.

THE FABH.
g

______

fruit

esse of fish poisoning arise
monly from eating fish

more

MARTS WEDDING DAT.

—Attorney General Huston proposes
big buildingend
loan aaloclatlonshave «ny legal warrant
EVENTS AND INCIDENTS THAT HATE for (ran sac ting basin eei of » nature LBD TO THE ALTAR EY ANTONIO NAVARRO.
LATELY OCCUBRED.
which bee heretoforebeen enppoeedto
belong exclusivelyto the banks. A law
A Quiet Wedding at the Ohnpel of Bfi.
An InterestingSummary of the More Imenacted by the leat Legislatureexempts Mary, Hnmpstond,London. Decoration*
portant Doings of Our Neighbor*- W’odof the Chepel— The Bride's Costunwdlngs and Deaths — Crimes, Casualties, the stock of these eveociations from taxFtaas of the Newly Wedded Couple.
ation, and it ia asaertedthat a number of
and General News Notes.
London cable: The wedding of
the
largest
and
moat
important
in
the
—The followingMichigan psnsions
Antonio Navarro, of Now York city, and
State
have
practically
been
engaged
in
i
have been granted;
Mias Mary Anderson took pfcace Tnea*

MICHIGAN HAPPENINGS.

corn*

___ r

to find out whether the

naturally cool. Where fish is preserved
contain ail of the essential elements
Original Invalld-Daniel
B. Martin. Gallen
general banking baeioeie,the convenient day noon (17th Inst) at the chapel of Sti
on ice it appears that the ice only favors
lacking in the soil, and they supplement
Thli rerletyof clorer hai nerer been
putrefactionby famishing a constant John Seiler, Constantine; Henry F. Sisco, De- new statute enabling them to pay a high- Mary, Hampstead, Canon Purnell of
it in the most approved manner. Peat
btor ; Matthias 8. Trontner. Brookfield Hubert
Appreciatedat lie fall ralue in tbie
supply of moisture, carrying with it the Nadeau. Alpena James Biul.h. Byron ; Michael
er rate of interest and oondnet theii Br mipton oratory officiating.
swamps are very numerous all over the
country. It ii better adapted to dry
putrefactive bacteria derived from its Young. Ransom;
Hansom Heur^Fye,
Henry Fye, Sanlla^^ohn
Sanilac ; John Wn
Van
The ceremony waa strictly private.
country, and the black, decayed vegetabusiness on a more generous scale than
climates than most foreign plants. As
fool and filthy surroundings, so that
ble matter should be carted to every
Frederick Heckeman. Meuouiluee; the regularlyincorporated State banke. Three closed carriages contained all the
A soiling crop it has no* superior, as it
this iced fish remains covered with fresh HapkUi‘ nSCSok'
yonng orchard. When this peat is first
H«ury B. Riley, KaUmaioo: David C. Hopkins,
guests who were permittedto witnee*
can be cut often during the season,
solutions of filth pregnant with putre- Stanton; Wm. J. Bate*. WllU«m;ton; John The Attorney General has determined tc
taken from its bed it is so saturatedwith
the nuptials. These favored indijielding nutritiousfodder to the lunount
factive bacteria. Thus large quantities O'Brien.M< n ton Honrv Bltea, Six Lake* ; 11have the powers of the building and loan vidualsnumbered only ten and Included
acid that it ia almoat worthless as a maof four to six tons per acre. And it is a
of tboss subtile, complex bodies, ths mer Miller, Maple Rapids.
nure; but when mixed with ashes it be
Increaee — i ha*. Krhslmann, Cheboygan
organisations pltinly outlined,and, foi only the members of the two famlllea
Krandsubsoiler, penetratingto the depth
animal alkaloidsor ptomaines, are probHenry Harder, Imlay City; John Markham.
comes nearly equal to cow manure, and
of several feet in seasons of drought
ably elaborated,and give rise to those Bellevue ; Franda M. Hardenbrook,Riverelde, hie test case, has singled out the Nation Immediately InterestedIn the ceremony.
Every possible precautionbad been
^here the ground is sufficiently’P^rme- far more beneficialto the fruit trees, marked symptoms of poisoning which John Hoffman, Portland: (navv) Ranwm 0. al Loan and Investment Company, ol
because the compost contains not only
taken to keep the time and place of thn
.able. So it enriches the land as well as
sometimes occnr from eating fish pre- Parker, Maaon; Niobolae F. Hartford, Manton
vegetable manure, hut lime, potash, and
Tho*. Purple,Ada; Amo* Butler, Mondon; Detroit. The Supreme Court has granted wedding a profound
served on ice. On the other hand, keepdta owner.
phosphates. Every orchard that is ing fish dry and cool can in no way John W. Rodger* , Irving; Auguatoe H. Stile* him an order requiring the National
secret, and no cards
Country Bond*.
(deceased),N. Lansing ; LukO Woods, Newark;
planted this spring would be improved
favor putrefaction. And although hers Samuel 8 Thotua*, Allogaa; Wolcott Bowler, show cause why It should do a genera! wore sent out. Large
In a series of articles in the Ohio by a top-dressing of this mixture,and
Grand Ledge; Ja*. H. Roger*. Litchfield;I*aA3
crowds assembled in
farmer, Mr. Humphrey emphatically then each tree treated with a ipecial cases of poisoning mav happen, yet the 8. Prevo.t, Sturgi* ; Franc!* Bone. Shaman
symptoms
are much less marked, and
“‘k7
'h'
"
I ,h. itreats «„d..bou.
City; Nathaniel L. Mott. Utica; Robt. O. tamable ou Jun. 23. A.
epposes the piking method of road application.On old orchards it also
• ,,rorapto„ oratorT
making, and advocates a smooth, level shows its effect almost immediately, but pass off sooner, the toxic effects being Bailey, Ogden Station ; Samuel Gilmore, Green- one of great importune*,it is not like!} where the newspaper*
usually confined to a passing attack of villa; Tho*. J. Ford, I-acy; Jeremiah Hoys,
surface, with all the vegetable matter not so effectivelyns on yonug ones.—
Bremer; Beni. F. Mntterl. Adrian; Aaa C. that the motion will be argued then, bui had announced the
vomiting ond diarrbcca.—Lancet.
«nd woody fiber possible to obtain in the Cor. Practical Farmer.
McConnell.Morley; Thoma* Hauer, Pearl,
will be made a regularly docketedca*e, ceremony wa* to take
Harrison Moore, North Lansing: Janie*
woad-bed. The Farmer urges that water
Home-Made.
Higgln*, Wakelse: Jacob Decker. Katon and will not bo heard until the Octoboi P[we, and waited
THE POULTRY-YARD.
Is the great enemy or good roads, and
Rapid* ; Enoch Tofft, Wlngleton ; Edmund W
It is strange that men, whose business
4be first thing to do in making a good
term. In hi* application the Attornej
it is to make bread ami sell it, produce Sh >rt. Midland ; bi»ln J. Ueddon, Imlay i ity
Cure for Gapes.
road is to secure thorough and rapid
Simeon A. BU»*. Cambria; Lyman A. Baele*.
goods that are a distressingfailure, says Sheridan; I). Frank Hognor, Ruby; William General ho ds that the National hai qhe wedding party
Having
seen
many
inquiries
in
ngridrainage, not by surface ditches,but by
cultural papers tor'a remedy for gapes a writer in tfood i/ousekccpinfl. A car- Brook*,Reed CHv: George Spencer, al a* •topped outside the line* of its authorized left the cottage att^7,
4ile. With this seenred, the level road
George Franklin. Throe River* • Fraud* Van
bed becomes a practical thing, and the in chickens, and some remedies consist penter will build a house and do it well, Gorder, Cbeeanlng; Txml* 8. Woden, Mont- business,and is receiving money on do* Hampstead,the re*l-^
destructive washing incident to excess- ins of dangerous drugs, that often a printerwill give the eye a feast, and gomery; Janie* J. Water*, Lawton; Oliver
posit, and using the same in dlscountmj jtep.f ^her, Dr. MART ANDERSON,
ive piRing and deep open side ditches, prove fatal, I will, with your permission, the mechanic will constructka perfect Caruther*. Martin ; Richard Place,MHUngUm
give practicalpoultry raisers a practical, engine; but when a man becomes a baker, .lame* Mc’ltbinny, Brofleld; John M. Wright, bills of exchange
notM' Hftm||ton Griffin, at 11:45 o’clock and
is completely avoided.
his mission is to nfllict every one who Fenton: Georg* McMillan,BlUifleld; Samuel loaning money to aid iu th* purchase and proccoded to tho church, only a iborl
economical and safe cure.
^arlel
A.
LepleA,
GreenA Cheap Insecticide.
Gapes are caused by a little red and cannot have domestic bread.
wood ; Hamilton Peyton,Petersburg;James improvement of real estate, accepting distance away. A large crowd, re*lKerosene emulsion is made by adding white worm, some of them an inch long,
The slow-mindedbaker at last put out Renwick. Saranac : Anderson Cain, Five I*kes
Reissue.— Peter Naglo, Bethel; Wm. De Beau- money on dejKtti. n. i. n.n.l in Mn, , donU o(
two parts of kerosene to one part of a in the windpipe. 1 shall not attempt to the sicn of “home-made bread/ and
...
... _
solution made by dissolving half a give them the Latin name or guess how some Boston bakers now have "home- clair,
Rtiaansand lucroaao-VVm.Llvcrman. May- banking business, nnd sailing whatthj I U0I|1plnB| cheered -the bride again and
pound of hard soap in one gallon of they get there. Our object is to get them made cake.” The cakes are made by bee;
John Green,
,
company denominates “fully paid-up agn|n a8
(ha house,
boiling water, and churning the mixture
women at Lome, who«prefer this work to Original Widows, Eto.-Annle r widow OT stock” for $100, and issuing certificate! The organ was pealing Mendelssohn's
out.
John
N.
Hea'b,
Yale;
Emily
J..
widow
of
Wm.
through a force pump with a rather
In the morning I catch all the gapey sewing aud other possible occupations
B. Andrus, Muskegon; LuScelU, widow of thereforwith interest at 0 per cent, pay- wedding march m the party entered the
small nozzle uut.il the whole forms a chicks. I then take a blue grass straw, that bring in a little money.
JonathanWise, Hopklas ; Betsey B., mother of
creamy mass, which will thicken into a strip the seed off, 1< nving the sprangles
What feelings and remembrance*arise Isaac K. Gardner. Joneevills;Jam1, widow of able semi-annually.
pfocesslo^to1,
tho altar!' leaning on the
jelly-like Hubstnnce on cooling. The about half an inch long, then with the as one passes by these “home-made" Hubert Nadeau, Alpena; Armintha,widow of
pany ia one of tbe etrongest and largest £rm Qf Dr (jr|fHn, and Mr. Navarro foligoap solution should be hot when the fingers bend them back toward the articles! He wonders if that cooky will Samuel Bon*on,Buy City; Lydia E., widow
organizationsof it* kind in the State. |ow(>(|, escorting the bride’s mother,
kerosene is added, but, of course, must larger end of the straw to make it enter taste ns his mother's did— the ones that of James Jenkins, McBride*.
Widow* Arrears-Uz/.ie, widow of John W.
not be near a fire. The emulsion thus more readily, and mash the point be- be nlways.fouud in a certain place on
and has a strong local board at Lansing Miss Anderson wore an elaborate
McFarland, Plain well.
made is to bo diluted, before using, tween the teeth if blunt. I hen a boy or the third shelf from the top. How _
good
— Lansing dispatch:A State conferwith nine parts cold water. This sub- girl takes the chick firmly in their loft tbsy tasted! When he lelt his game of
—Lansing dispatch;lor some lira. vojj wa80f tulle, trimmed with a profustance destroys a large number of in- hand, sets it on their knees, and with ball, or an ardent play upon tho ice, and ence of the Patrons of Industry has been
sects, such ns the chiuch-bug, cabbage- their right takes it by thi top of the turned homeward, wiiat expectations of
past
Gen. George A. Hart, of Manistee,g|0n 0f orange blossom*. Superb diacalled at Lansing for the last week in
worm, and white grub, and is a com- head and stretches it well up. rlhe the moment that should find his hands
July.
This means that the vast organiza- has been slated as a most probable c*n- mond ornament* *parkled from every
parativelycheap and effectiveinsecti- operator then takes n pin and places full of those cookies, and his hungry
wa. . .crlt.bl. (low.,
tion, which sprung up almost in a night didato for tbe offic. of BicriUry of
•cide.— American Agriculturist.
back of the tongue and draws the wind- palate delighted with their taste! No
aud
now
has
OHO local associationsand on tho Republicanticket. Gen. nan | ganj#n4 The throe altars were beds of
once
could
make
them
as
his
mother
pipe
up,
placing
his
left
thumb
firmly
Pnpnlrtugthe Soil.
white roses entwinnow says positively that ho will not sceli
John M. Stahl of Illinois,in the on the pin, he twists the straw well did. The neighbors’boys discovered a membership of 130,000 in Michig
ed with Imperial
dowu the windpipe and continues to this, and come in for the gift of one as alone, is about to dip into politics,
nor accept the nominationon account ol
American Agriculturist,says:
occasion allowed.
and white llllea.
Leaving out of considerationthe ques- twist as he draws it out. If be should
business reason*. This leaves Low M.
ganized
nt
the
outset
chiefly
for
the
purThen the boys from the boardingAbove them towertion of plowing sod in the fall, if it is luilto.bring any of the worms, and seo
Miller, editor of the Grand Rapid* Teleed massive palm*,
plowed in the spring it is best done ns I tne c hick sneezes loosely let it go, it school near by, who used to play with pose of requiringmerchants to sell to its
him, had some relief from their meagre members at 10 per cent, above tho cost gram- Herald, as the only prominent can
while the wall*,
•soon ns the ground is in good condition will oYpel them itself us you have loosfare, as they took refuge iu h\B bouse
column*, and pew*
.Sod ground can bo plowed earlier than ened their hold.
of their goods, it quickly shot up lo pro- didate for tho place who has yet bee*
Any practical man or woman will see on a rainy day to make kites, and
festooned
fallow, stubble or corn-stalk ground,
mentioned.
portions that almost took aw ey the
with evergreen*
snd the sod will have none too long to the idea nt once and soon get to like it munched those cookies. There was
only one neighbor who rivaled his breath of its promoters, and with its
— Nearly every town, city, and villagi
and white flower*.
psrtially decompose before the corn is and look forward to the time to relieve
the little sufferers. Grass should be mother, and her boy, his playmate, growth took a turn that had not been in the State ha* been passing through
The guests inplanted.
A good plo^ for stubble or fallow gathered in the summer and bung up always seemed to have the odor of fresh- contemplated.For several months the commoncements,and there basal been!
cluded the brlde’a
baked cookies in bis clothing.
land is one that moves the furrow-slice for use in the early spring before it
two litters, who
There is nothing like the "home- more radical element has been seeking to thing to mar tho p’easnres of tho occa
•with considerable force breaking it up; heads oat.
acted as bride's
This
is certainlythe correcttheory. I made" bread and cake, ond bakers may force tho order into politic!, nutil the
but such a plow is not a fit one for sod
siona.
maids; her mother
never failed to cure one yet. and I have find tbe words a taking label, but at the leadershave yieldel to the pressure and
Alfalfa.
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Hint* to Housekeepers.

crow agaiu. The best
one tbot turns the furrow-slice completely upside down, and
no more, without breaking it. Then the
plowed ground can be fined without
cringing grass to the surface to grow

'the grass up, to
plow for sod is

^gain.

terprising editor or

Yankee bad

it, it

Ordinary carriage varnish is a good
would make a nice premium for a paper cement for broken china, nnd if the
and the Yankee would make n fortune pieces are joiufid neatly, the fracture
out of it. It should be about the size of
a crochet hook, with small hooks turning a little up aud the point a littleto
the right as it would be twisted to tbe

will hardly be perceptible.

If tbe wall abbot tbe stove has been
smoked by the stove, cover the blnok
spots with gum-sbellno and they will
not strike through either paint or calcimine.
For cleaning brasses be^ngiug to
mahogany furniture,*use’ either powdered whiting or scraped rotten-stone,
mixed with sweet oil, and rub ou with a
chamois skin.
AFTER the dust has been beaten out of
carpets,they may be brighten d by scattering over them corn meal mixed with
salt, in equal proportions, aud then

land

step-father;
—The gold mines in the Marquette dll
o. her
brother, Joseph
have called the conference as a measure trlet ore now said to have turned oul ANTONIO NAVA1
rAVAiujo.
her nroiner,
oosepn
of self-protectiou.Tne order is com- fully '$80,l)0i»more than hi* been re Anderson, and Ills wife, the daughter
of Lawrence Barrett, and the brother of
posed almost exclusively, of farmers aud turned to tho management,and th»
Mr. Navarro, who acted as groomsman.
mechanics, and if handled effectively can opinion is growing that thi* amount hai
At the conclusion of the ceremony the
easily hold the balance of power in the been stolen by the miners. It is a eoriou» j party returned to
J
fall cjmpalgn. Two courses will be con- imputation to pot upon the miners, and wedding breakfast
and
sidered by the conference.One is to the investigationwhich is promised may
COD^ulat,OD#
steer cleur of tbe old parties and go iuto

sensations.

I

the
was
^

lesult in a series of
| jjere a correspondent had an opporpolitics ns au independent organization.
— The steamer B. F. Ferris, soon aftei tunlty for a brief interview with the
ftound, the Acme, Cutaway, or a disc man.
The o' her is to ex ct pledges from the old
harrow is the best. With one of these
THE APIARY.
«
•
harrows tho ground can be better cutup,
party candidates,and support only those
nnmter of passengers,sprung a leak honpymoon jn Switzerland, and she had
nnd with much less labor of man and
Heo Notes.
who will indorsethe Patrons of Industry
The officers kept tbe knowledge of tb< ^ided to retire from the stage in fti
beast than with tho straight-tooth harLook out for the leaky roofs on your
principles. It is s id semi- officiallythat
row; and on sod ground the smoothing hives! They are more disastrous and
accidentto themselvesnnd thereby pro- cordance with the wishes of Mr. Navarmajority of the patrons favor indorsing vented a panic, and by a desperate ef. I ro, ynleM she loses th* foil brought
harrow is used only to put on the annoying to bees, than a leaky roof
•finishing touches before the corn is would be to you on your own house. A
ex-CongressmauE. B. Winoni, a farmer,
(be shore before the re,,,!
to Ml
planted.
good coat of thick paint run well into
i.nd a Democraticcandidate for GovSod requires more work than stubble the cracks will generally answer the
sank.
contract which clala?',
ernor, bat Azariah 8. Partridge,of Gento put in good conditionfor the seed,
purpose.
UYqu s£e I »th boTllrohg,''she said;
—Imlay City will have waterworks, aud
sweepingit off.
and the loss from olauting on sod not
esee
County,
Grand
Master
of
the
Tne beginner has to commence nt the
"and It was purely my Ill-health which
is
advertising
for
proposals
for
the
conwell prepared is greater than on stubTo REMOVE paint and putty from win- Patrons of Industry in Michigan,also
foot of the hill, nnd learn by expericompelled me to forego my engage‘ble. Unit
Unless tho ground is thoroughly ence. True he should have some knowl- dow-glass, put sufficient saleratus into
has an itchin* for tho gubernatorial struction of the same.
ments. Even now my health I* nol
•worked, there will be crevices among edge of bees and their ways in order to hot water to make a strong solution,and
— At Ann Arbor, the wedding of Miss sufficiently restoredto Justify my underand beneath the sods, which will aggra- begin. He needs to read some good with this saturate the paint or putty nomination, On tbe whole, the Mate
taking the strain of appearingon tho
vate the effects of both drought and
bee-book, and should take one or more which adheres to tho glass. Let -it re- conference is likely to prove an extremely Louise T. Angall to Professor Andrew
(flood. Tbe pieces of sod will constantly
main
until
nearly
dry, then rub off with
C.
LcLaughlin
was
celebrated
with
all
bee-periodicals.
lively affair.
"Why did you resort to such absolute)
interferewith cultivation, and if one of
Have a good article, put it up in a a woolen cloth.
—Michigan 'patents: Joseph N. the marks of social distinction. The secrecy in regard to the wedding?" wa*
these pieces is beneath a bill, the corn neat, clean package, with good weight
Never be alarmed if a living insect
bride is the daughter of President An- asked.
will likely be tom up by the cultivator. or measure; aud if you are pleasantand
enters the oar. Pouring warm water into Brown, Farwell, clothes line: James H.
"That is easily explained,” replied
Neither will the sod be so well decomaccommodating,and try to please your the canal will drown it, when it will Calkins, Owoseo, grain separator;Peter gel 1 of the University,md the grooms
Mrs*
Navarro. "The truth I* that Mr.
posed and feed tbe crop.
customers, success is certain. But who- generally come to the surface and can
Guddington, Courtland,stump puller; member of tho faculty.
Anotherreasonfor careful preparation ever goes to peddling must make up his
Aavarro Is In deep mourning for a relabe easily removed by the fingers. A few
—Mr. Szubleskl wjs a Polish immi- tive and desired the utmost privacy. I
-of the soil is that it is often infested
mind to work ns bard or harder than if puffs of tobacco smoke blown iuto the Andrew J. Emlaw, Grand Haven, magawith cutworms aud other worms. The
zine spring air gun; Henry S. Hawes, grant, but a woman and a mother withal, willinglyrespected his wishes for the
he were hoeing corn.
ear will stupefy the insect.
more the ground is stirredthe more of
quiet ceremony and Ignored all my
Bees that rarely see the bee-keeperor
Never meddle with the ear if a for- Marcellas, car wrench; George Hodges, aud when her b iby died iu the Port Hu- friends. No person outside of our fam•these will be destroyed; and planting
his family, or any other human beings,
ron
Depot
and
her
sobs
and
moans
filled
eign body, such ns a bend, button, or Orchard Lake, water color paint; John
txnay safely be deferred until the cutilies was invited.I am sure my friends
become vindictive,savage, and troubleworms have passed their voracious some, when, on the contrary, if they seed, enters it; leave it absolutelyalone, C. Kennedy, Detroit, apparatus for ozon- the little room, making a heart-touching will appreciatethe circumstancesand
but
have
a
physician
attend
to
it.
More
period, nnd will do little damage. Quito see people passing and re-pnssing frepicture, men's eyes blinked, nnd the bo as generous as they have always been
damage has been done by injudicious izing air; Willi im G. Latimer. Detroit,
frequently sod ground, and especially
quently every day, nnd thus have the
blinking overflowed wben the little one In excusing 'our Mary.’”
cash
register
and
indicator;
Gilbert
Mee,
attempts at the extractionof a foreign
•clover- sod ground, contains so many
advautage of numnu society,they becutworms that it is not advisable to come amiable and docile. This is tbe body than could ever come from its Muskegon, log rolling machine;Edwin was laid in u rough coffin and the mother
plant it until quite late. Only a poor condition of things that should exist iu presence in the ear.
J. Palmer, Kalamazoo,tool for turning was the lone monruer who followed the BOYCOTTED THE POSTMASTER
stand will remain. Last spring I al- all apiaries,nnd especially those run
ronnd rods; Seymour W. Peregrine, remains to the potter’s corner. She wa»
THE KITCHEN.
lowed a forty-acre clover-sod field to lie
Two MUsonrlanaArrested for F»«rpl0|
tor extracted honey.
Grand Rapids, opera chair; Bernard on her way to the far West to join he:
<a mouth nftei it was almost ready for
A Yankee, down, East, got up a plaParsnip Bull*.
the Right* of an UnpopularOfficial.
'the planter. One of my employes beRein, Detroit, aud A. W. Straight,Ypsil- husband,
card for bis salablehoney, which read
Parboil
six
large
parsuips
and
let
them
Kansas City (Mo.) dlspatchs Jobs
came very impatient, and thought I was like this: "Hot Bolls nnd Honey Will
auti, plumber's or jeweler’s furnace;
—Grand Traverse farmers are too hard Love and Thomas Duckworth, ol
wrong not to plant at once, as some of Draw Human Flies." This he placed up get quite cold, then peel them aud grate
my neighbors had done. But much of over an attractive display of honey, them, beat two eggs until very light, August W. Slayton, and F. J. Reinhold, on tbe Colorado beetle. The beetles arc Peculiar, Mo., have been arrested charged
aud mix with grated parsnip, adding uaid Reinhold assignor to said Slayton, born Juno 1, but the farmers plant nc with conspiracy to deprive the postmas*
•their corn was ent off by the worms, and
where it was kept for sale. It was put enough flour to. give coherence to the
ter at that place of tho receipts and
'they had only a poor stand, with some
up iu the nicest shape, each package mixture; flour your hands and make odometer; Wright D. Smith, Detroit, potatoes until tho bugs bare starved tc
lls a month behind the others. When
emoluments of his office,Interfering
waa done up iu white tissue paper, and mall, flat balls. Have hot lard in a dust collector; Dudley G. Stone, Negau- death.
I planted I bad a most excellentstand,
with the. discharge of his dutlei
put in “cartons," having nice labels shallow kettle, and drop the balls gently nee, bag fillerand holder; Everett Tak:and the field averaged eighty bushels.
Tr,nn> printed in two colors, and little string into it; fry them until they are well ken, Douglas, running gear for vehicles; —At Bt. Ignace Angus McLeod paid s and settlingup unauthorized receptacle!
•flhelled, per acre. On sod gr°unu {lftndjeBi ajj reajy to be purchased and
friendly visit to Mrs. Mary Bellemore for United States mall. The trouble
browue'd on both sides. Send to the
•thoroughly prepared corn grows so fast
William P. Tracey, Grand Rapids, exten
taken home safely as well as con table very hot.
and the woman's husband returned rather grow out of the unpopularityof A. 8.
•that it is safe to defer planting until
Gilson, recently appointed postmaster.
venieutly.It is uo wonder that he
aion car step.
unexpectedly.Bellemore seized a large
•quite late, and this ground is not so apt never bud a surplus crop of honey left
Potato Pudding.
Love and Duckworth purchased stamp*
vto be hardened by ruins as is other
—A small house belonging to Ignas knife, intent on killing -the couple. Hit at other towns and gave them away or
on his hands! Tne cry always was for
One pound of mashed potatoes, one*
. ground.
more -no matter how much was pro- quarter of a pound of butter, and half a Glachal at Bessemer burned tbe other love for the woman finally prevailed,and sold them to people iu Peculiar so as to
THE ORCHARD.
duced.— Farm, Field, and Stockman.
pouud of sugar stirred to a cream; add day, and a little girl aged three years lost he asked her to hold McLeod while he prevent Gilson from getting his commission on such stamps, and also arranged
tbe potatoes, the beaten yolks of four
carved him. The woman did as her enNew Orchard*.
THE DAIRY.
to collect mall matter from people of
egg* and a pint of milk. Beat this her life in the fire. The family lost
raged
husband
demanded,
and
McLeod
There are many who think fruit-growthe town and take it directly to rail*
mixture until very light; flavor with tbe everything it owned. A Urge number of
__
Dairy
Dot*.
ing will be "overdone,”and to prove
grated rind of half a lemon; stir in the voluntary contributionswere offered and was left with wounds of a shocking na- road trains, thus deprivingthe postAs milk is an animal secretion manutheir prophecies they point to particular
master of bis legitimate cancellation
whites
of the eggs which have been
ture.
'seasons when the markets have been factured by tbe cow, it must be evident beaten to a stiff froth; put into a bat- a traveling man put in $50 and started
fees.
that
anything
which
worries,
frets
or
—Thomas
Ryan
offered
to
sell
twenty
flatted with poaches, apples and other
tered pudding dish, and bake half au through the crowd with his hat. An igTraits. Bui they forget that, as a rale, torments a cow, or renders her uneasy hoar. It may be eaten hot or cold.
norant and officiousofficer, a Deputy acres at tbe Boo to Uncle Bam for f 1C,WRECKED BY ANARCHISTS.
(these occasional excesses in over-pro- or uncomfortable, will certainly lessen
United States Marshal, interfered by 000. Bhortly after the Boo began to
dnetion, are the direct .effectsof large tbe quantity and affect tbe composition
Tn Preserve Meat and Fish by Sugar.
A Paris Newspaper Office Attackedby a
saying, “Here," as he slapped the col- boom and Ryan refuied to sell for leu
previous profits. As soon as a certain of her milk.
To preserve fish by sugar, open them
Turbulent Mob.
Tine of basiness turns out enormous
Many dairymen are too ready to dis- and rub the sugar in, in tbe same man- lector’s shoulder, “I am a Deputy U nited than $40,000. Now the "government hai
Pari* cable: A meeting held for th<
profits, everybody starts into the work, pose of a go*d bnll before he gets "too
won
a
salt
iu
the
Supreme
Court,
which
ner aa salt, leaving them for a few days States Marshal, and I don’t want any
purpose of expressing sympathy with
and in a short time the matter is over- old.” The fact IS, ns the experienceof If tbe fish be intended for long keepmore collecting here ” The feeling ran order! him to abide by bis first eontract. tbe recently arrested nihilists was dis•flone. Some leave the business in dis- many has proven, thut a good dairy bull
ing, dry it after this, taking care to ex—The AgriculturalCollege has received turbed oy anarchists,who succeeded ip
uecu ucshould be kept pose new surfaces to the air frequently, so high againatthe officerthat he left the
gust, imagining tnai
that iney
they nave
have been
de- in a dairy herd of cows s
VJ-1I- *•
id. or they are proverbially
“an- until be fails, or at least shows aigna of to prevent monidinesa. Fish preserved neighborhood to escape punishment,but two applicatione for % special course, turning the affair Into a series of personal
encounters.L’Egalite,having spoken Is
t” while only si few stay at it per- failing, and this often ia not until he
lucky,
in tbia manner, it is said, will bo found, the collection was stopped and the old which would give the candidates the M.
harsh terms of the attitudetaken by tbs
intly. The over-inflated bubble noara the age of 20.
manently.
when dressed, much superior to what people are destitute.
6. degree. The applicant*are Prof. 0. anarchists,thirty of the latter attacker
iborsts, and then it rises again to its norThoroughly aired milk will keep has been cared by salt or smoke. For a
unal condition.
—There hea not been a death in Port T. Grawn, of Traverse City, end J. C the office of the paper, nearly wrecking
mack longer than ice cooled milk, for salmon of six pounds' weight, a tableThis is jmt as trne in fruit-growing, as soon as the influenceof tbe ice Is re- spoonful of brown sugar ia snfficienL
the place.
Duffey, of 8t. Louie, Mo.
Huron since Jane 4.
•und it may be Iftid down aa a safe pro- moved and the temperature goee up the
—In consequence of the strike of one
— Sergt Conger, of the State Weather
position that the market will never be germe that produce lactic acid manifest
Thomas Toler, a farmer of Danvllla*
Fig Pudding.
greatlvoverstocked for any length of themselves at once and tbe milk aonri
lection of th* Titt aba wanes Boom Com- 111., says he will be obliged to leave tbe
Service,
says
a
Lansing
dispatch,
has
One-half pound good dried figs,
•time with really flnefrait Many send very quickly; and even when milk it
washed, wiped, and minced; two enpa completed the work of compiling charts pany’i force et Saginaw, the entire force locality where he lives on account of
'their fruit to market in such poor con
persecutions of enemies. June 6 hii
cooled it ahonld first be given a thor- fine dry bread crmnbs, three eggs, oneshowing the mean annnal temperature of about 400 mea were peijl off last week
•dition that only half tbe regular p
home was burned to the ground, and
ough aeration.
half cap beef aaet, powdered; two scant
aud
all
operation*
suspsnded
for
the
is commanded, and hence there is little
and rainfallin Michigan from 1,87010
Monday his new abode, togetherwith
We
cannot
too
often
repeat
to
in- caps tweet milk, one-half cap whita
profit to be realised. If all the fruit
sugar, little salt, one-fonrthteaspoon- 1889, for the forthcomingUnited States present. Tbe company has only operated all his furniture, was destroyed by •
quirers
after
the
beat
cow
food,
says
the
growers would convince themaelves that
Jersey Bulletin,that no one food known fnl baking powder, dissolved in hot census. The work has required a greet twenty-nine end a half days this season, second Incendiary fire.
it coiti nearly aamtoh to grow, ahipand
water and stirred into milk. Soak tha amount of research and hae engaged the rafting and de’ivering71,409,180 feet.
raell poor fruit aa it does good fruit, will either bring or keep a cow up to
her
beat
work
in butter-making.Short, crumbs in milk, add eggs beaten light,
An affidavit has been filed with
there would be better work ia orchards,
Beigeant’e attention for the put nine
—Several canes of measles have made
„_e, nutritiousgrass ia
is aa
as good
good, or bet- with sugar, salt suet, and figa. Beat
Speaker of the House atWi
antUess poor, inferior fruits on our fine,
their appeannoe at the AgriculturalColpat in bntteredmould montha.
ii
ter, than any other one thing, bnt the three minutes,
market stands,
with tight top, set in boiling water with
—The managers of the Calomel end lege, but owing to excellentfacilities fo» gjrlnger, o?* IHInoS* w?t
The coat of getting trees or bushes of best, of gras needs to be re-inforoed by
weight on cover to pravent mould from
good growth is a little more than the more or less grain, So the very best upsetting, snd boil three ho«rf.
Hecla mines have increasedwage* 10 per Isolation it is expected that the d&sass ’ tootlves"In opposing his
** *«
conceivable
ration
of
grain
needs
to be
against the government
trices paid for poor ones, but no hotter
will spread no further.
:ent. to prevent a strike.

For the

first

work on the plowed

right.— Cor.
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which he had started. He
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Music—

re-

8t**s iMtftattona— Rev.

r

l

Prayer— Rev. PhilipPhelps. D. D.

counted the incidents connected with Doxology and Benediction.
the first interview, in the winter of
The closing feature was the banquet.
1846, and the events which lead to the
SATURDAY, JUNE S8, 1890.
For this purpose the chapel ’hud been
selectionof this locality; paid a tribconverted into a banquet bMl, with
Conh'nwd /rom ^rsf payc.
ute to the characterand principles o$
four tables running the entire length
If niIc-“Gen. Booltager'slltrcb." D« sorm*. this heroic man; and in conclusion exof the chapel and the fifth extending
EupwllM Orelwatn—
pressed his sympathy for the juveniles
across the platform, at which were
Tb« Typical Dotcbmao-George E Cook.
constituting the senior class. His reSmlttwi the Rook— Cbarlei H. McBride.
Heated the honored guests of the occaEmy-Real Merit Wloi. Mattie Van Fatten. marks were well chosen, very appropri- sion and the gentlemen designated to
Dialogue— Very Deaf. Peter Swart and K. J. ate to the occasion and duly apprecin^pond to the toasts. Covers were laid
Dykema.
ated by the audience.
foi- 250, while the galleries had been
Solo— '’Rewfoundland Dog." H»nry Raaiel.
As the representativeof the deA. C. . R. Gilmore.
set apart for the ladies. Hon. G. J.
nominationunder whose fosteringcare
The Silent Tower of Bottreaux-GeorgeC.
Diekema officiated as toastmaster, and
Hope College had been reared, Dr.
Dangremond.
acquittedhimself of his task in a
I should like your trade for these good,. I must have part of it. If price8 and quality count your
Wete Building Two a Day-H. Harriet Han- Brett conveyed hearty greetings.He
happy manner:
MB.
endeared himself at once to his audil'0th‘ir8g,ve yOU their lowe9t Price9
the"
find out what I can offer. Why not
Da Potpourri— Peter Swart.
The Day we Celebrate-PresidentC.
ence by giving them an opportunityto
Farewell-Living.
GerritTyase.
Where you can get the be,t of everything for the least money, or 1, it euoh a great pleasure to ewell the
Scott.
endorse with thundering applause his
Glaai Socg- Words by Miaa H. HarrietHan
Michigan,My Michigan-HisExcelaccount of aome already rich firm who have charged you double what they should have done, and only
•on. Muaic by Peter Swart.
want of sympathy with the views ex- lency, tGov. Cyrus G. Luce.
AccompanlaiMlea Rika Boone.
<low n, now that I have forced them to do so. Give me a fair show.
pressed by Rev. C. Van Der Veen on
wTte G*nerai sIn°di Our Foster
In the evening the “Ulfllas Club” the previous evening.
Mother-Rev. Dr. Brett.
held its Fourth Anniversary.This
The doctor made a strong plea for Holland, Hope’s Home-Mayor0. E.
club is a literary society, among such the Public Schools and their supervi- ^ ates.
of the students as desire to cultivate sion by the State, while denominational pHojje College a,nd its Founders— Rev.

MAf SCHELVEN,

(?.

Editor.

.

Wail Paper

Furniture, Carpets,

tY, '

CURTAIITS,

Baly

Carriages, Springs

& Mattresses, Sewing Machines.

.

.

the use of the Holland language.

The

of Prof. C. Doesburg,and were closed duce the best results.He sustained

trade

bank
came

Being the Leader in Low Prices

control in matters of higher education

exercisesof the evening were in charge was. on the whole more likely to pro-

«

^

’

trade

Hope College and the Bovs in
Luit C. Gardner, U. S. A.

BlueI

Nope College and the Pulpit— Rev.

by a few well directed remarks of Rev. this latter view with strong and logi- A. A. Pffmstiehl.

want

at least a part of

your patronage. I

shall continue this

business and am

daily receivingnew

goods

^tokeep

tbelargestaudbest assortment of good, in my line in this city, and time will verify thil
M. Kolyn, of Kalamazoo, Mich., who cal arguments.
On behalf of the members of the
entered his protest against the tenden- At the conclusion of his remarks
Taylor fltinily Rev. C Van Der Veen
cy of some Americanized Hollanders, President Scott announced that de
My stock consists of Furniture, Carpets, Wall Paper, Curtains, Oil Cloth, ,|Baby Carriages, Spring Mat
presented the institution with a relic,
of mixing the two languages, in con- grees, diplomas, etc., had been con
consisting of a copy of the plat of the
trasses,etc. et^ Spectal attention is also given to repairing and the making and hanging of curtains and
versation, at the expense of not being ferred as follows:
city of Burlington, laid out more than
well understoodin either. On this ocThe degree of A. M. upon Cornelia
Carpets. I Have a pract.cal man Mr. John Oxner and can surely promiselgoodwork at a low figure
half a century ago, on what is now
casion also the college chapel was Cappon, Holland; Emma Kollen, Iowa:
I ask for a part of your trade,
known as Point Superior.
filled.
Paul R. Coster, Holland: H. V. S.
After a few remarks of congratulaNext in order came a special re- Peeke, Japan: A. Pieters, Holland; C.
tion by Rev. Dr. Good, on tiehalf of
union ef the Alumni, called together N. Thew, Allegan; S. M. Zwemer, en
the Ref. Qburch of the United States,
by the special occasion. This was on route to Arabia.
Mr. Diekema closed the festivities of
Tuesday evening, presided over by Rev.
Honorary Degree of A. M.— John
the week by respondingto the sentiW. Moerdyk of Muskegon, in the ab- Van Der Laan, M. D., Muskegon.
ment, “Hope College and its Future.”
sence of Mr. J. A. De Spelder,of Iowa,
Degree of D D.— Rev. Egbert WinA few notes in
detained by sickness. The first shaker ter, Grand Rapids.
One
of the leading incidents of the
was Jtev. C. Van Her Veen, D. D., to
Diploma of A. B.— Wm. H. Bruins,
quarter-centennial
was the visit of Dr.
whom had been allotted a review of Alto, tVis. (Mr. B. is the only honorand
Mrs.
Phelps,
accompanied
by their
the ante-collegedays of the institution
able exception to the reprehensible
oldest
son,
Rev.
Philip
Phelps,
Jr.
Afand its alumni, from its inception in conduct of the senior class, and as such
ter
an
absence
of
so
many
years
it was
the early years of the Colony, to about entitled to the resj»ect and commendathe year 1854, covering the period of tion of all those that can realize his a real pleasure to the scores of his forMr. W. A. Taylor, its first instructor, moral courage and manliness, the mer pupils and friends and fellowand also the first teacher and subse- strong affiliations of class associations townsmen to once more meet the first
presidentof Hope College, upon the
quent father-in-law of the speaker.
to the contrary notwithstanding.)
scene of his life-work.His first apIf you want to buy or sell
Estate in
Tbe speaker had the bad taste of vioCertificatesto the members of the A
pearance before the public was on
lating every propriety of the occasion.
Class— Pearl C. Godfrey,Hudsonville, Sunday afternoon, in the Third Ref.
Holland City or Ottawa County,
Instead of adding lustre to the memoMich., H. Harriet Hanson, Holland, church, where he was unexpectedly
ry of his hero, while meeting out jusMich., Maria II. Huizinga, Holland called to occupy the pulpit in the abtice to his contemporary,Dr.VanRaalCity, Mich., Maud R. Rogers, Holland
sence of Rev. Dr. Good, of Philadelte, he attempted to place both in the
City, Mich., Mattie Van Putten, Holsame category ft which the speaker land City, Mich., George E. Cook, Hol- phia, who had failed to make the
TR1DK M1B»
necessary
has placed himself of late years, that
IT OOURBJ8
U
land City, Mich., George C. Dangre*
Among our distinguished guests and ! $anc#r*. Humore, Sore., Ulcere, Swelling,
of a “broken-hearted”man. He de- mond, Hospers, la., William M. Dehn,
nied that the first conceptionof the Holland City, Mich., John L. De Jong, visitors from Hbroa.l were the follow,
foundingof the institution was due to Rowland, 111., Klaas J. Dykema, Fulident McElrdy of Adrian college,
college. Pres- ' 1fS^lsJnS
lb. CAB Solid Extrect
Mifeo0'
f2.50 '' BotUM 'or
Dr. Van Raalte, and charged the dead
ton, 111., A. C. V. R. Gilmore,Holland
J. M. LOOSE RED CLOVER COident
Clute
of
the
State
Agricultural
with a mal-appropriation
and perver- City, Mich., Charles H. McBride, HolDetroit, JUcb.
College, Dr. Butterfield of Olivet,Luit.
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUOaiSTS
sion of trust fuads. We do not care
land City, Mich., Peter Swart, FernC. Gardener, U. S.A., Rev.'Dr. Manto cite any specificassertions,because
wood, 111., Gerrit Tysse, Fern wood, 111.,
deville
of New York, Dr. I. P. Good of
this is not the time nor the place to re'

r

|

conclusion.

.

|

^

REID
PLOVER RLOSSOM

BUSINESS.
eal

CALL ON OR WRITE TO

I _

connection.

J. C.

RES

POST, Holland, Mich.

fc"/

*

IW

fute them.

We

Arthur Van Duren, Holland

will state however,

that the career and the labors of Mr.
Taylor in counectionwith the

first

Mich., William J.

Van

City,

Kersen, Rose-

land, 111.

at-

Philadelphia, Rev. Dr. Taylor of

“lisar"7'

New-

J. e. HOLE,

ark, N. J., Rev. Dr. Brett of Jersey
ity, N. J., Hon. Geo. Birkoff,Consul

brands
SUNLIGHT.

(

The

“George Birkoff Prizes” this
of the Netherlands,Chicago, III. j Hon.
tempts at higher education here, are
House, Sign and Carriage
year were awarded as follows: For best
C. W. Garfield, secretary of the State
too well and too honorably known and
essay in English— H. Van Der Ploeg,
board of agriculture, Rev. J. H.
recorded than that they were materialHolland; for best essay in Dutch— Jas.
ten, Waupon, Wis. To this might be , „
ly shaken by the sulky characterof
Sterenberg, Fulton, 111.
added the members of the Council, the I Leave your orders at No. 23,
the speaker's remarks. And when in
Prizes in Drawing-lst, J. A. Hellen- scores of Alumni from near and
Twelfth Street,
summing up the labors of Mr. Taylor
thal, Zeeland; 2nd, Jacob Van Der
he drew the conclusion that the latters’
farnlUea'andll,in-:
Meulen, Westfield, Dak.; 3rd, F. Van
work “was not permanent, except in
Anrooy, Graafschap.
Large as the number of visitors was,
Individuals,”and these individuals
Paper Hanging u Specialty.
At this juncture of the festivities the there was still room for more. The
• such as himself, it is time to enter a
tlJV/iU* A IIC
protest. The refrain of the speaker, usual exercises annually connected hospitalityof our citizens, tenderedto
with commencement,ended. On the the committee on entertainmeht;was
on this as well as on other prior public
have
evening
of the same day, Wednesday, as general as it was hearty. *
occasions, was: “What a nobler histhe Alumni Association opened the
tory we might have had!” To which
It would be impracticableand next
programmefor the Quarter Centennial
19-3m
our answer is: Yes, if all those who
to imjiossible to reproduce in the
with
a
public
meeting
in
the
Third
did receive their education at the
columns of the News the abundance of
hands of these early colonists had re- Ref. church, with the followingorder good things that were spoken during
of exercises:
mained true to their people and their
the week. Most of them were of a
Org»n Voluntary— M sb Hacnr.h Te Roller.
kind, and would even fall into line togeneral educational character.Among
InrocatloD.day. The trouble with the speaker is- Muilc-Glorla.Thayer.
the exceptionsto these, in the very
dokert.
Poem-Prof. Wm. A . Shields.
nature of tilings, were the remarks of
Duet-Flower Queen. Glover Mrs. G. J. Mayor Yates in response to the toast
The unpleasant and repulsive effect
Diekema and Miss 8 G. Alcott.
•of this address upon the audience, how“Holland-Hope'sHome’; and those of
ever, was gradually overcome by sucPMl^Pb^pr D.1 DA,T!r Pi^S0of ii^e Luit‘ Gardener’ “Nope College and
ceeding speakers, as Messrs. G. J. Kol- College.
the Boys in Blue.” If tl\g crowded
£n J. Meulendyk, G. De Jong and A. Mn*ic— Gloria,from Twelfth Ma*§. Moxart. conditionof our columns permitTwe
Pieters,respectively,reviewed subse- Necrology- Rer. Jas. F, Zwemer.
will give an extract of these relpSkes
Maalc— TaDeom Laadamaa. Emerson.
quent periods in the existence of the
in our next.

DAISY.
PURITY.

,

MORNING STAR,
i IDLE WILD
daily bread,

Kars- PAINTER,

economy

1

.

from

I

SPECIALTIES

I

Graham,
Wtoaatena.

Buckwheat Flour
Rys Flour.

HOLLAND, - MICH.

Bolted Meal.

•

r<;

We

.

«,v Rl# Meal

Wheat Gritt.
Buckwheat Grita.
Petri Barley.
Oat Meal.
Rolled Data.
Feed aad Meal

„ a

Custom Stone and Bolt for Grists of Rye, Buckwheat and Coarse Grains.
Corner River and Fifth Streets, HOLLOED,

M1DH.

THE

A-T

m

.

New

Presentationof Portraitof the first President.

institution. '

Music-Commencement Ode

Wednesday forenoon theCommence- B.

of ISG.’i.Rev.

W

Gilmore.

POWDER

Van Der Meulen at
when he went into the perso-

his best,

A,

Doxology and Benediction.

TLexeicl8e> proper

Meyer

Absolutely Pure.

Rev. John

Colony.”

programme had been arranged. It The
had always been the theory of the at 9

Guardian’sSale.

procession formed at headquarters, people attended the exercises,
the
o'clock, and headed by Thomas’ forenoon, and there was sitting room

evening before:

Mn.lo-PlM° Solo.
A

a.

Alban Lwf.

Bcbol*.

VMrfUnR^ttu.RoMinal—List.
Invoeatloo-

Bwnuki by

the

PrMldnt-

BbS2l!.-Ch‘nt‘ ,'EtmKDbtT

m

^

enthusiastic least.

Rapids presided.

the excellent

Creator."

ORDER OF EXERCISES.

Bcbabert Mala Qoartatta—

Mteb<lm,~HOn' D' B*thtm* DDffle,d*
Qoartar Centennial Commencementday
Hope Collrge.

in

ception of

InTocition— Rev. John H. Ktrsten.

all by

Moiic— Netherland’iNational Hymn.
Addreaaes— Pioneer Period. Her. John Van

pi-

ma.

College Period-Rev.John
Mnilc- CollegeBong.

W.

Beardilee

Address-Rev.Cornelias Brett D. D.. Jersey
Greeting and Reepomes-SUteof Michigan.
City. N. J. Greetings on behalf of the General
Gov. Cyrui G. Lnoe. Reformed Cbnrch-Rev.C.
Synod.
Brett, D.D. Pert Synod of Chicago- Kev. P.
Music— ••Vlneta." Abt.

music furnished, at

several gatherings. And with

Mnsle-

Der Mealen. Academy Period-Rev.Ale Buur*0

\

The decorationsalong our business
Our limited space compels us to be streets, and the boom of cannon Thursbrief and we must limit ourselves to day morning, made it evident that this
the mere mention of the programme. was the gala day of the week.
Rev. P. Moerdyke, D. D., of Grand
Special mention should be made of

H. MEYER & SON'S MUSIC STORE,
Where will be found one

of the Finest and Best Selected
Stock of Women’s, pisses’, men’s Boys’ and
Children’s Foot ware ever

ppsan
teraat

oraaUteof laid insane peraon. in or to

Su&ftSVi!:

MR.

d“cnt-d

W
ismSw <5uK. ^ WMt’ coDt*W^

home talent.

was intended on the part of the
Lspeltak.
committee to march the procession on
Shobert Male QnartetteMusie-College Song.
Thursday morning along Eighth and
Conferring of Certificate*. Degrees and Prices
Board of Education-Rev.G. H. Mandarine, River streets, in recognitionof the
Master's Oration -Excused. Samoel M. Zwe.
D. D. New Brunswick Institutions—Rev. W. J.
mer. Mildelburg. la. The Prophet of Arabia or
elaborate decorations along those
B. Taylor,D. D. West Tbeol. Seminary-Rev.
the Prophet of Nanreth.
P. Moerdyke, D, D,C N. W. ClassicalAcademy- streets, but to their great regret this
Music Tenor Solo. •'Dear our Prayer." LusBat. J. w. Warnshuls.
part of the programme had to be
Si. Mr. W. H. Loomis.
Music—
abandoned. The intense heat, and
Doxology and RonedlcttonAdrian Colkga-Pres. MoElroy. Olivet Colthe advanced age of a large number of
Mr. Duffield represented the connect-

plaoeSVrii*1*'"111 ** “*d# lm0Wn “ tlnj# and
Dated Holland, April 29 A. D. 1890.
H
MAARTJE J. YORK, Guardian.

7t

STALLIONS!
The imported Brown PercheronStallion,No
2473 will make the season of 1890 aa follows

:

Monday forenoon at J. Lohman'a, Manlius ; from
Monday noon until Tuesday morning at G. H
Brink a, East Saugatuok ; Tuesday forenoon at
Bchrptenboer’a, Sr.;

Tuesday afternoon until

Orerise’,

J

PRICES TO SUIT THE TIMES.

STYLES

MILLINERY.
20
tatter
In order to make room for the large and selected stock of

Ba?ga?nsfr Mi,linery’ 1 wiM for 10 Days Give Extra
eve&yaknpft8ioDElegantStyl“ fr0I“

Mich.

9

13Wf

do

of Repairing.

STJMJVIER

Wednesday morningat Bonaelaar’aSr. ; Wednesday, at G Rutgers', Graafschap;Thursday,at
J. H. Nibbellnk’a, Holland ; Thursday from 4
o'clock until Friday morning atJ. H. Boone's
Groningen; Friday, atT. Romeyn’s,Zeeland'; prices and
[Wsiday.aft my place in Over! ael. Than will
lags -Rev. Butterfield. Lansing College— Rev. 0
the invited guests, as well as the many beftfoor three stallions always at my bam.
ing link between the founder of Hope Clnte.
Musleladies who were present, {Mdered It Terms from 17.00 to •16.00, according to -onflt
XtollM*, Dr- Van Raalte, upon his first
BHabduoo College-Prof. Galptn. YpsiUnt* impracticable.
{
J. SCHIPPER, Proprietor.
,

will always be ready to

kinds

«

Tbeaoutb five (5) acres of tha North West 7-2y.
quarter of the South Weet quarter of Section
the exMn2£e,?£ twellt7,,lx
in township five (8)

Wednesday morning, it was

DYKHUIS
all

*“'1

brought

to this city.

(ipe

The thanks of all are due to the general committee on arrangements for
the efficiency and success with frhich
they have discharged the arduous task
devolving upon them.
It

the matter of the estate of Peter D Vo»k
an imane person.
Notice la hereby iriven that I .ball ael] at Publie Auction to the hiaheat bidder,on Monday the
day of June, A. D. 1890, at nine
oatock. ln the forenoon, attbenremmeato be
aoldaod hereinafter deacrihed. Id th# townshin
gdftPd in the County of Ottawa In thebtate
of Michigan, pureuantto licenseand antborltv

iNEXT TO5

In

faculty to allow the seniors to come in Juvenile Band, proceededto the grove for still more.
even at the eleventh hour, and resume upon the college campus, where ample
The responses to the toasts, aUJiough
their places as dutiful sons of their arrangements had been made to ac- the last of the festivities, were not the

Alma Mater, and hence this program- commodate the throng of
me had not been fully decided upon citizens and visitors.

Dykhuis,

&

cream of tartar baking powder.

nal reminiscences of the early days in Highest of all in leavening strength.—
were held in
the Third Reformed church. Instead
The gala day, Thursday,opened with “the
v -f. £
U. S. GovernmentReport, August, n 1889,
of the usual addressesby members of some forebodings of rain, but the mor11. jy
The arrangements iirtlir eoHege
the graduating class an entire new ning breezes happily dispelled all fears. grove were ample. Not leet than 1,800

until the

Boot and Shoe Store

bIm

I*- O.

te

«<>

t^cltyf’New G^TrecSved

WHittoeoli.

Shady Side Hotel.
WM. P. WALSH,

FOR CASH!

of Grand Rapid*, las taken the above beautifulresort for this season, and he begs to announce that he
has engaged

WORTH OF

The Orchestra connected with Mrs. General Tom
Each one being an instrumentalartist of noted reputationin

1-000

S

Thumb

the cities of the East and throughout Europe,

and that a series of

MEN S SHOES
X offer th« Publio $1,000 worth

of

Men’s Shoes for

Free Concerts, Sacred and Secular,
in the

Shady Side “Pavillion”

75 Cents on

will be given

community of Holland and surrounding places, who may
“SHADY SIDE.”
First Free Concert, Sunday Afternoon, July 6th.
Second Free Concert, Ladles day, Wednesday Afternoon, ^uly 9th,

Our facilities for doing Interior work
Bargain
for buildings are unsurpassed*

for the benefit of the respectable portion of the

please to visit

•

season.

and so on throughout

,

The Greatest

ever offered in Holland. A large assortment of SIDEWALK LUMBER on hand
which we offer to you cheaper than can be
b. newDeRSON.
obtained elsewhere.

CHICAGO

Shady Side HotehSiz

UpS

Dressed aid Rougb timber ii tbe City.

the Dollar.

We are alive

to

your Interest.

Yours at command,

Clothing Store

Jub 4,

Grand Celebration

WORK

GET YOUR

Novelty
10

Wood Works,

l3t.

Per

J. R.

KLEYN.

DONE BY

Regatta.Olympic games, Athletic exercises, Swimming
races, Boat races, Shooting Gallery, Jumping, Foot
races,

Sack

M. (EE,

D.

Dancing etc.; also the Iron headed
man and all the games seen at a lair.
races,

DENTIS1.

Entries open to all. A prize will be given the handsomest lady and handsomest
gentleman present. SILVER CUPS will be given to the winner of any of the events.
A Programme will be issued. All Free ! Everything Free
Wm. P.
Proprietor.
!

WALSH,

When Should Wheat Be Cut?

first

article

appearing in the American Agricul-

turist,

was sent

in by one of our millers,

tunetime to submit it

to

There
I.

off smoothly at

D

dressed by

had a

the school house. They were ad-

Grand

order.

ciple of the

We had a

visit from

some

The best time to cut wheat is a point
of great importance to the farmer.
The exceptionally high price of Minnesota wheat in our market is largelydue
to the dry atmosphere of the section in
which it grows. A kernel of wheat

ances they had scoured all Hollandfor old plug

starch, its composition more

Aside

from the value of gluten as

VITALIZED AIE

of the

think they bad better have them blocked before

tion of teeth. At the old office,

they cime again, for the heads they were on
were not the right ones for to make them look
new, even

If

The weather is very

warm and

to all

appear-

ances there is a blight on the apple trees, for after

being as full of blossomsas they can hold,

they seem as if they were all dried up and fall

FOURTH

Store.

EIGHTH STREET,
HOLLAND,,,

from tbe trees.
Mrs. Shippick and daughter are here on a visit
to

SUBSCRIBE

over the Millinery

they were block heads.

- - •

MICH.

at

her father and mother.

IsTCW

Pseudonym.

Hudsonvllle.
The GeorgetownBlue Jeans played the Bauer
nine 6 turday last, and, as the week before,
again came out victors. A large number of spectators were present,and all went home well satisfied as it was a very close game, and an excellent one, for farmer's lads. G err ge town scored
li runs and Bauer 10. Before leaving tbe field
tbe

MAGATAWA PARK
*

\ i

C

IS

THE TIME TO

BUY YOUR;
OIL STOVES,

Baner nine again challenged the Bine Jeans,

The Steamers

SCREEN DOOR,

tbe game to be played next Saturday aftcrcoon
near Bauer.

WINDOW SCREENS,

John B. Vnnderborgb,an enterprisingyonng
farmer near this place and Hiss Hattie Scholmeastrr of North Bletdon were married Sunday
last by Justice J. N. Waite. We wish them
much joy in the future.

Bradshaw,

where they have been visiting friends.
Geo.

W.

Vein Dnren Bros.,

REFRIGERATORS,
GARDEN TOOLS,

Macatawa

We have

FISHING TACKLES,

Bush, blacksmith, two miles north

OILS

a first-classshoemaker in our employ, and all dia-

tom work and repairing brought
ceive prompt

to

us

will re-

attention

MIXED PAINTS,

west of here, removedTuesdaylaat with kit and

EIGHTH STREET, HOLLAND, MICH.

give them: a call.

LAWN MOWERS,

The Misses Alyda and Agatha Kronemeyer re-

turned home from Spring Lake yestersday,

The Finest Stock of Boots and Shoes

GASOLINE STOVES,

which challengewas promptly accepted by them,

22-ly.

AND BRUSHES

and

kin to Parmalee,where he will continue his

We have a large stock of the above

trade.

H. Snrdam has h'S arm out of the sling, and

is

doing light work arounu the bouse.

pected.
I - -

'

-

.

-

goods, call

Walsh

Lizzie
will

and examine and get our

prices before buying elsewhere.

PHOENIX PLtNIK MILL,

iPIONKER

H-

HARDWARE,

make

SCOTT A SCHUURMAN,
%

Van. der Veen,
Regular Trips

Cor. River and Eighth Sts.

PROPRIETORS.

Dealers, Manufacturers

Gasoline always on hand.

between the City and the Park,

£ Builders.

13-ly.

v

UNEXCELLED.

1,<:

Fire Works

and Gents’ Fine

Shoes, unexcelled for quali-

ty and workmanship,
in the Evening /

GOOD WORK AND REASONABLE PRICES.

-

Ladies’

at

Hemlock, and Pine Piece Stuff,
Sheathing and Finishing Boards,
Flooring, Ceiling and Siding,
Side Walk Material.
Sash, Doors, Blinds,

Mouldings, Casing an Base,
Door and Window Frames,

the store of

Paints, Oils and Glass.

J. D.
r

Children Cry for Pitchers Castorla*

HELDER.

:

River St., Holland, Mich.
Also a large assortment of

When Baby waa
When ahe waa

and sweetened,it is pleasant to take. When
Children like it. For sale by Heber When
Walsh.

Jamestown Center acbool closed on Friday,
«««»- — ......
June IS, to the great laUefsctionof teachersand
There is one remedy, which every
pupiia. Miss M. A. Lormer, and Mias Aggie
family should keep at hand. Mr. John
Uofma were the teachers.
Carpenter, of Goodland, Indiana,says
The merry clicking of the mowers as they go
of ft: “I tried Chamberlain’sColic,
round and round onr cloverfields,ss wall as the
Cholera and diarrhoea Remedy, for
horning rays of “old sol," tell ns that ••blushing
diarrhoea and severe cramps, and pains
summer" now is here.
in the stomach and bowels, with the
Rev. John Van Der Meulen gave a very elo- best results. In the worst cases I never
quent discourseat this place last Sunday even- had to give more than the third dose to
ing. He seemed to receivea very happy inspira- effect a cure. In most cases one dose
tion ; and while we cm listen to snch eloquence will do. Besides its other good qualiwe ought not to complain, even If we eu not ties, it is pleasant to take.” 25 and 50
cent bottles for sale by Heber Walsh.
hear Talmage or a
Coer.

Spurgeon.

performed

Administered for the painless extrac-

bats; and if Holland has a hat renovater we

food, it has valuable properties, in
Antonie Steen is doing as well as can be excombination with starch, for making
Jack.
bread. Wheat containing a small
amount of gluten is softer, and will
Fillmore.
make much whiter flour, for the gluten
imparts a yellowishshade. But if
Rev. G. E. Boer, professorat the Grand Rapids
flour contains too little gluten, it will
theologicalseminary, has moved to Graafschap
not rise, even if yeast be added. for the summer.
Gluten (like glue) forms, with water,
Hiss Josephine Cook and Uisa Johanna Van
a tenacious paste, so that when fermentive action begins in the dough, Ark closed their school to-day. They have taught
here for severalyears and with excellentreanlta.
the gluten forms a cell around the carbonic acid gas, and retains it, causing The grain aphis has again appeared in the
Coer.
tbe dough to rise. When baked, such wheat.
bread is very light and sweet, though
not as white as when gluten is present.
Latest styles of Hats and Millinery
Many farmers are induced to cut their Goods just received from New York at
wheat too soon, because the kernel reMrs. M. Bertch’s. 12-tf.
mains large and plump, from the
moisture contained in the starch.
Great bargains in paints, oils, kalsoWheat containing a large amount of
gluten will appear shrunken,because mines, brushes &c., atDr. Wm. Van
the gluten readily yields its moisture, Putten’s. Save money and get the best
hut will he far more valuable as food. for spring renovating.
Repeated experimentshave failed to
show any increase,either of starch or
Every family should be provided with
gluten, from day to day, after wheat
some reliableremedy for bowel comhas heed cut. The only rule we can
plaints. The want of such an article is
suggest, which may apply to all variethe cause of much suffering, especially
ties, is this: Delay cutting as long as
during the summer months. In almost
is compatible with avoiding waste in
every neighborhoodsomeone has died,
handling. When cut, secure it as with cramps or cholera morbus, before
promptlyand as perfectly as possible.
medicinecould be procured or a physiTo make the best oread, a good, sound,
cian summoned. A fair trial will satisglutintusvariety of wheat must be
fy you that Chamberlain’sColic, Cholsown on sound, dry land; it' must get
era and Diarrhaa Remedy, is unfully ripe before it is harvested, be seequalled for diseases. It is also a
cured without damage, and must he
certain cure for dysentery and
properly ground.
diarrhoea. When reduced with water

Jamestown.

Celebration

of our Holland

friendsthe ether day. and judging from appear-

nearly resembling the muscular tissue
of animals.
Examinations under the microscope,
at different periods of the grain formation, have revealed the fact that the
starch forms several days before the
gluten is fully developed. When the
grain is in the milk the gluten cells are
scarcely distinguishable. The next
stage shows the wheat in the doughy
state, the starch granules crowding the
cells, while the gluten cells are small
and somewhat irregular. When the
gluten cells are entirely full, and the
keroal is perhaps shrunken from the
drying of the starch, the gluten cells
form a continuous layer around the
starch cells.

skillfully

and guaranteed.

Burgess of Lansing, who deliver, d

consideration of our farmers:

than

All Deptal work

very eloquent address on tbe benefits and prin-

the careful

consists of the outer covering or bran,
the interior or starchy portion, and the
embryo. Under the compound microscope the bran is seen to consist of five
layers. Next to the inner surface of
the bran is a series of regularly formed
cells containing the gluten. Interior
to the gluten cells are the starch cells.
The most valuable constituents of a
grain of wheat are gluten, starch and a
small amount of phosphate. Gluten
forms flesh; starch is a heat producer
and forms fat. The i>er cent., of gluten
varies in different kinds of wheat.
Ohio wheat contains from ten to fifteen per cent., while starch may constitute from fifty to sixty per cent, of
the kernel. Gluten is more nutritious
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we gave her Caatoria.

kinds of
a Child,

she cried for Caatoria,

ahe became Mla^ aha clung to Caatoria,
ahe

We do a

all

had Children,ahe gave them Caatorlg

BOOTS

aid

SHOES

Some of the Grand Army boys, may If you want a good fit, low
be interested in the following, from
Alec. B. Pope, A. D. C., Commander,
prices, and better quality,
Dep’t. Tenn. and Ga. He says: *‘We
have had an epidemic of whooping
cough here, (Stewart, Tenn.,) and
call on me and conChamberlain’sCough Remedy has been
tbe only medicine that has done -any
vince yourself.
good.” There is no danger from
whooping cough, when this remedy is
freely given. It completelycontrols
the disuse. 60 cent bottlesfor sale by
Heber
>•..

Walsh.

Store Fronts, Doors, Sash,
Window and Door Screens, Brackets, Veranda

Special Attention Given to the
tage Trade.
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wiltfngap accounts, or walking the street
when you might have thought their mind
entirely upon the world, they were Baying
within themselves.•Oh. thatl were aChrlstianT Orpah is fully started on the road to
Bothlehem. Christian friends observing

persons never become Christian*.They
east for her ten. Of the eleven Congres-'
cannot bear to give up their god*. Busiionsl districtsof Michigan, ten oast,
ness 1* the American Juggeruautthat
esch of them, more votes for their Repcrushes more men than the great oar of the
PREACHES
Hindoos. To it they say their morning and
REPUBLICAN resentativesthan were found neces- CAPTURED BY SALVATOR IN
evening prayers. A little of Christ's religion
ARDLY DAUGHTER-IN-LAW.
sary for the election of the ten
FEDERAL
ELECTION
LAW.
the religious anxiety cf the awakenedsoul may creep into the Sabbath, but Monday.
GREAT RACE.
from the “Empire State" of the Sonth.
say, "He must certainlybe a Christian. Tuesday, Wednesday. Thursday.Friday]
Oregon's
one
Representative
was
elected
TIM Brooklyn Dlvlao OItm Anothrr KtI- There is another soldier in Christ's ranks; and Saturday are the days devoted to this II Will In All ProbabilityPaw noth the by 54,954 votes, or more . than double
another sick one has been cured of tho
Th* Winner BUkea the Beat Record of HI*
4ooeo of HI* Goal a* In tho Le»aona He leprosy." The observersturn their atten- American idol. Every hour there is a sacHoase end Seoate-Htartllng Figures In the number polled for the whole Georgia
rifice on the altar. Home duties, health of
Life, end Now Tehee Front Renk Among
Draws from tho Book of Ruth-Hla Ser- tion anotherway. They say, "Orpah Is safe body, manly strength and immortal affecConnection with Elections In the North delegation. In the Eleventh Districtof
the Kemoua Recera of Amerlce— Descripenough;
she
has
gone
to
Bethlehem."
Illinois it required 34,266 votes to elect
and tbe South.
in oa la Fall.
tions must all burn la this holocaust. Mon
tion of the Even*.
Alas! Alasl Starting out for heaven Is a act as though they oeuld take their bonds
one Representative,while in Georgia 27,[From
tho
Chicago
Tribune.]
Dr. Talmnffo gave another evidenceof his very different thing from arriving there.
A New York dispatch says; Salvator
and mortgages and saws and trowels and
475
elected
ten.
No
less
than
39,117
balgenius In his sermon at Brooklyn,on Sun- Remember Lot’s wife. She looked back
TheRepublicftD members of the House
axes anc day books with them into the
day, June 22. The Book of Ruth has fur- with longingto the place from which she Kingdom of Heaven.
of Representatives have at last agreed lots were required to send only one Rep- la the winner of the Suburban.
resentative to Congress from the Second
nished the subject for many sermons, but came, and was destroyed. Half way beThere are many who have ne unholy upon a plan for Federal supervision of District of Connecticnt, 11,742 more Tbe race was the greatest effort of his
they have naturally been concerned with tween Sodom and tho city of Refuge that
thirst for gold, yet who are devotingthem- the election of members of that body
life and the result places him in the
tho central character of that beautiful story; strange storm comes upon hor. add Us salt
selves to their worldlr occupations with a whieh they believewill put an «nd to the than elected the whole Georgia delegait remained for tho popular Brooklyn dl- and brimstonegather on her garments untion.
The
great
State
of
Indiana
sent
front
rank of American thoroughbreds.
ruinous Intensity. Mon of tho atook exino to find in tho character of tho less con- til they are so stiffened she cannot proceed, change, men of tho yard-stick,men of the frauds and bulldozings which have for thirteenRepresentatives to the Fiftieth
yean
deprived
of
representation
the
maCassius
finished second, Salvator beatspicuouswidow materialfor spiritual les- nor can she Ho down because of this dread- saw. men of tho trowel, men of the day
Congress, who were elected by 461.887
sons. His text was Ruth i. 14: “And they ful wrapping around her garments and book, what will become of you, if unfor jority of the voters in nearly thirty dising
him
only a head. Tenny was third,
tricts in the Gnlf State. The measure votes; while Georgia end Mississippi
lifted up their voice and wept again: and limbs; and long after hor life has gone she
given, in tho groat day when there are no
two
lengths
behind. Time 2:00 4-5.
ent
together
no
less
than
seventeen
RepOrpah kissed her mother-in-law;but Ruth still stands there so covered up by the houses to build, and no goods to soli, and adopted is a compromiseone and will be
resentatives to the same legislative
clave unto hor." Followingis the sermon
strange storm that she Is called a pillar of no bargains to make? It is possible to de- supported both by those who favored the
It was abetter race tiian that in which
Moab was a heathenhind. Naomi 1* about salt, as some sailor on ship's deck In tho vote one's self oven to a lawful calling until more radical methods suggested by Mr. body, who were elected by only 72,428 tho record was made by Kingston, who
to leave it and go into the land of Bethle- wintry tempest stands covered with a mail it becomes sinful. There is no excuse on
Henry Cabot Lodge and tnoie who were votes; while in Vermont it requiredmore carried 122 pounds and ran on tho fasthem. She hastwo daughtera-in-law.Ruth of ice.
votes to elect her two Representatives
earth or under the earth for tho neglect of in doubt as to tbe political expediency of
est track in the East. Salvator carried
and Orpah. who concludotogo with her.
Ten thousand times ten thousand men our deathless spirit. Lydia was a belief of
than were necessary in Georgia for the
Naomi tolls them they hud bettor not leave have been destroyedhalf way between Ho- purple, yet tshe did not allow her oxtonsive taking any notion on tho subject. It will electionof ten. The Empire State of 127 pounds and the track was not as fast
also, owing to its moderate nature, retheir native land and undertake tho hard- dom and the City of Refuge. Orpah might
occupationto keep her from becoming a
New York hr« ihlrty-fonrCongreseional as it will be later on. Several withships of tho journey,but they will not bo as well never have started as afterwardto Christian.Daniel was Secretaryof State ceive the support of all the Republicans
drawals reduced the number of starters
Districts,thiiteen of which-the Thirpersuaded. xnoy
They an
all mine
throe start om
out on ineir
their turn hock.
persuoaoa.
hack, Yet
let multitudeshave walked In
in and Attorney-Generalin Babylon, and yet in the Senate.
to nine, os follows: Salvator, 127 pounds
journey. AfterawhileNaomi, although she her footsteps.Oo among those the ieast three times a day ho found time to pray
That which it is propoted to do— it was teenth, Fourteenth,Fifteenth, SevenAighly
highly prized
orizod the company of hor
her two
two interested In sacred things and you will with his face toward Jerusalem. The man first recommended by Congres+manRow- teenth, Eighteenth, Nineteenth, Twen- (Murphy);Flrenzl, J20 (Ray); Racoland,
128 (Hamilton);Prince Royal, 123 (Anduughtors-in-law. attempted again to per- llnd that they wore once out of the land of
who lias no time to attend to religion will ell of this St ite — is to take the present tieth, Twenty-third,Twenty-fifth, derson); Tenny, 126 (Taylor); Cassius,
suade them logo back, because of the hard- Moab. Every one of them prayed right have no time to enter heaven.
supervisorsystem, with which the resi- Twenty-sixth,Twentv-seventh,Twenships and self-denialthrough which they heartily and studied their Billies’ and freBut there are others who. while thoii dents of most large cities are familiar, ty-eighth, and Thirty-fourth — gave 107 (Taral);Montague, l')4 (Martin).
would be obliged to go.
quented the sanctuary, but Lot's wife worldly occupation has no particular
Tho betting was: Sulyator,9 to 5: Caafor it has been employed for years with each of them more votes to its RepreRuth responds in tho words from which I looked back wistfullyto Sodom uid Orpah
slus, 10 to 1; Tenny, 4 to 5; Flrenzl, 10
fascination over them, are entirely absorbed
sentative
than
Georgia
gave
to
her
delethe best of results,an l to increase the
once discoursed to you : “Kntroatmo not to retreatedfrom tho company of Ruth and
in the gains that come to that occupation.
gation of ten; and so this suggestivecom- to I; Prince Royal, 20 tol; Raceland,5
leave thee, norto return from following after Naomi. It is an impressive thought that
This is tho worship of Mammon. Tho ring powers of the ofRcers so that they shall parison might be exteoded through the to 1; Longstreot, 12 to l; Strldeaway, 50
thee, for where thou lodgest 1 will lodge ; thy after Orpah had gone so far as actually to
nave
elmgo
of
eleotions
instead
of
being
of dollars and cents Is the only litany they
list of all the Northern States. Tho to 1; Montague 40 to 1.
people shall be my people and thy God my look over into tho land of Bethlehem she
ever utter. Though in the lust day the earth little more than mere onlookers as at
God ; where thou diest will I die. and there turned back and died in Moab.
startling inequality of Congressional
An army of 30.000 men and women
itself will not bo worth a farthing, a heap ol present. The constitutionality of the 1 .w
will Iboburied;jthoLord do so to mo and
Again, let our subject impress upon us aslios scattered in tho whirlwind, they are ns it now stands has not been questioned, representation is even greater now thin saw the race A still greater multitude
more also if aught hut death part thee and the truth that those who have once felt it now giving their time and eternityfor tho
it was before the war, and "the Solid would have been on the grounds If the
me." Not so with her sister Orpah. Her theirdutyto leave their natural ststo can- acquisition of so much of it as you might at nud the legality of the broader provisions South" remains as largely the giiner in
railroadscould have carried half the
it
is
now
proposed
to
adopt
will
not
bo
determinationhod already been shaken. not give up their duty and go back to hard- last hold in the hollow of one hand.
this important matter as she became people who wanted to
Thouseriously disputed by any one.
The length and peril of tho journey began to ness of heart without a struggle. After
The American Indian who gave enough
At
present the supervisors, of whom through the readjustment of the labor sands turned back In disgust
appall her. and she had worshiped the gods Orpah had thoroughlymade up her mind to
land to make a Htafo out of for a string ol
question within her borders. It is no after wasting hours In waiting
of Moab so long that it was iiard to give go back to tho place from which she started
bead* made a princely bargain compared there are two for each precinct, do little
them up. From that point On ah turned she wont through the sad scene of parting with the speculation of that man Who gains more than oversee tirsi the registry and wonder she oateatationsly declares that for trains. Tho cohorts began to
she would not have her slaves returned arrive at tho track as early as j>:30 a.
back, the parting being described in tho with Ruth and Naomi. My text says: "They
the whole i world and loses ids own soul then the voting. If they become aware
words of my text; And they liftedup their lifted up their voice anil wept." Ah. my
How
much
comfort do tho men take who of any intimidation or fraud the most to her if she oould. She was compelled m., and an hour before the saddllmr-bell
voice and wept again, and Orpah kissed hor hearer, it requires more decision and perdied unforgiventen years ago. leaving they can do is to report the facts to the in the'ante-bellumdays to feed and olotbe rang for tho first race tho grounds were
mother-in-law.but Ruth clave unto her.
severanceto stay away from the Kingdom large fortunes to their heirs? Do they evoi
House of Representatives, which body her slaves and also to provide for them packed to suffocation. There was not
Learn from this story of Orpah that some of God than to enter it. Although she did
come up to count the gold they hoarded oi can do what it pleases with thejn. It is comfortable living Quarters, whereas at
of those who do not leave the Moab of their not know it Orpah passed througha greater
walk through the mansions they built i proposed that tiere be three supervisors, the present time the former owner is standing-room In the grand stand or on
iniquitiesare persons of fine susceptibility. strugglein turning back into the land of
Though they could have bought an empire,
completelyrelieved from these heavy the lawn, while in tho betting ring the
It was compassion for Naomi in her widowMoab than would have been necessary to they have not now as much money as you one of one narty and two of the other,
burdens and is even enabled to defrtud crush was so great that It was almost
hood and sorrow that led Orpah to start with take her clear through to Bethlehem.Suphave this moment in your pocket. Solomon and that while there shall still be local
them indirectlyof a l^rge share of their as much as a man's life was worth to
her toward Bethlehem. It was not because pose you that those persons who have relooked upon his palace and the grounds judges and clerks of elect on, it shall be
get near a bookmaker. Over $2,000,of any laok of affection for her that she mained in their evil ways have had no
surrounding it. pools rimmed with gold the supervisorswho shall have charge of hard-earned woges and crop profits.
000 changed hands in tho course of the
turned back. We know this from the grief struggle? Why. they have been obliged to
and circling roads along which at times the registry, say who shall and who ahull
Gratitude Counts Not Cost
exhibited at parting. I do not know but that fight every inch of their way. Tho road to
afternoon, but the amount would have
rushed his fourteen hundred chariots,while not vote for Representatives,count the
she had as muon warmth and ardor of na- death is not such easy traveling as some
Nobody knows how mneb money the been vastly larger If aquater of tho men
under the out branching sycamores and votes and send the returns to the Chief
ture as Ruth, but she lacked the courageand ministers have been accustomed to describe
cedars walked the apes and peacocks which Supervisor for the district,who shall dependent pension bill will take from the who wanted to bet could have put up
persiatoncQof her sister. That there are it
National Treaonry, for there are no data
by the navy of Hiram had been brought
msnywithas lino susceptibility as Orpah From beginning to end it is fighting from Tarshish. and from the window cur- tabulate them and certify to the Clerk of on which to make an estimate. It will their money. Though there were 100
book dealers doing business they were
who will not take up their cross and follow against tho sharp sword of the Spirit.It is tains with embroidered gold and purple the House the name of the m in who has
be a very lar^o amount, but the feeling wholly unable to satisfy tho public deChrist is a truth which needs but little dem- over the cross. It is wading through the
received
the
most
votes
and
is
entitled
to
through which came out tho thrill of harps
is that the money is a moral debt to the mand for speculation.
onstration.Many of those who have bo- deep blood of the Hon of God. It is sealing
and psalteries mingling with the song of the tbe seat.
men who risked their lives in the service Cassius made the running for a mile
cometho followers of Jesus ’.have but very mountains of privilege. It is wading
waters,
If it should appear that the lo^al elecBttio natural impressibility.Grace often through lakes of sorrow. It is breaking
of their country; that payment has been and an eighth, leading by at least five
When
Bolomon
saw
that all these lux- tion officers have through the Governor
takes hold of tho nardest heart and tho most over communion tables and baptismalfonts
delayed too long already; that the ooun- lengths. For five furlongsLongstreet
uries of sight and sound bad- been pur- or other State authorities certifiedto
unlovelyoharuoterand transformsit. It is and pulpits pud Bibles. It is wedging one’s
chased by his wealth, he broke forth in the the election ofr one man, and the super- try is rich and can afford to pay, and thst, was second; then, having enough, he
a hammer that breaks rocks.
self through between pious kindred who
exclamation,"Money answereth all things." visors of another, then the name of tho therefore,it shonld begin to discharge its departed for the roar. He quit as If
In this Christ often shows his power. It stand before and press us buck and hold on
debt as soon ns possible.In doing this
But wo cannot receive it ns litoral. It canwants but little generalship to conquer a to us by their prayers even after we have
latter mu«t be put on tho roll, and tho
short of work. Strldeaway ran third
not still tho voice of conscience, It cannot
the United States sets an example to all
flat country, but might of artillery and hero- passed them in our headlong downward
former
may
contest
if he pleases. He will
from tho start to the head of the homedrown the sorrows of the soul. It cannot
the
other
nations
of
the
world.
It
takes
ism to take a fort manned and ready for career. No man ought to think of underput a bribe in the hand of death. It cannot not lie sufferedto thrurt himself into a care of its veterans after they have be- stretch,but falteredIn the last furlong,
raking cannonade.Tho great Captain of taking to go back into Moab after having
unlock the gate of Heaven. The tower of seat which belongs to another. This is come unable to tight, and provides for as lie was going beyond his distance.
our salvation has forced His way into many come within sight of Bethlehem, unless he
Salvator was superbly ridden. Fifth
an armed castle.I doubt not that Christ have a heart that cannot be made to quake, Siloam fell and killed eighteen of its ad- tbe important, the essent al provis on of thorn, not merely because they became
mirers. but this idol to whose worship tho tbe law. Without this it would be of the
at tho start, ho fell back to eighth
could have found many aflshermannaturally and a sure foot that will not slip among inincapacitated
in
its
service,
but
because
more noble heartedthan Uimon Peter, but finite perils, and an arm that can drive exchanges and banks and custom houses least use where most needed. Tbe pres- it owes them a debt of gratitude for what place in the first furlong, but Murphy
of the world have been dedicated,will fall
ent law has on various occasions done
there was no one by whose conversion he back the Hon of God. who stands in the
they did for it And as they risked not gradually improved his position at
could more gloriouslyhave magnifledHis center of the broad road spreading out his and crush to death its thousands. But 1 good service in, Chicago. In tho Gnlf
cannot
enumerate
the
idolatries to which
only their lives but the happinessand every stride. Going up tho back stretch
grace* The conversionof a score of Johns arms and shouting into tho ear of tho
men
give themselves.They are kept by States it is worthless.
ho was fourth, and on the upper turn
livelihood of those dependent on them,
would not have illustratedthe power of the thoughtless pilgrim. "Htop! stop!"
The Democrats will fight this measure
them from a religiouslife. “Yo cannot
Holy Ghost as much as the conversionof
We talk about taking up the cross and serve God and Mammon." and tho iirst as they do everythingwhich tends to stop so the. nation’sgratitude extends to their ho passed Strldeaway,running for a
widows and orphans and their dependent quarter in second place, then coming afone peter. It would have been easier to following Jesus, liut tliat cross is not half
thing that Christ docs when he comes into fraud, but they have no expectationthey
drive twenty lambs like John into the fold so heavy as the burden which the sinner
parents. 1 n other countriesdisabled vet- ter Cassius ho headed him a furlong
than to tape one lion like Peter. God has carries.It Is a very solemn tiling to be a the temple of tho soul is to drive out the will be able to defeat it. Senator Carlisle erans Bometimos receive a small pension from the finish, and beat him after a
exchangers.
admits that it will go tbroagh-tbat it
often made some of His most efficientserv- Christian, but it is a mote solemn thing not
But it was not only the gods of Moab that cannot be t -ked to death in the Senate, ana sometimes cn asylnm when they have fine struggle by a head.
a nts out or men naturally unimpression- to bo a Christian.There are multitudes
no homen of their own, but nowhere a
Salvator is a chestnut colt bv Im
able. As men take stiff and unwieldlytim- who. afraid of the self-denialsof the Chris- made Orpah leave her sister and mother- as some of his foolish collo»j.U3shave
pension like this, simply for vrvicos ported Charlie out of S illna. As a yearbers. and under huge handed machinery tian. rush into tho harder self-denialsof the in-law. Hhe doubtless had a dread of the suggested. Ho says:
rendered, and nowhere is provision made ling Mr. Huggin paid 84.50U for him.
bend them Into tho hulk of great ships,! bus unbeliever.No yoke but Christ’s, however hardship to which they would be exposed
"Obviously the Republicans will make
God haspftenshaped and bent into His serv- tight and galling!Orpah goes back to her on the journey to Bethlehem, and Orpah this a party measare and hold every nma for their families.
He won the Tidal Stakes at Sheepshead
was
not
alone
in the fear. Doubtlesssome
The country owm everything to its citi- Juno 18. 1889, with McLaughlin up,
ice the ‘most unwieldly! natures, while idolatries,but she returns weeping: and all
of you have been appalled and driven back m line. If they want to«pass such a bill
those naturally impressionable are still in who follow hor will And the same sorrows.
zen soldiers, and it is paying them hon- carrying 121 pounds, one mile, In
by the self-denialsof the (.'hristian life. The they have the voles to do it. We may
their unchanged state.
estly, without stopping to count the cost.
Just in proportionas gospel advantages taunt of the world, the charge of hypocrisy, p
1:4* 2-0. July l ho took the Realization
notest and strugglefer a time and proOh. how many like Orpah have warm af- have been numerous, will be the disturb—Philadelphia Inquirer.
which
they
sometimes
would
bo
obliged
to
h
Stakes, worth 8:»4,100,at Sheepshead
ong the con est as much as wo please,
fections and yet never become Christians! ance of the heart that will not come to
confront, has kept many away from the the Republicans c<n stay here as long as
In 2:51. July 9 ho captured tho LorilLike Orpah they know howto weep, but Christ.
MhJ. McKinley Will Fight
land of Bethlehem. They spend their life in
they do not knowhow to pray. Their fineThe Bible says in regard to the place counting the cost; and because a Christian wo can, and sooner or later the bill must
Maj. William McKinley has announced lard Stakes at Monmouth in 2:37){,
ness of fceUng leads them into the friend- where Christ was buried:“In the midst of
pass.
his intentionto be a candidate for the one and a half miles.
ships of the world, but not into communion the garden there was a sepulcher:"and in life demands so much courage and faith
Therefore he
. recommendsthat the Fiity-aecond Congress ?n the new district
they
dare
not
begin
to
build.
Perhaps
they
with God. They can love everybody but tho midst of the most floweryenjoyments
[real fight on ttie law shall come off after
in which he finds himself by the perry- CALL IT
Him, who is altogetherlovely. All other of tho unpurdoned there is the chilliness of are courageous in every other respect.
INFAMOUS BODY.
sorrow rends their fmart. but they are un- death. Although they mar pull out the ar- They are not timid In presence of any dan- its passage,and that the effort be to make mander of the Democratic Legislature.
it odions It providee that when a Judge
ger
except
tint
of
trusting
in
tho
infinite
touched by tho woes of a dying Christ. rows that strike their sou! from the AlTho Major waa elected to tho present Minnesota Farmers Make a Savage Atof the United States CircuitConit shall Congress from the Eighteenth Ohio DisGood news fills them with excitement, but mightyjs quiver, there remains u sting and mercy of Christ.
tack on the Supreme Coart
The
sheep
are
more
afraid
of
the
shepherd
be petitionedby 1UD voters in a Congres- trict by a majority of over 4,000. The
the glad tidings of great joy and salvation a smarting.If men wrench themselves
stir not their soul. Anxious to do what is away from Christ, they will bear the mark than of the wolves. They shrink away from
St. Paul (Minn.) dispatch: Tho Minsional district be must appoint supervis- new district into which he bos been
right, yet they rob ,tiod. Gratefulfor the of His hand by which He would have rescued the presence of Christ as though He were a ors for it It is veil known that there
thrown by the gerrymanderis No. 16, and nesota Farmers’ Alliance has issued an
slightest favors,they make no return to them. The pleasures of the world may gi ve tyrant rather than a friend who stickcth are but a few districtsin tbe country
address to tho People containing a recloser
than
a
brother.
They
feel
more
safe
it is supposed to have a Democratic m&Him who wrung out tho last drop of blood temporary relief from the uphraldings of
where Federal supervisionwould be jority of 2,500 votes. Rut this does not markable attack on tho Supreme Court
from His heart to deliverthem from going conscience,but an? like stupefyingdrugs in the ranks of the enemy .where they must
suffer infinite defeat, than in the army of needed, so that tbe cost, which would be frighten the Major. He believes the of tho United States. It says:
down to tho pit They would weep at tho that dull the pain only temporarily.
Christ, which shall be more than conquergrs about $15,000 per district, would not be prestigehe has obtained by bis tariff bill “Very recently a United States Judge
door of a prison at the sight of a wicked
Adub has a great kingdom, and you would
captive in chains, but have no compassion think ho ought to be happy with his through Him that hath loved them. Mon greitt.Henator Carl sle advises:
will help pull him through. "I don't be- Invaded a sovereign State, accompanied
"In every Congressional district in the lieve in running away when there is a by an assassin, who murdered a citizen
for their own souls, over which Satan, like a Courtiers and chariots and palaces, vet ho shiver and tremble before religion as though
they
wore
commanded
to
throw
their
life
grim jailer, holds the lock and key. When goes U) bed sick because Naboth will not
land tbe Democrats should see to it that fight on hand," he said yesterday.— of that State. Tiro Supreme court
repulsive, gasping, unsympathetic natures sell him his vineyard. Human is prime away, as though it were a surrender of supervisors are petitioned for and apWashington telegram.
stepped in and rescued tiro assassin, dehonor
and
manliness,
and
reason
and
self
resist the story of a Saviour'slove it does minister of the greatest nation in the world,
pointed by tbe courts. Tbe resulting
claring that tiro law of the State against
not excite our surprise; but ins among the and yet one poor man who will not bow ids respect, and all that is worth keeping.
army
of
federal
officeholders,
their
interA
Federal
Flection
UHL
What lias God ever done that His morey
murder was of no avail. Tho State of
greatest of wonders that so many who ex- head makes him utterly miserable. Herod
ference
with
the
rights
of
citizens
and
The manly and pair otic way is to New York condemned a murderer to
hibit Orpah's susceptibilityalso exhibit Or- monopolizes tho most of the world's honor, should be doubted? Was there ever a sorrow of His frailestchild that Ho did not with the usual xnetuodsoi conducting elec- frame a measnre which will secure an
pah's Impenltoncy,
death according to
law enand yet is thrown into a rage because they
We are not surprisedthat there is bar- say a little child is born in Bethlehem who itv? Was there ever a son that Ho left un- tions, and theenormonsexpense incurred honest vote and an honest count in acted
its Legislature. A
renness in a desort, but a strange thing is may after a while dispute his authority. Kelpod in the darkness? Was there ever a by this system of party espionage and in- NorthernStates, and to make that the
Judge
Supreme court
martyr that Ho did not strengthen in the terference, will make the law so infamous
it that sometimes the Rose of Sharon will Byron conquered tho world with his pen
law for all States alike. If it can not bo
not grow In a garden. On a summer morn- and yet said that ho felt more unhappiness flames? Was there ever a dying man to and odious that the people will demand enforced at the South, or can not be en- of the United States reached out his
hand and took that criminalunder his
ing we are not surprised to find a rock from the criticism of tho most illiterate whose relief He did not come at the c*ry of th»t it be repealed.If we permit this
forced without a kind of interposition
without any dew on it. but if going among a reader than he experienced pleasure from "Lord Jesus, receive my spirit?" Aye, my law to be applied only where the Kepnbprotection,declaring that a State could
which the Government deems inexpedient,
soul, what lias God done that so basely
flock of lilies we saw in them no glittering tho praise of all the talented.
not punish its own murderers except by
thou hast doubted Him? Did He make the licnns want it applied— in certain dis- that will lie the misfortune of Southern
drops we would say. “What foul sprite has
Again, this subject teaches that a religious
permission and in tho manner pretricts
of
the
South—
pnhlic
sentiment
voters, but not the fault of Congress.
been robbing these vases?" We are not choice and the want of it frequentlydivide whole earth a desert? Ami all the skies
scribed by a Federal court. The State
surprised that Herod did not become a families.Ruth and Orpah and Naomi were dark and storm swept? Is life all sickness? will not be aroused; but if we insist that When Southern States advance one by
Christian, but how strange that the young tenderly attached. They were all widows, Is the air al! plague? Are there nothing but if this law is to be eutorced anywhere it ones© far in civilization that laws tre re- of Minnesotacreated a railroad coramisman Jesus loved for his sweetness of tem- and their life had been consecrated by a rods and scorpions ami furnaces? God must bo enforcedeverywhere, we' shall spec ed and can lie enforced, In these •on to stand between tho people and
per should not have loved the Redeemer. baptism of tears. In the lire of trial their know how many suspicions and unbeliefs be able quickly to kill the whole system Stales also the people will recovey their
he roads to prevent tho latter from exHard-hearted Felix trembled, proud Nebu- affections had been forged. Together they men would eutertalh in regard to Him. and by making it odious.”
acting estortlonatorates. Those roads
right,
of
self-government.—
York
chadnezzar repented and cruel Manasseh were so pleasantlyunited you can hardly t herefore, after making a multitudeof plain
This could be done, and if it were tbe Tribune.
are tho creationsot the State and hold
turned unto the Lord ; but many a nature, imagine them separated. • Yet a fatal line is and precious promises. He places His hand
country would have at a cost of perhaps
their charters from tho State; yet this
affectionate and gentle, has fought suc- drawn dividing them from each oilier,per- on His own heart and swears by His own exJiintlro Ilcforo Sentiment.
six million dollars the honestest and
same Supremo court has decided
cessfully against divine influences. Manv haps forever. Naomi cannot live in a istence: “As I live, saith the Lord God, I
If the South has money to spare for
that those creations are greater than
a dove has refused to come to tho window heathen country. Him must go into Beth- have no pleasurein the death of him that fairestelection for Representativesthat
dieth."
has ever been held The result would be building a Grant monument, as some of their creator; that the State, which made
of the ark. althoughfinding no rest for the
lehem, that there among tho pious she may
her
papers
are
asserting,
she
would
do
Why.then.
fight
against
God?
This
day
•ole of hor foot,
either general satisfactionwith tbe exthe roads, has no power to regulate and
worship tho true God. Ruth make* u simAgain, the historyof Orpah impresses ilar choice, but Orpah rc els. “And they lifted the battle rages. Thou art armed with thy periment and thankfulness to the Repub- muon better to expend it in bringingto govern them until they get permission
upon mo the truth that there are many who up their voice and wept again, and Orpah sins, thy ingratitude,thy neglects and Christ licans for the good measure they haa put justice some of her citizens who stuff
from this autocrat tribunal of the Amermake o good starting, but after a while kissed her mother-in-law. but Ruth clave is armed against thee, but His weapons are through; or if the voters were displeased ballot-boxes and assassinate Federal
ican republic.Tho Dred Scott decision
dying agonies, are calls to mercy,
change their minds and turn back. When unto her." The history of this family of tears, areid}'
officials.
—
SI.
Louis
0
lobeDemocrat.
with having to pay a few millions to get
iatt cry which He this day semis
rendered tho name of Taney Infamous
those three mourners start from their home Elmoleoh Is tho history of many families of and tho battle
a square election their wrath would fall
over thy soul
soul as
_____________
he rushes toward
_______ thee
_____ is.
In Moab there is as much probability that this day.
for the reason that it made slavery naToo Sociable.
not
on
the
law,
or
those
who
passed
it,
"Have
thee
from
going
down
to
the
pit.
for
I
Opah will reach Bethlehem as that her sistional and compelled free men to become
How often it Is that in a circle of relatives, have found a ransom." I would not envy but on tbe plotting Democrats who
“Dat
man
is
too
sociable
to
suit
me,*
ter Ruth and her mother-in-law Naomi will while they look alike, and walk alike and
slave-catchers. These judges aspire to
thy
victory,
0
hearer,
if
thou
dost
conquer,
caused
the
unnecessary
expenditure.
Atarrive there. But while these continue in talk alike there is a tremendous difference.
said a negro, referring to a man whose
even a greater suoiimity of Infamy, bethe journey they commenced Orpah after a Outwardly united in the affectionalrelations for what wilt thou do with tho weapons tempts to make a good law "odious" gen- name had been mentioned in conversacause their decisions contemplate tbe
thou
hast
snatched
from
the
armed
Rewhile gets discouraged and turns back. of this life, they are separated in the most
erally result in rootingit the more firmly
tion.
enslavement of the whole American
This is the history of many a soul. Perhaps important respects. Home now are tho deemer, what with the tears£what with His in popular favor.
“Too sociable?” someone rejoined.
it was during a revival of religion they re- children of light and others tho childrenof dying agonies, what with His calls to mercy?
people.’’
HtartlingFlijiiren.
solved upon a Christian life and made prep- darkness. These are alive in Ciirist and Would God that Orpah would got tii ' "
“Yas, sab, dat’s what he is. I likes
The address denouncesthe McKinley
Moab!
Would
God
that
Orpah
would
arations to leave Moab. Before that they those are dead in sin. Ruth in tho land of
[Washington dlamtch to ChicagoInter Ocean.] for er man ter be friendly an’ all dat, bill and urges every alliancein tho State
Bethlehem!
were indifferentto the sanctuary;churches Bothlehem. Orpah In Moab. Of the same
The nation*! electionbill will probably
but when er man comes er round me to send delegatesto tho State convention
were necessaryevils. The minister almost family are David and Solomon, worshipers
be presented to the House this week. In
He Had a Remedy.
_
like he done, w’y I jes nachullygits July
lUwavs preached poor sermons, because of the most high God. and Adonijah and
tbe debate upon it facts will be presented
they had not the heart to hear them. They Absalom, who live and die tho enemies of
“While I was in England with Bar- which ought to startle the country. Here tired. He wnz ail ti^ht ’fore he got so
TROUBLE FOR RUSSIA.
thought tho bread was not good, because all righteousness.Belonging to the same num,” says Tody Hamilton, “the dry
are some of them: Tbe official count of sociable,but now he Is all wrong.”
their appetite was poor. Religion did very family was the holy and devout Eli and the
“In what way did he become too
well for Invalids and tho aged, but they hud reckless Phineas and Hophni. Jonathan dock laborers' strike was on and there the votes cast for tbe election of RepreRerolntloniat'Bay They TY1U Resume the
no desire for it.
Edwards, the good, and PiorrepontEd- was great distress among the poor, so sentativesto the Fiftieth Congress shows sociable?”
Movement Against Despotism.
Suddenly a change came upon their soul wards, the bud. belonging to the same much that meetings were called to de- that the State of Kaneas elected seven
“Wall, sah, he come er cuttin’ mo
They found that somethingmust be done. family. Aaron Burr, the dissolute,had a vise ways and means of alleviatingtheir Repreeentativee by a poll of 271,571 wid er razor, er sharp one, too. Cut
Vienna cable:
manifesto has
Every night there was a thorn in their pillow. most excellent father. Dying yet immortal
votes, while Mississippi also sent seven
been Issued by tho Russian revolutionThere, was a gall In their wine. They found hearer, by tho solemnity of the parental and condition. I attended one of these Representativee to the same Congress— er g’ret big slice offen me, an’ I doan
ists declaring the time has come to rethat their pleasures were only false lights filial and conjugal relation, by the sacred- meetingsand listened attentively while the lime namber-but they were elected like dat sorter sociability, I doesn’t.”—
sume
the movement against despotism
of a swamp that rises out of decay and
_
ness of tho family hearth, by the honor of an aged lord explained the distress of by only 44,953 vote*. The State of New Arkansas Traveler.
in Russia and they Intend to enter at
death. Lush g their self-control they were the family name, by the memory of de- the poor in the most harrowingterms.
Jersey
also
elected
seven
Representatives
startled by their own prayer. "God be mor- parted kindred. I point out this parting of
once upon active operations.
The Power of Habit.
‘They are,' he said, ‘depressed in who raquired229,373 votes for their
elful to me a sinner." They did not suspect Ruth and Orpah.
The paper is signed by “The Commit"Do you want to get breakfast at tee of Liberation,”and has been widely
election; while on the other hand
it. but the Holy Ghost was in their soul
Again, this subject suggests to mo two of spirita and they awake in the morning
Without thinking what they were doing tho reasonswhy people refuse the Kingdom to face with gloom and despair the Georgia’i ten Representatives^ were Blinkville,sah?” said the sleeping car
among nihilists,, socialists,
they brushed the dust off the of Christ There may have been many cheerless day that follows the feverish elected by 27,475 voles. Connecti- porter to the drowsy passenger ope distributed
and anarchists,as well as among Refamily Bible.
ground did other reasons why Orpah left her slater and
cut
elected
four
Representatives
by
publicans and Democrats, to whom lf, esnot feel as firm under them, nor did the mother-in-law and wont back home.but there night We would like to hear some 123,105 votes and four Representatives morning.
“Do I want breakfast?"
air seom as bright They tried to dam back were two reasonswhich I think were more suggestions as to the relief of these unpecially appeals.
from
different Congressionaldistricts
the flood of their emotions, but the attempt orominent than the rest. Hho had been fortunates.’
“Yes; sah.”
from
the
State of Ohio were elected by
Condensed New* Note*.
failed, and they confessed their anguish of brr. jght up in idolatries.Blie loved the
“Of course I want breakfast. It’s a
“A lordling here rose up, with a high 151,523 votes, while only 16,665 votes
soul before they meant to. The secret was heathen gods whloh hor ancestors had worJohn Nktheiiton, Red Ball, III., comhabit I got into when I was a boy, and
collar
and
a
single-barreled
spectacle
were
necessary
to
fceat
the
Representaout! They wanted to know what they mpst shiped, and though these blocks of wood
I’ve never been able to break myself of mitted suiciae because of despondency.
do to be saved.
and stone could not hear, she thought they and hom’d and haw’d a minute. He tives from four Congressional districts in
Knoxville has been selected as tbe
With Ruth and Naomi weeping Oroah could hear, and though they could not see. said; 'If— aw— I— aw— might beper- South Carolina. Tbe Sixth Congres- it.”— The Ram’i Horn.
site for Iowa's institute for the adult
started for tho land of Bethlehem,
sne thought they could see. and though mitied— aw— aw— I would say, that uu- sional District of Ohio elected one RepOnly One Way.
blind.
longed for the Sabbath to come. 8tr„.B
they could not feel, she thought they could
aw— I have WteDtStivaby 38,290 votes, or 11,445
as an arrow to the mark the eermon stni ... feeL A new religion had coon brought to dah such circumstances—
more votes than the whole State of GeorChicago school-teacher— What is tho
Fjhk at Milwaukee damaged the
them. They thought the minister must her attention. Hho had married a godly found— aw-a small bottle of . wine be- gia gave her delegation of ten RepreWorld’s Fair of 1893 intended to com- Phoenix Suspender company $4,000; inhave heard of their case and wan preaching man. Hhe must often have heard her foah bweakfawst to be very— aw— rev
sentatives. It required 36.864 votes to memorate ?
sured.
right at them. They thought tho sermon mother-in-law talk of the God of Israel
fweshing.’Now that is what I call elect one Representative in the Twelfth
was very short, nor did they once coil them- Hhe was so much shaken in her original beThe Norwegian Lutheran Convention
Class— The landing of Colnmbns.
District of Ohio, 9,394 more than Georselves up in their pew with their eyes shut lief that she concluded to leave her idola- pure philanthropy.”
Teacher— Correct. How did Colum- at Minneapolisadopted strong prohibi1 head averted with an air of unmoved
gia
o»st
for
the
ten
members
composing
tries. but coming to the margin of Bethletion resolutions.
It is not a difficulttask to diseover rare
i to pray withanear- hem her determination failed her and
her delegation. The Thirteenth District bus get here?
The Chambers-Howmanmnrder trial
talent in young ladies whose parentsare of Ohio gave its single Representative
Bright boy— Guess he must ’a come
lished themselvesand Speedily she returnedto her gods.
has
commenced at Ironton, Mo. It U
Shoving the plane, or
This la the very reason why multitudesof wealthy.— Texas 8ijting$.
19,315 votes, or 11,649 more than Georgia through the Erie Canal
believed Chambers will be acquitted.
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THE AMERICAN

EAGLE,

DtrvUen ter

SWEPT BY THE ST0RM-

with all tbe speed allowable, and the
band played fait and fnrione upon the THIRTY-THREE PEOPLE LOSE
BT MRS, P. M. HOWARD.
‘Star Spangled Banner," and then Mr.
THEIR LIVES.
""b.bunoombe Buncombe arose, and with a mighty
had recaifed an in- ahem! poaed before hii audience,ran
vitation to make a hie fingera through hia atubbly hair, and A TerribleStorm Swaape Ovar Waatarn
Illinois,Doing Grant Damaga-Pathof
speech at the com- began:
“Ahem! Frienda and fellow-oitkene, tha Storm.
ing Fourth of July
that proud bird of freedom, the reprecelebration.
E&rlvllle (111.) dispatch: At 4:30
bo had hundreds, aentative of our A r eric an liberties,the o'clock In the afternoonoccurred the
American
eagle
[perhapsthousands,
most terrible storm that ever visited this
Poor Mr. Buncombe, he was unused to
>f other men, but it
section. The scone of the worst part of
[is to be hoped that public speaking, and that terrible malady
the storm was six miles north of this city
[the honor did not known os stage fright seised him in its reat what Is known as the Deacon Hunt
have the same effect lentless grip, and his speech fiew away
school-house. Two clouds Were seen to
from
him
to
the
four
winds
of
heaven
in
upon the other thoumeet
the
twinkling
of
an
eye.
sands; for, from the
The next thing seen was what appearHe turned a vivid red, ran his bands
honr when the com*
ed to be & thick, heavy mist hut in
mittee on program through his hair with desperate energv,
waited upon Mr. and began again. “Dear friends and fel- reality was a fearful cloud-burst The
school house was the first object In the
Buncombe with the
path of the storm and was entirely
'request,he had beswept away, together with the Inmates,
gun to puff up and
consisting of teacher and six pupils,
enlarge until there seemed to be a coming
tfix of the bodies have since been found.
necessityfor anew suit of clothes at the
They are badly bruised and entirely dileast, if not an entire change of resi-

-

'

dence and occupation.

He was not a domestic angel at any
time, and poor, gentle Mrs. Buncombe,
immediately descendedto a lower scale
in his estimationthan ever before,while
the junior Buncombes were made to stand
around with a firmness hithertounparalleled in the domestic economy.
He had a gait of swelling importance
at any time, and now his spinal column
seemed in danger from tbe strain put
upon it, as Mr. Buncombe swelled and
B.rutted, while his eyes had a far away
look, as if the great mind was flooring off
into space in search of wonderfuland
unapproachable thoughts for the coming
or tion.
It was this important gait and manner
of his which had gained him the invitation in the first place, for the commiitee,
not being composed of critical or analytical members, naturally supposed that
where there was so much cry tnere must
be a corresponding amount of wool, to
use a homely proverb, and ga\e Mr. Buncombe credit for the talent and importance which he so evidently considered
himself possessed of.
It was to be a rural celebntion, held in
tbe woods, with the good old accompaniment of a picnic dinner, swings and like
luxuries, and a glorious time was expected.
Tie principal lawyer of the village was
to make the opening speech of the day.
the doctor following with the reading of

"THAT YER MAN HAtN'T GOT CCUVATOUR OP THE
WINK, 11E8 UEV
low-citizens, that

proud

bird of liberty,
tbe representativeof our American freedom — the American eagle -Just

"

then an owl, probably awakened trom
his noonday nap by this invasionof
his domain, solemnly inquired, “Whoo,
whoo?"
The nudieuce tittered, end Mr. Buncombe turned a shade redder. "Mj
the Declaration,and Mr. Buncombe, friends,” be said again, desperately.
"That representative bird, the prond
representingtbe sgricultural interests of
American eagle ---- ’’
the community, would follow with his
“Say, mister, I guess the 'merican
speech after the music, and Mr. B. seeagle's Hewed away," squealed a small boy
cietly determined the last should outdo
in the audience,after the pause had benil the rest of the programme,in fact,
come oppressive.
that the la<t should be first liter «)ly.
The opportune or inoppt/tnneremark
The dictionary,the encyclopediaand
had completed Mr. Buncombe's embarall the historical works which the village
rassment; and, while the people roared
library afforded, were on the kitchen
with laughter,Mr. Bnncombe st ggered
table for weeks before the auspicious
back
to his seat, end mopped the perevent, and every evening the young Bum
spiration of defeat from his brow, and
combes were tip-tomg about iu deadly
wished for a few mountain1* to cover him
from the gaze of that? giggling audience.
"Bap’s gone an’ done it now," wh'
pered PbiUuder in Johnny’s ear.
“Sarved ’im right,” returned Johnn\
“He’d no business to a- felt so blamed big
over it."
“Onr esteemed fellow citizen, Mr. Bancombe, desiresme to say that, owing to a
sudden attack of illness, he will.be nnable to finish the interesting and eloquent
oration which we had hoped to hear,"
said tbe lawyer, blandly, as he came to
the front, obliginglycrooking his elbows
and spreading his coat-tails as much
possible to screen his esteemed fell
citizen from the gaze of the laughing
crowd.

•a

MOMENT LATER MR. BUNCOMBE EMERGED
FROM THE BARN.''

fear of “disturbin'pa." until snch time
as they were sternly ordered off to bed,

In fact, Mr. Buncombe was sick— sick
of public speaking, of Fourth of July
celebrations and several other things,
and giving Philander hasty direction1* in
regard to unhitching and driving Bess
snd Doll safely home, he folded his’teut
and silently stole away.
“I say, Philander,one pieco o’ mum s
currant pie is worth half a dozen o' pap’s
speeches,” whispered Johnny at the
table as he took an enormous bite of the
delicacyiu questiou.
“Tell ye what, ef I was mam, next
time pap makes fun o’ her cos she ain't
ez smart ez he is, I'd jest ask 'im ef his
American eagle'd got back yet. Bet I

until the oration was finished and its
commitment to memory began.
"Pap s a recitin’,"said Johnny to Philander, as they came withiu hearing of a
sonorous voice oat in the barn, affirming
that “Ihe great cause of Ameriom liberty has been gloriously— ahem!— ahl'
Evidently Mr. Buncombe had referredto would. "
his MS., which ho always carried with
The audience was a good-natured one,
him now.
and seeing by Mrs. Buncombe's scarlet
“So there, yon unregenernto heart
'
cheeks and moist eves how thoroughly
Evidently, also, the cows’ views on the
mortified she was by
spouse’sfailure,
subject of American libertieshad been they undertook to smooth things over by
enlarged, and a moment later Mr. Ban- a judiciousseries of complimentson the
combe emerged from the barn with an spicy contentsof the clothes-basketand
empty pail and clothing very much be- otherlv neighborly attentions, succeeding
spatteredwith milk, oratory and milking,
so well that she spent the day' far more
seemingly two distinct occupations which pleasantlythan she had ever been able
<lid not meet harmoniously.
to when shadowed by the eclipse of her
Mrs. Buncombe meekly wip&d him off,
lord's superior presence. Meanwhile
while Mr. B. mentally resolvedto .seek a
Mr. Bnncombe trudged sadly homeward;
new sphere of action at no distant day— a he had been so over-confidentof his abilwider sphere, better suited to hie talents,
ity to repeat hia apeech verbatim that he
and where cows are not a disturbing had left it on the table at home, and as
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element.
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Taktag lUMbara • nils.

In the first place I must cautionall who
take mr pilie to abstain from all intoxicat-

ing drinks, or they will not do much
good. But should anyone be laboring under tne Influence of drink, let him be ever
so 111. or his head ever eo bad. I would advise him to take six or eight ot mv pill* at
bed time, and he will be ell right tne following morning. It may appear to many
tbat tbe dote here recommended U too
large: but I would remind Invalids that except tbo pills be taken in proper doses they
will do no good, and experiencewIM teach
all who use them that iht do-es here
recommended.Instead of being too large,
are. In many obstinateand severe oases,
not large enough, and many strong persons, in very sudden nnd obstinatedisorders. will derive benefit in a few mlnutee
alter ihe first dose by taking a larger dose
than here mentioned.
These excellentpills are composed entirely of medicinal herbs; they are warranted iree Irom mercury or other poisonous substance. They can harm no oue,
but m*y be given to sn Infant or to the
aged and Infirm with perfectsafety. They
cleanse the stomach and bowels,and clear
the blood, giving tone and energv to tho
muscles, and Invigorating the whole nervou* system.
Beecham's Pills are prepared only by myvested of clothing.
self. Thomas Beeoham, St. Helens, LunooPeter Reames, a peddler,who lived •hlre. England.
near Paw Paw, was passing tho schoolB. F. Allen Co.. 865 Canal street.New
house with a team and wagon and was York, Sole Agents for tbo United States,
also caught by tho storm and killed; who, if your druggist does not keep them,
will mail Beecham's Pills on receipt of
His body was found lodged In a willow
price,25 cents a box. but inquir$flnt.
fence. Nothing has yet been seen of
tho team or wagon. Tho following are
Contrary to I’rooedent.
the names of* those who were killed at
"Emily," aaid the Congressman,sharpthe school-house.
ly, to his daughter, "that yonng squid of
MAGGIE McBHIDE, teacher.
a Hankinion must have been here again
EDNA HUNT.
last night. These two easy chairs are
JENNIE BRADLEY.
uncommonly close together. You might
MINNIE BERRY.
at least have put them back in their
LENA PRENTICE.
places after he left."
CAREY WHITE Jr.
ADA RUDOLPH.
“Father." replied the imperious young
Jacob Rudolph, a farmer living near, woman, “I arronged the furnitureof this
was tho first upon the scene, but In apartmentlast evening to sa:t myself.
fording the stream ho was caught by If you don’t like it you can replace it as
tho rushing waters and carried down to it was before. It ia not the province of
abridge, where ho at length gained a the weaker party to undo a gerrymander."
And she swept haughtily from the
footing and succeeded in rescuingthe
bodies of Miss McBride and one of the room.
pupils.

The roads between here and the scone
aro now Impassable.
Many bridges have been carried away,
and tho parties who came to town for
ol the desolation

assistancehave been unable to return.
Newton Woods’ house was caught by
the cyclone and was lifted from the
foundationand crushed. Luckily no
one was killed, as the family fled to the
cellar at tho approach of the whirling
cloud.

Tne storm hurried on In a northeasterly direction, taking everything
that It came In contact with, destroying many houses and farm buildings,
and killing eight more people whose
names could not be learned.

SEVENTEEN
The Llttte Town

of

MORE

Left In

Ruins.

Dixon (II L) dispatch: A fearful storm
•wept over La Sallo and Lee counties
last evening, doing great damage. At
the little village of Paw Paw Grove the
greatestdestructionof life and property
was caused. This thriving village was
struck by the storm and left in ruins.
The loss of life was very great, and It Is
reported that seventeen persons were

killed and many severely Injured. Twenty houses were torn
to pieces, afcJ the eastern portion of the

town was entirelywiped out. After[the
storm had passed the work of rescue began. The bodies of some of the victims
bad been carriedhundredsof yards and

some

of

,

beyond

them were mangled almost
recognition.

when the

tempest

•

when in

pateiitsirordfcrrMtO
i or

fylng results follow Its use, so that It Is the

should have n bottle.

Mtimow TOM rxrta

The Old Man's Will rower.

William—Well, the old gentleman la
right sorry for you, my boy.
He was a man of great will power.
George— Yes, unfortunatelyfor me, he

dead. I am
was.
William—

Why

..... t

rtnoIUNa"-1
'SLZSZ*

unfortunate?

Geozge— Hie will power enabled him to
leave all his money to aome one else.
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NEW TRANS - CONTINENTAL
ROUTE
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—ESS

PATENTS

best family remedy known nnd every family

the Chicago, Milwaukee and Bt.

jn

I

la lost

war,

IS

*4Ju

[eMas,otty«

Pawl

Ry. and the Northern Pacific R. R.

CommencingSaturday, June 15. 1890,
there waa establisheda through line of
firnt-claM veetibnled Pullman ileeping
cars running daily between Chicago, Milwaukee, Bt. Paul. Helena, Montana;

Spokane Falla, Tacoma and

Beattie,

WaehinBton;and Portland,Oregon, mak-

PENSIONS

fastast time to and from all p<
the North Paoiflo
coast, snd affordingsn excellentthrough
route for passengers destined to California points.

IS.

onPn.et Bound and

BEECHAM’S
ACT I.IIOD mJ

West boand

ONA WEMSfOl
25 cents
Box.

f'.Vvti

POZZONPS

COMPlixiON

im

BILE BE

Tho

scene
struck the

Health and Strength

m

m

What?

on
He Pays the Freight.”

medicine,Hood’s BsnupsriUa, is fairly snd faith-

Teachers’ National Association at Ot fully tried.It Is tha be«t medicineto keep the
blood pure and to axpel tba sertua ot ecrotula, aalt
Taul, Half-Fare Excursion Rates.
rbenm, and other polsone which cauae so much
The rate to the annual moating to be hold
I
sooner or later underminetha genat ht. Paul. July 4 to July 11, 1890. Inclu- •ufferlns.aud
wwDiun a«
eral health. By its peculiar curativepower. Hood's
sion. from all points on the Chicago. Rock
(PATsvmj
Sarsaparilla etrsnstbeui
tbe system while It ersdlIsland & Pacific R’y (both ea‘t and
rates disease.
west of the Missouri River) and Albkbt
*1 think Hood’s Barsspirllla Is jn*t the mediLea Roote. will be One Lowest FikhtPerfumed Hard Boa? Id twenty
Clasb Fare thk Round Trip, plus $2 for cine for women or env one who has bad blood.*
minutes without boiling. It ie
membership fee— good for return passage Jkk.xik E. KMITH, East Broad Top. Po.
the best for disinfectingsinks,'
(with stop-over privileges) after July 11
closets, drains, washing bottles,
Sarsaparilla
to Sept. 90. 1890. Special vestibuledtrains
barrels, paints,etc.
Bold by all drnutita. ft; tlx for |5. PrtparoJonly
of elegant Chair Cars. Pullman Hleepere,
by C. 1. UUUD k CO. Lowell, Mao*.
PENNA. SALT NANUF’Q. CO.,
and DinlmrCare.Low excursion rates beyond Nt. Paul to all points of interestto
Gem Aft*., Philo., Pa.
IOO
Dotes
Dollar
tourists and pleasure seekers. Teachers
and others who travel via the Bock Islll
and and Albert Lea routes will enjoy a Attorney at Law, Woshlntton,D. C. and Fremont,O. Ir
REVOLVES
splendid trip at the least possible cost. For
MME
purrtiaeeon# of
ticketsor further information, apply to any
ie treat Pension
bra ted KMITH A
Rock Island representative,or address
arm a. Tbe fineM email anna
ever manufactured and the
John Hobsatian, Gen.TkL and Pass. Agent,

Wm

1 EWIS’98 mrom

la

jfc’WffsrUfc

Hood’s

town was full of horror. The whole
village was enveloped in a black cloud
and a fearful roaring was heard. In
an instant the air was full of flying
wood and tfmbors, and as the tempest
passed quickly over it was seen that
tho town had suffered a fearfulstroke.
Not a thing was left standing In the
path of the cyclone, and where once
stood a score of.comfortablehomes there
at Chicago. III.
were now but scatteredruins.
yi>n net your money. Blank- free. Joseph H.
Paw Paw Grove Is a village of about
Hunter, Att’r,W—hli’Bion.6.C.
A photographer in New York, who
400 Inhabitants In Lee county, on the leaned an Itali*n boy his watch and
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy road, chain to wesr while sitting for a picture,
about thirty-eight miles west of Auro- afterward found that be bad been too
ra. It is a thriving village, having obliging, for the customer ran off while
three churches,graded schools and a the photographerwas In the dark-rcom
weekly newspaper.
developing tne negative. He had a tol<*
erable good picture of the rascal, howMANY HOMES WRECKED.
ever, and Ihrongh It the police succeeded
in arresting the Isd.
Work of tha Storm In Livingston count/
Among the passemrerflon 88. La Bre—BuildingsDestroyed.
tagne. which sailed for Europe Juno 14,
Cornell (111.) dispatch: A cyclone wa* the genial and popular Mr. Allred Bt
swept over the country west of here Kcott, senior member ot the well-known
yesterday afternoon. EverythingIn Its manufacturing chemists.Hcott A Bowne,
oroprietorsof the world-lamedScott’s
path was destroyed. Tho path of the F.mulsion of Cod Liver Oil. a remedy which
storm was about eighty rod-> in width. has secureda groat and deserving reputaThe cyclone first struck the house of 8. tion In tho cure ot consumptive and scrofuPlymier, tore It to pieces and carried lous diseases. Tho success of this prepatho ruins a quarter of a mile. Mr. Ply- ration Is not confinedto the United Matos.
It enjoys a large sale all over Europe, nnd
mier was badly hurt. Two houses beMr. Hcott now makes one of his periodical
longing to William Vlncamp and J M., trips to attend to the affairs of his firm,
Bradley were badly damaged aud a barn wlikh has branch bonnes establishedin
was destroyed.The house of William London. Paris. Barcelona, Milan and
Sutellffo was badly twisted and partly Oporto.
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need of n laxative, nnd If the fnther or
mother be oottive or billons the mostgrntl-

POWDER.

1

_

pleasant flavor, gentle notion and

toothingeffectsot Bytup of

trains will leave Union
Passenger Station, corner Adams snd
Canal streets, Chicago, daily st 5:30 p.
m., arriving Bt. Paul 7 a. m., Fargo 4:55
i
p. m., Helena 1:15 a. m., Spokane Falls
OF ALL DRUQOICTBM
5 p. m., Tacoma 10:50 a. m., Beattie 11:45
a. m., Portland6:30 p. m. These trains
will esrry all rlaaseo of passengers end
will also provide the finest dining cor
service between Chicago and the Pacific
coast. Trains of all lines from the East
arrive in Chicago in ample time to makf
connection with the 5*30 p. m. train from
Chicago.
In addition lo the foregoing, special
Pnllmsn sleeping-carsfor the famous
A Mutter of Interest to Traveler*.
Yellowstone Park will be attachedto
Tourists,emigrant!aud mariner! find that
these trains, thas affordlog during the
Boitettcr’i Stomach Itlttm ii a medicinal
summer months a direct through-oar line
rhlofcjInyfisWftsoylssflsIosIml
aafeguard against unhoaUhfulInfluence*,upon
to the "World’s Wonderland" snd tbe
which they can Implicitlyrely, ilnoe It preventa
Lake Park region of the Northwest Time,
the effects that an unhealthyclimate,vitiated forty-eight boors to Mammoth Hot
atmosphere, unaccustomed or unwholesome
Borings Hotel.
diet, had water, or other conditions unfavoraThe advantages to be seoared by purble to health, would otherwise produce. On
long voyages, or journey* by land in latitudes chasing through tickets Tia a rooto comadjacentto tbe equator, It 1* especially useful posed of snch favorablyknown and wellas a preventive ol the febrilecomplaintsand
establishedlines ssthe Chicago, Milwaudisorders of the stomach, liver and bowels,
kee snd 8t. Panl and Northern Paolfio
which are apt to attack nstlvrs of the temperKail ways must be apparent to all firstate rones sojourning or traveling in sueh
cliss travelers.
regions, and is an excellent protection against
the luflueuce of extreme cold, sudden changes
For ileeping-carreservations, through
of temperature,exposureto damp or extreme
tickets, time tables, and fartherinformafatigue. It not only prevents InWrmittont and
tion, apply st City Office of Chicago,
remittentfever and other diseasesof a malarial
TTse tha SMALL BIZ* «0 IltUa boss* I
type, hut eradicates them, a fact which has
Milwaukeeand Bt. Paul Railway, at No. tle>. They ore tht Bust eoovaniant:lull
been notorious for years past iu North aud
207 Clark street,or at Union Passenger Price of either site, 95 cent* per bottle.
South America. Mex'co tbs West Indies,AusBtstion, Chicago, or uddrest F. A. Miltralia and other countries.
lrr, Ass’t G. P. A., C„ M. A Bt P. R y, cents (ooppen or cusps).
A Braintree (Mass.) telegram isys: Chicago. IU.
A remarkablefreak of nature, winch
Italy loses anna ally one seaman in
equals in similaritythe famous Siamese
every 400; France, one in every 430; Gertwins, has jast been reported from this
place. Mis. Simon de Leroy on last many, one .fn every 225; Norasv nnd
ihnnday evening gave birth to what was Bweden, one iu every 270; and England;
one in every 64.
apparentlyone child dead. Closer examination, however, revealed two distinct,
well-proportioned male infants with two
SINQHAMTON, N. V.
heads, two bodies and each with two lega,
wt?y
Soalee
bat joined at their sides with what apSoon replsre weakness and Isnjtuor. It that relisbls
peared to be strong muscles.

he entered the kitchen Ihe fateful docuThere were savory smells proceeding ment was the first object which mot his
from tbe Buncombe kitchen the day pre- gaze.
ceding the picnic.
He took it np, looking at it with vinMr. B, was not generally a prodigal dictive eyes, and shook it as a terrier
provider, but tbe circnmstanceswere anch
shakes a rat.
this case that the paternal purse"Ye’ll never make me any more trou- unroofed and his barn destroyed. The
strings were unloosed to an unprecedented
A QUICK-FIRINGgun, the invention of
storm next struck the house of W. D.
extent, and Mis. Buncombe was almost
Mr; Thronaen,was tested recently at
Connor,
tore
the
building
to
pieces
and
bewilderedunder the fire of raisins,
Finspong, in Sweden, The results showed
scattered the remains over several that ten shots can be fired within twentycitron, spices and other good things
acres, not & thing In the house escaping
which tbe grocer’sdeliveryclerk rained
five seconds, which is twenty-foor shots
destruction. Mr. Connor and his wife,
In upon her.
a minute. All tbe shots were true, and
who were In tho house at' tho time, hit the target within a apace of nine
"Say, Johnny, yer don’t s’pose pap’s
were both badly injured. Forty rods inches long and six inches wide.
goin’ ter die,” said Philander, anxiously.
“Naw, not ales* that air speech sticks
east of Mr. Connor's place was the
'n ’is throat ’n chokes ’im,” replied Johnschool house, and of this the wind left
J. B. PARKER, Fiedonia, N. Y., says: -BhaD
not call on you for the $100 reward, for I bellere
ny, ineverently,smacking his lips prosnot a timber remaining.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure will cure any case of capectively at sight of the unwonted dainAt Subletto several houses were blown tarrh. Wa* very bad.’ Write him for particuties. "Bet there’s big words nuff in it to
down, trees uprooted, fences destroyed lars. Sold by Druggists,75c.
choke an’ox.”
and several persons hurt.
It is officiallyestimated tbat no fewer
Mrs. Buncombe, dressed in her best
Sunday delaine, climbod into the big
Is his electrical treatment of a wart, than 70,000 woivea are roaming at large
wagon the morning of the Fourth, folin Basaia, and tbat the' inhabitantsof
Dr. Patrzek, of Oppeln, first moistens
lowed by Johnny, Philander and little
the Vologda last year killed no fewer
it with a warm solution of salt, then
Matilda, and last but not least, the
than 49,000, and of the Cm*b district
thrusts both needleb through it just 21,000.
clothes bisket fnll of good things,which
above the skin, and gradually turns on
was carefully hoisted in by Mr. BunSa Novels Free, will be seat by Crsglo A
the current until pain, is felt. Fire
combe himself, who was gotten np in a
( o.. Pbilads., Pa., to any one iu the U. 8. or
style befitting the importance and solemcells are sufficientbattery. In most Canada, postage paid, upon receipt of 25
nity of the occasion.
ble.ve blamed onsartin thing," hr mut- case* two sittings of five minutes each Dobbins'Electric Hoap wrappers.Bee list
very few words were exchanged 6n tbe tered as he struck a match.
destroy the wart, which gradually dries of novels on clrf ulars around each bar.
way to tha picnic ground. Mr.^’s mind
Boap for sole by all grocers.
Perhaps tbe speech was nncommoni; np and falls away.
being evidentlyemployed in rehearsing dry; at any rate it bnmed merrily anc
vr.
ATHEHis
iThere sn
ire now 101
IU1 Union
union soldiers in
in
the intricate portions of his speech, as quickly, and a little heao of floating
One street rorner m Santa Mane, Ingres* and eighty-ona who served In
he sst bolt upright, bolding the reins ashes was all that remained of Mr. Bnn-;
Countj, u called Mkjr tll( confeUr.t. irmy.
with all the dignity a little at variance combe’s maiden speech, the effort which
with the meek and hnmble charactersof was to have led on to fame and fntara Hill by the people. Here gather daily
Hollow- btkv little children, worms are
old Doll and Bess, ambling along in glory, and then and there hie oratorical four sages whose aggregate ages are
ffnswinr at their vllsls. Their plea ling
equine ignorance of the fact that they npirations died an easy and natural 840 years, and two boys whose united looks should make a mother get them Di.
Lore an orator of the day in their rear.
years foot up 117. They discuss theol- Bull's W orm Destroyers.
death.
Mr. Buncombe formed sn ornamental Ai Mr. Bnncombe meekly took the ogy, metaphysics,ancient and modern
addition to the select crowd gathered on milk pails and went oat to milk rantan. Uterature, to say nothing of politics.
Hzikrich Brine, when he was a
the platform,as hia stately head towered kerons Moolie. he concluded tbat though
Itudent, onoe wrote to a friend: "Bend
up from his stiff collar and ample cravat, farming has iti uncertaintiesand drawSome beautiful specimens of artificial me "fifty thalers right sway, or I will
his broad brow bared to the Jhly breeze, backs, still a pail of spilt milk occaaionstarve mysslf to dosth at your expense.”
and his broad smile bsoming upon his ally is not to be compared to a flyaway malachite, well adapted for ornamental
Biecbam'b Pills act like magio on a
fellow-citizens
in a most condescending oration ae a source of mnch unalloyed work, have been produced by Prof, do
Schulten, of the University of Helsing- Weak btomoeb.
and patronizing manner.
vexation.
fors. The pfoceaa is said to consist
‘Thet yer man hain’t got enrvatoorof
CORBET- MAKERS’ staying powora
tbe spine, hez he?” remarked an honest
Realization.
evaporating a solution of .carbonate of
ought
to be very groat
farmer to another, as he caaght a side
Alas, when the day has gona by,
copper in carbonate of ammonia.
..How heavy and heartfeltthe sigh.
view of Mr. Buncombe's portly figure.
Ir afflictedwith Bore Eyes, nee Dr. Is one
As the bills all come In
" Tears like bis back bone's kinder drawn
A n^w German water-pipeis made Thompson’s Eye Water. Druggists sell it 25o.
•
For the fireworksand din
back somehow?"
' And we find the fun costs mighty high.
of glass covered with a coating of asphalt
The lawyer gave a terse and pointed
best cough medicine Is Plso’s Cure
and fine gravel. The advantagee forThe
speech, ending by wittily remorkingthat
And tbe boy, as with pain he is tossed
Consumption.Bold everywhere.25c.
O'er bis pillow, then reckons the cost
claimed
are
resistance
to
ground
moishe presumed his audience were as hungry
Which the day’s sport imposed,
ture and to acids and alkalies,and imTheU. 8. G i vernment makes regular pur*
as be was himself,and he would not deIn his bc-h optics closed
lhasoo of *Ta&sill's Punch" lot the army.
tain them with a long speech within the
permeability to gases.
And the finger or two he has lost.
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THE ONLY LINEN-LINED WATERPRl
COLLAR

IN

THE MARKET.
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WOMEN

AS SCAPEGOATS.

DENTISTRY

if

Men Who Rain ThonuolvM

Financially

Try to Shirk the Raaponalblllty.

Women

Full line

FARM

are frequently accused, says

Junius Henri Browne, in the Ladies’

Gillispie&Lemley

Home

Mortgage Sale.

T)K?^JULT
bm made m the con.
Oitiona of payment of a certain mort
earn made and executed by Fredrrik

ibf

Journal, of ruining thou* fathers
T"\ n XT HP r t < rry
and husbands by willful extravagance,
with -emphasis on the adjective.
They probably do assist at their downare
located in our
fall, in repeated instances, not from
Deutal
Parlors
over
willfulness,but from lack of understanding of the value and uses of Eighth Street, Holland. Mich C. Walsh’s Furniture Store,
money. The idea of any normal repWater connection with city mains. and desiring that our patrons
resentative woman being so malignant
or reckless or inconsiderateas to Houses fitted up with Bath tubs, shall have the benefit of 'first
River Street.
gratify her Uste, her love of adornCold Water, Marble class work in every branch of
ment, or her sense of luxury with any
Agents for the Whitely Solid
Dentistry,
are prepared to
consciousness or suspicion of such a Basins, and Water Closets.
Steel Binder, the great open end
insert
sets of teeth on Continuresult is preposterous,especially when
- .........
*
she is supposed to esteem and love tne
Drive ous Cum, Gold, Silver, Plati- Harvester Binder for successfully
man she deliberately undoes. Such a
num, Aluminum, Watts Metal cutting all lengths and kinds of
thing is so entirely foreign to her nature as to be beyond hypothesis. She Wells
Sinks, Cistern Rubber or Cellufoid base, thus grain Also for Whitely’s Solid Steel
would not be capable of it if she was
securing to our patients the Mower, This Machine is entirely diftotally indifferent to the man. Nothing
ferent from and Superior to any
Class of Artificial
but the densest selfishness or the deepother
Mowing Machine ever proest malice would lurnish the motive
that can be procured.
duced.
for such an act, which is, as a rule,

DENTISTS,

T.VANLANDEGEND
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MRS. MATTIE FUBGUSoN. of Dryden, N T
My*i
.
emier* isc
£ieJ.,rfar
best mediclnll
ever tried ; (t laved my life '
T. F. HAILE
BAiLEYi,
. of^
of HumlKjJdt,
HunaboMt, Iowa, says'
says

^iatha

:

At. V5r.Mlon °I Ule Probate Court for tbe Counof Ottawa,holden at the Probate Office,in
the city of Grand Haven, In said county, oo
Saturday, the Thirty-Antday of May. In tbe
year One thou,and eluht hundred and nuatv.
requested.
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Chancery Sale.
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CHA8. E. BOULE.
Judge of Probate,

of Ottawa. -

BERNHARD WIECK. complainant,
FRANK B. BROWER and

'

»

GKKRIT J. DIEKEMA, Defendant*.
lopuisnaLceofa decree male in this causa.
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all kinda of

STATE OF MICHIGAN,
T^CirouU court far tbe County

Thirtiethday of June next,
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20 5 00
am. p.m.
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and Health
Headache.
aiKo ln> lge>t!ouand Uyopepnla
Send for a beautiful book free.
Address, R. H. McDonald Drug Co.
632 Washington Street,
New York Citv.

Hfatorer Curew

e8Ut* ot Ltlub«rt'Ho}8t«g®

STOCK Foopr^rr^re, Tb.,

train*.
. Other

***** °f the

On reading and flllng tbe petition,duly veri
' ?!, dacob Den Herder, administrator with
tbe will annexed of said estate,proyli g tor tbe
examination aud allowanoa of h'e final account,
that be may distributesaid aatate to the leg*tee thereofIn tha eHU nf
i,., Ji.

GERMAN MEDICATED

35

am. p.m
* Daily

VISFUARMTiERS
The «rcal Blood l

«ie.

Meat delivered free of charge.

p.m. p.m.
From Allegan ....... 990 6 15

-

‘‘i8 In8,’‘a,IlfB “i-t 'If««Jvered
hitters o. Iy posieetes pe.f-ct and won-

th!rtir!!&«!ybTKCr' ,ujd ''i tb“ •trni’Wla catbArtlc offeit Th- n»w style n v«ry piea>ent to
# _ j .«r __ a.

STATE OF MICHIGAN, | uo
COLNTT OF OTTAWA. ( 88‘

pan.
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riuovic.t

.

FromHart Pent water

fas

ferae Bowsms 0

toenr

Jaundice, Gou- Pile*, Bi 1. ml w«. and all other
^seasri arisinx from blood iujpurlU*-*, and an a
Vermifuge it is th.- h. st ! tb- worl 1. b«i. g death
i w®rm* ,h,', •' I-'I the human system.
s;f; to take at any tim.-rorunder
Any oondlii.,n of rh system. f».r old . r young nr
frr either *ex I is put up in two elyii.j, The

OFFICE,

2.^oTiIX'1'>c“,1,',"k'
full and complete line of
Attaat,
the choicest meats constantly on hand.
Probate Order.

From Muskegon and 9 20 2 06 P2I36 ft™ TiS
Grand Haven.
a.m. p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.

'J

H. MEYER & SON,.
HOLLAND,
. men

\

6o1d* 10 th’ Hot Spring*
fifteenyears for an itching humor in
i bate just u*»rt three bottles of VinenewapaperPrintedaud ohronUtod lu said county
J* bM8 d0‘ * U1# “-ore good tnen
<be springs. It ie the best medicine mlule.,,
prevl°u,
ATS8?E?.J;.S?AN'0'^.75 West St., New
CHAB. E. SOULE,
.0*?.
-witbou.t
(A true oonvl
Judge of Probate
Wttwtor the past twelve
ye,rl.
„d
aogw It a whole me icine chest in our family."

Orders taken at homes

For Hart. Pen water, 530 6 40
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For Big Raptor .....
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995
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covered.
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of rum. poor
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time table.
Fff ot May 18. 1890.

ror Chicago ..........
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n:n-Alcchclic Vegetablemedi*
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Chicago and West Mich. Railway

For AUegan
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Trains Arrive ana Depart from Holland as below
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Retail By,

Tb*ftnpon it la Ordered. That Monday tha
Tymty.fintdavofJulyn^t.

“d

411,1

thirty-

LadUt, gat u bottle Loro y*ur dnjgpistand by
n.Jour drnM'»t I»"* not the New S'yle Vinefar Bitterv,ask him to send for it. If you once
try It you will never In without this priceless
scribed,for purpoees therein aet forth:
ThereuponIt la Ordered. That Saturday,tbe remedy in the bouse,
&/th day of July next.
BITTf-m
Th* ot,|) ?. iii)wr*iir* Bliterg kaoim.
It Htln lilntt'sike Br»ln vihI quieb tbe
»t Uw of laid deoeaaed. and all other pereoni
Nprves, rfgulatpg the Ronols and rwaIntereatadin said estate, are required to appeal
dbrs a p»Tf«t blood circulafionthrough
f* AMAilon of aald Court, then to be holden at
the Probate Offloe In the City of Grand Haven. Ir tho human veluh. which Is hurt to reAid county, aud show oause, If auy there be. store per fret health.
why the prayer of the petitionershould not be
Wanted: Anditia further Ordered, That sidd GEO. W. DAVIS, of iffl) Buronne St, New
Orleau*. La. writes under date May 2flth. 100B,

Tor. eiciith and fish streets.

one on wnich ladle* oan (_
.wr andji*u of nreiL" "bodit

1

Simon Sprletsma,

^uTt’an

In aald
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my

Fine Shoes,
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and then south to the

Tuesday, the Twelfth day

the -Colchester'*

DEADER

on'' bllud>«’1

i

Many fAmllles keep both km^s on hand, as
tnev ronn a complete mud icln»- ch. *t
Jia Family MedMtie.tor the use of lodie*.
children And me., of sedentary hAult*. the N»w
Style
Vtoegar Bitters has > o equal In tbe world.
Probate.
JhiMhlS^V /oL.curing the ilia that beset
deceased Uiatt0r of 019 Mt4lt8 ot Jan L. Boa. childhood, and gently regulatesthe disoaiee to
which womsn at every periot. of Ufa are sabjEOt.

I

CO.

bwl lln^l with
“J pn-u!8 a‘t)

“ADHESIVE COUNTERS.”
At
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Inside of
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Street
PE KRAKER & DE ROSTER.
Holland, Mich., Aug. 3, 1888. 1-Jy
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Dangler Oil Stove.
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Market on River
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SMOKED-
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the aection corner of rectiona number twwnrvt"®Dt-v,onr (2*'- fwerty.fi yH (A') ar.-l
f^Trt^n M?.11 !0WD*lh,p*,x (® rortb cf rang^
fourteen <14* wvat. and ru ining 'h^nce nortq
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Dealers

Pwaow Intereated

CHARLES

a

Probate Order.
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NICHOLS & SHEPARD

btb ? U°Vce lH the 8,im "f ot’" thou siTn b“ndr®d Md *Mtbty f.-ur (1.284.00, dob
lore and twenty five tt.10) dollarsattornev fee

?
^
tw«*ty.three <31* tweu*’ tw8nt.yflve I*1),and twenty-alx <20|,
and thenc • esat s xtv-t*o tn
iI?nK?>Canr,t^y;***"*'0 !** p,Le o/bi
JoLing. and conuiniugsixty ,80, acres of land
more or less.
Dated June 2 1890.
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a
a call
r.tu,

the tact before goiug

®'elookin tbe forenoon,be aaaignedfor the

2ja -5I!fTL&od ‘F °?Mr
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STATE OF MICHIGAN,

upon It ia Ordered, That Monday, the

Traction Engines
sent on application.
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me
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and
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grain

his

threshed
with the New Vibrator.
Our pamphlet giving
full informationabout
I hreshing Machinery
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at

make money

can

by having

executed at the

aud to our popular

IWy./lraf dfly^/Wynarf.
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^

am twenty four ,24..

fgmmXheri

17-13*

H88.1^™0#1’^,""8 recorat,d<u the office of
Deedi on the lotb dav of Mav
niJ^n fh' Ilil,b‘;r3j"^ ^'ort8*8eMon page 31 K
innrto ‘
iU ,be COnditfOl V Of Said
mortgage, whereby the power of sale tberei . baa
become operative. No suit or proceeding at lew
ha- been iaiUtutad to recover the
Hn «d UJ“;t«a«®orttuypart thereof.T1 e amount

I

Large Trade, is respect-

HOLLAND, MICH., May

lL,‘ld *111

whether he can afford
to have his grain
wasted
by other threshers when he

colors.

ainl convince yourselvesqC
“

offered to the Trading Puplic of

Hoods delivered free

citj

satisfy himself
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Leads, also Oils, Var-

tioned articles give
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Mortgagee.

First day of Sept mber, A,
KS/0l00J 1,1 8 fr,re:io°n- The

ni*h and Brushes. If you

AT

WTT[V

North

i7i.

Levant C. Sear* and Julia .Soars on tbe f,tli dav
1 J'7Tbflr' D„,,8W’’'xecuted a certainmort' 'Vitht,5' an,, Robert R. Woodcock. which mortgage wai dated on rail 5tb day
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No more

he best paints on the
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Fleur and Feed,
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L C Poar. Atto^or
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1
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Wid returned her to the train in
!!?'•
stay over
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Healli
Cheapest Place

Hats and Caps,
j

.“•u,vuumoerea seven

and

our circulars

quarter of the

,SH5- Said mnrtcaco
recoided lu tbe olilceoftlio Register01 de^ls < f
Ottawa County,Michigan, on tbe Oth .lav rf
January, A. D. 1885. b. Lber 11 of M. rtgiuea 0,
page S3 8* id mortgage w«a thoreaiter^duly
NSBigned to Henry J. Nibbelink. by deed of
sliinmeutdated January Oth, A. D. 183J. which
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,

running

Wen

Dated May '.'4thA D. 1S90.
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i"”"1'-' .4toUo*< K
see if she arrived safely. Another S!nr^n'J®d“dby
lady, who came to Shomaston
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Boribed in wid mortgage as all that certain
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: . . *‘n

Attorney for
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A. D. 1 890,
eleven o'ciock in tbe forenoonof said day Tbe
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at
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^iV'iBRATOR
made

GOOD CHEER SOAP
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GmuutJ. Diwm*LI8 WAnEKEl Moi,8^«
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grain

and so he will
Write now to
at once investigate
our claim that

able: NoUce ia thereforehereby given that by vlr.
of tbe power ol sale In baM morttfaaecontained
and tbe ntatute in aucb ease made aud provided
said mortgave will be forecloaedby safe S

isis

jllns taken offloe room In tbe fit. Denis, first
stairway on Monroo st wof>t of Sprino-st. The
doctor has opened Ml new sacitaiiumin OakPiasters. dale Park, corner of Hail
..... and Eut
East sta sun.
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Carts,
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1877. Lecturer of Hygiene at tbe above
A young lady, a native of Presque ])F.FAUA hartng been made In the conditions lu
nolleye sinS^S A?.L!Iy,P, D 5 *h® above
„oi payment of acertaiu martgege executed
xr8
A1|Pointod ProfTessorof WaIsle, who recently made the journey
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/»"alter
alter a.
A. Williams
vviuiams and Mmta
JHnti A Williams
William® bY.VT. , ln
. the Horida Dulversity
Diuversuv in 18S2.
from Michigan to Thoraastown, Me., his
wife, of Holland. Micbigiu. t-Fred J Metaof
°L the Polyclinic of New York
H!! Ti!!* o,.H0ll‘.nfMJcbiru.t- F red
Metz of
^d“^0L^
i;0^0
York
unattended,attracted much attention
all along the route. This was largely
REOUIRED ASKYoUR GROCER FOR If
on account of her age. she being but
Aui
,tX
*
wbieb mortgage there is c-. im%i to due’at tbe andin^mi !°r 8nl0»Or to OMhangdloU. bouses
Follow Directions CLosuyHiree and a half years old. She had .date of tr.isnotlc-, |be sum of Nme Hundred t^k
Ch^P' His home, 48 Boat- 413t
been living with her grandmother,
and on the removal
uararue
remorsl *
I have just received a new
Oregon it was decided to send the lit- o1’ D0tc? is bereb>'K1"0- bv v'rtue of
couuect,oa» for residence aid sani
«e lady to her mother. Mre. Carrie
lot of
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and save

beats anything heretofore
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.Satisfaction

rapidly,
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Buggies,

» Child Three
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All kinds of Anesthetics used for

that will

work the most

°{hIntamt ™ wid «wtI55i oS
nonpaymento" IS* InUjtS® irSfault ‘fw

Wagons,

painlessextracting.

Tears of Age.
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AN INFANTILE TRAVELER.
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Work

S
SprMIers and Diamond Bridgework

some picturesque wickedness.

1*0* Journey Alone

sum of

the

(hue, Treatment, and Preservation

it
of

pal

please you.

a martyr, especially in the eyes of his
own sex. Mon almost always ruin
themselves, in a monetary sense particularly, but lack the courage to
avow
Their weakness destroys
them, and they dislike to acknowledge
weakness;they prefer to give it the

name

mS”®

the

and

or white

Every
Thresherman
knows that
threshing machin

Enterprising

said mortgage,together with all
then
*«»n;’hav|M
become
due ftDdW»b]ei by rawon of the default In

Sewers laid,

woman’s methods.
At any rate, is it not an exception
when a woman ruins a man financially
or otherwise, indeed* He is very
ready to proclaim himself ruined by
her; he seems to think that the charge
relieves him. He is so constantly the
cause of he.r ruin that he is anxious to
turn the tables on her. And to be
ruined by a woman sounds romantic,
is calculated to excite pity and sympathy, to put him in the position of
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